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Standard theories of indefinite NP's, including both those that analyze them as in

herently existentially quantified and those that analyze them as non-quantificational, 

variable-contributing elements, predict that indefinites always have existential force if 

outside the scope of any operator, that they assert rather than presuppose existence, 

and that they are not essentially context-sensitive. 

In this dissertation I show that bare plural indefinite descriptions in English, in 

one of their readings, do not have existential force even in the absence of any operator, 

presuppose rather than assert existence and are crucially context-sensitive. I call this 

reading the functional reading and argue that it constitutes a distinct interpretation 

that cannot be subsumed under the regular gereric or existential interpretation. 

I develop a more fine-grained theory of novelty within the framework of File 

Change Semantics (Heim 1982), allowing for strongly and weakly novel indefinites. 

Strongly novel indefinites are associated only with a novelty condition with respect 

to their index. Weakly novel indefinites are associated with a novelty condition with 

respect to their index and a familiarity condition with respect to their descriptive 

content. Bare plurals are both weakly and strongly novel. Their functional reading 

arises when they are interpreted as weakly novel indefinites. I show how the apparent 

quantificational force, the existential presupposition, and the context-sensitivity of 

the functional reading follow from the felicity conditions weakly novel indefinites are 

associated with and general priciples governing informational accommodation and 

contextually salient functions invoked to guarantee felicity. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This dissertation is a contribution to the semantics of definite and indefinite de

scriptions. I take as a starting point the presuppositional theory of definiteness and 

indefiniteness proposed by Heim. Heim's theory shares with more traditional ap

proaches a conception of definiteness as a simple binary opposition. I show that there 

exists a special type of indefinites that have an interpretation commonly associated 

with definites. 

More specifically, in the novelty /familiarity theory of indefinite and definite NP's 

that Heim (1982) develops, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the defi

niteness of an NP and the felicity conditions it is associated with. Indefinite NP's are 

associated with a novelty condition for their index, definite NP's are associated with 

familiarity conditions for their index and their descriptive content. 

I argue that the felicity conditions associated with indefinite NP's can vary. In 

addition to indefinite NP's that always assert existence, there are indefinites that may 

presuppose existence. Bare plurals in English exemplify this special type. 

1 
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I develop a more fine-grained theory of novelty and familiarity within the frame

work of File Change Semantics. The theory accounts for the full range of readings of 

the special type of indefinites, explains why their additional interpretations appear 

in a precisely circumscribed range of contexts and gives a unified characterization of 

indefiniteness within which the parameters of difference between regular and special 

indefinites can be naturally formulated. Formally, the analysis I propose allows the 

felicity conditions of a given noun phrase to interact with its file change potential to 

the following effect. The admissible contexts can be partitioned into those that entail 

in part the information added by the processing of the noun phrase and those that 

either fully entail that information (for definites) or do not entail any part of that 

information ( for indefinites). Definites and indefinites of the traditionally recognized 

kind are then those that, given their felicity conditions, would have as admissible 

contexts only those of the latter type. Indefinites of the newly discovered type are 

those whose admissible contexts, given their felicity conditions, would be contexts of 

the former kind. 

More generally, this work can be seen as providing an empirical argument in favor 

of a dynamic theory of meaning and against the more traditional truth-conditional 

theory of meaning with its strict separation between semantics and pragmatics and 

its restricted conception of context-dependency. 

The empirical evidence is of a new kind-most of the evidence in the literature 

concerns anaphoric binding-and helps sort out two ideas. One is the idea that NP's 

should be distinguished according to whether they are inherently quantificational or 

not, allowing the semantic scope of non-quantificational NP's to extend beyond their 

syntactic scope. It was meant to account for donkey and intersentential anaphora 

and the variable quantificational force of indefinites. The other is to view meaning 
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as a dynamic notion, an idea that can be characterized with the motto: the meaning 

of a sentence is the way in which it changes a given body of information. These two 

ideas, which came together in the work of Kamp and Heim, have been very influential 

and have guided a large part of recent work in semantics. Since, however, one way of 

implementing the first idea is in terms of the general setup that dynamic semantics 

provides, they are also often conflated. That they are independent of each other was 

already demonstrated by Heim (1982), with the difference in the semantic systems of 

chapters II and III of that work. The same point has also manifested itself implicitly 

in the direction of subsequent work that has adopted the former but has rejected the 

latter, such as Kratzer (1989) and Diesing (1990, 1992). The facts and the analysis I 

present argue in favor of both ideas. 



Chapter 2 

Bare Plurals and Genericity 

1 Introduction 

This chapter provides the background on bare plurals and genericity necessary for the 

discussion of the following chapters. It contains an overview of the familiar problems 

posed by bare plurals and generics and of two influential analyses that have so far 

been proposed. Its main focus are the empirical and theoretical motivations behind 

each analysis and the crucial assumptions underlying it. 

The semantics of bare plurals is inextricably linked to the semantics of genericity 

and therefore they must be treated as interdependent in any analysis. Bare plural 

NP's pose a particular challenge because of their apparently divergent behavior. On 

the surface, at least, they can be interpreted as indefinite descriptions, as quantifi

cational NP's with varying force, or as expressions referring to kinds, individuals of 

a special sort. The basic question then is whether they are ambiguous and, if so, in 

how many ways. 

The central issue concerning the linguistic analysis of genericity is whether the 

4 
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regularity expressed by generic sentences should be built into their semantics as a 

generalization/ quantification of some sort. 1 I will distinguish two kinds of approaches 

to generics: direct generalization approaches, which specify the truth conditions of 

generic sentences in terms of quantification, and inferred generalization approaches, 

which specify the truth conditions of generic sentences in some other way. 

I will concentrate on Carlson's (1977b) classic analysis and on the indefiniteness 

analysis along the lines of Heim (1982), Gerstner & Krifka (1987), Krifka (1987, 

1990) and Wilkinson (1988a, 1991). Carlson's analysis is an inferred generalization 

approach to generics that takes bare plurals to be expressions denoting kinds. The 

indefiniteness analysis is a direct generalization approach that takes bare plurals to 

be indefinite descriptions with ordinary individuals in their denotation. Other ap

proaches combining features of these two will be mentioned along the way. 

Although Carlson's theory and the indefiniteness theory differ in terms of the 

semantics they give to genericity and to bare plurals, they are similar in making a 

clear separation between the meaning of a generic statement, which the semantics 

they propose is supposed to capture, and the kind of reasoning or action that belief 

of a generic statement may give rise to, which they consider as outside the purview 

of a semantic analysis. 2 

In section 2 I give a brief overview of the problems raised by generics and bare 

plurals. In section 3 I present and discuss the kind analysis and in section 4 I present 

and discuss the indefiniteness analysis. I will ultimately side with the indefiniteness 

1This already presupposes that generic sentences can be true or false like any other declarative 
sentence. Of course, the evidence for their truth might be of a different type than that of non-generic 
sentences. 

20ther theorists, however, may place a stronger condition on the semantics of generics, requiring 
that it interact with an appropriate notion of defeasible consequence so as to account for the kinds 
of reasoning supported by generics. Such a view is clearly articulated and developed by Asher & 
Morreau (1991). 
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analysis of bare plurals and the direct generalization approach to generics and these 

two positions are crucial for the material to follow in the thesis. However, given the 

uniformity, intuitive appeal and great empirical coverage of Carlson's analysis, I will 

present it in some detail and will show that some of the arguments he provided in 

favor of a kind analysis can be turned around as motivating the indefiniteness analysis 

of bare plurals and the direct generalization approach to generics. 

2 Genericity and the Readings of Bare Plurals 

2.1 Genericity 

Generic sentences express regularities and non-accidental generalizations, which among 

other things play an important role in reasoning. On the basis of a generic statement 

we can draw inferences, albeit defeasible, about particular occurrences or particular 

objects. The generalizations can be either descriptive or normative. The linguistic 

means of expressing genericity are varied: there is nominal and verbal genericity, and 

often no special expression is designated as exclusively generic. Thus definite and in

definite descriptions may have a generic use in addition to their usual uses; similarly, 

often the same tense can be used in an episodic and in a generic context. 

The sentences in [1] are all intuitively identified as generic sentences, yet the 

source of genericity, the means used to express it, and the inferences it supports 

about particular instantiations are different in each case. 

[1] a. Punica granatum is an Old World tree. 

b. The 3-R4* generation robot will soon be antiquated. 

c. A pirate ship flies a black flag. 
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d. Pomegranates have a crowned end. 

e. In this place one whistles a lullaby to show approval. 

[la] contains the name of a biological species, and asserts something about the origin 

of that species. Members of the species planted in America are not, strictly speaking, 

Old World trees, rather they are descendants of trees that originated in the Old World. 

In [lb] the definite description also identifies a kind whose instantiations satisfy the 

descriptive content of the NP. [lb] is similar to [la] in that the conditions placed on a 

kind for it to be considered antiquated are different from those placed on its particular 

instantiations. For example, the kind could be antiquated well before any one of its 

instantiations. Thus, in [la] and [lb] the NP denotes a kind and the predicates can 

be meaningfully predicated of both a kind and an individual of the usual sort but 

the conditions under which these properties can be said to hold of a kind and of an 

individual are quite different. 

[le] - [le] are more complicated. Do apparently indefinite descriptions identify a 

kind as well, and is that the source of genericity in [le] and [ld]? The question becomes 

particularly vexing with respect to [le], where it is unclear what the relevant kind 

should be. Moreover, it seems that, in contrast to [la] and [lb], the truth or falsity 

of [le] - [le] has something to do with whether particular instances of pomegranates, 

pirate ships or people who are in this place have the relevant property. [le] - [le] 

seem to express a generalization about actual and potential entities satisfying the 

descriptive content of the singular indefinite, that of the bare plural, or the property 

of being in this place, respectively. For descriptive purposes, I will follow Link (1988) 

and use the term proper kind predication for cases like [la] and [lb] and the term 

derived kind predication for cases like [le] - [le]. 

Generic generalizations have two hallmarks that distinguish them from actual, 
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universal generalizations: they are not sensitive to the way things actually are but 

they are sensitive to alternative ways things might be or ought to be. As a conse

quence, generic generalizations are at the same time weaker and stronger than the 

corresponding actual accidental generalizations. They are weaker in that they toler

ate exceptions, that is they can be true even on the face of exceptional cases. For 

example, [ld] is true even though, as it happens, there exist pomegranates whose 

crowned end has been chopped off. In fact, [ld] could still be true even if the crowned 

end of all pomegranates in existence were to be chopped off. They are stronger in 

that their truth does not depend simply on actual instantiations.3 For example, it 

does not suffice for [le] to be true that all the pirate ships in existence fly a black flag 

since this could happen as matter of accident, without any such convention in place. 

Therefore, actual generalizations are not necessarily generic. 

2.2 Bare Plurals 

In some cases a bare plural uncontroversially denotes a kind. In [2a], for example, 

the bare plural must denote a kind since the predicate be extinct can apply only 

to kinds and not to ordinary individuals. In addition, bare plurals exhibit both a 

generic/ ( quasi-)universal reading and an existential reading, each one of which is 

related to the kind of reading the whole sentence receives. The universal reading 

is tied to a generic or habitual generalization reading for the whole sentence. The 

existential reading is tied to an episodic reading for the whole sentence. [2b] and 

[2c], in which the bare plural appears to have universal and quasi-universal force, 4 

respectively, express a characteristic property of dogs in general, while [2d], in which 

3See Dahl (1975), who makes the point very persuasively. 
4 As is common practice, I will use the term 'quasi-universal' in order to indicate the tolerance 

for exceptions. 
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the bare plural appears to have existential force, is about an instance of barking by 

some dogs. 

[2) a. Dinosaurs are extinct. 

b. Dogs are mammals. 

c. Dogs bark. 

d. Dogs barked last night outside my window. 

Moreover, while the bare plural can get the universal/ generic reading with all predi

cates, the existential reading is confined to a subclass of predicates ( all episodic and 

a few stative predicates). 

Observing these correlations, Carlson (1977a, 1977b) argued that the bare plural 

itself is not ambiguous, its different readings being the result of the semantics of 

the predicates it combines with. Subsequent work has in part accepted Carlson's 

arguments for a unified treatment of some of the readings of the bare plural but 

has sought it elsewhere, guided by different assumptions on the origin of genericity. 

Specifically, it has sought a unified treatment for the existential and generic readings 

of [2d], [2b] and [2c] but not of the one involving reference to kinds, as in [2a]. 

3 The Kind Analysis 

3.1 Basic Outline 

Carlson, in a series of works (1977a, 1977b, 1979, 1982), provides a uniform analysis 

of bare plurals, in which they rigidly denote kinds. 5 The multitude of their readings 

5See also Carlson (1987), (1988), (1989). For a more comprehensive and critical review of Carl
son's analysis and analyses in its steps see Schubert & Pelletier (1987). 
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is derived from the different types of predications they appear in. Central to the 

analysis is the ontological assumption that the domain of individuals must be enriched 

to include kinds and the semantic assumption that the source of genericity resides in 

the intensionality of individuals. 6 

Carlson proposes that kinds are individuals in their own right which have different 

realizations ( or manifestations) relative to different points of evaluation (i.e., worlds 

and times). In that sense they are intensional individuals. Following a proposal of 

Gabbay & Moravcsik (1973), Carlson goes a step further in assuming that ordinary 

individuals are also intensional in that they too have different realizations relative to 

different points of evaluation. 7 

The semantic proposal consists of two main claims. The first claim is that the 

regularity or generalization expressed by a generic statement is essentially indirect 

and, crucially, not part of its truth conditions: a generic statement attributes a 

property to an individual which can then be inferred to be "inherited" by a certain 

number of its extensional manifestations. A property of a kind is inherited by some 

of its realizations, and a property of an object is inherited by some of its spatio

temporal manifestations, but these conditions do not constitute part of the truth 

conditions of a generic statement. As Carlson (1977b:109) puts it: "Instead of asking 

the wrong question ('What is the generic quantifier?'), we are now asking the right 

question ('How can we infer quantification from generic sentences?')." 8 The second 

claim, crucially connected to the first, is that a generic sentence comprises simply 

6 See also Carlson (1989) for discussion on this point. 
7 Gabbay & Moravcsik and Carlson differ, however, on how they execute the idea formally. Gabbay 

& Moravcsik explicitly construe individuals as functions from points of evaluation to basic elements in 
their ontology, corresponding to the temporal stages of individuals. Carlson, as we will see, assumes 
that both the intensional individuals and their extensional manifestations are basic elements of the 
ontology. 

8For a similar position see also Nunberg & Pan (1975). 
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a predication, albeit one of the right type. As Carlson (1979:65) states: "generic 

attribution is considered to be nothing more than attribution of a predicate to an 

individual, rather than to a stage of that individual." 

Within the model structure proposed by Carlson kinds, objects and stages are 

all basic entities of the model. Kinds and objects are the intensional individuals, 

stages their spatio-temporal manifestations. NP's may denote kinds or objects but 

no NP denotes stages. The three types of entities are related by two realization 

relations: R relates stages to individuals (objects and kinds), R' relates objects to 

kinds. Meaning Postulates ensure that kinds, objects, stages and the realization 

relations satisfy the conditions in [3] (see Carlson (1977b:414-416) for a complete list 

of Meaning Postulates and their exact formulation). 9 

[3] a. every stage is the stage of some individual (object or kind) 

b. different objects cannot have the same stages 

c. if a stage realizes some object and that object realizes some kind, then the 

stage realizes that kind 

d. a stage realizing a kind is also a stage of an object realizing that kind 

e. individuals with a stage realization in some world exist in that world 

f. any two kinds with exactly the same realizations in all worlds are identical. 

A stipulated equivalence between kinds and their object realizations allows for a 

9The model-theoretic construal of kinds and stages need not be as in Carlson. For instance, 
Chierchia (1982) proposes that kinds be construed as nominalized properties, Ojeda (1991) takes 
kinds to be the mereological sum element of subsets of the universe of discourse, while Hinrichs (1985) 
construes stages as spatio-temporal locations. To a large extent, these reconstructions are compatible 
with Carlson's overall analysis of genericity although they differ from it in certain significant ways. 
For example, Ojeda's proposal has the consequence that the use of a definite generic carries with 
it the presupposition of existence of actual instantiations, something that is not true of Carlson's 
analysis. 
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correspondence between the kind denoted by a kind-denoting NP and the intension 

of the common noun ( CN) predicate of the NP. Namely, if the NP denotes the kind 

k, the intension of the CN and the set of sets defined by ,\x R' (x,k) at each point of 

evaluation are identical. In other words, at every world and every time, the set of 

objects satisfying the descriptive content of the NP will be exactly the same as the 

set of objects which (at that world and that time) realize the kind denoted by the 

NP. Thus, the translation of the bare plural NP dogs is as in [4] .10 

The denotation of the bare plural then is the property set of the unique kind whose 

realizations relative to every point of evaluation are exactly those belonging to the 

extension of the CN dog relative to that point of evaluation. Given the meaning 

postulate described in [3f], uniqueness is guaranteed for all models. Thus, the equiv

alence between kinds and their object realizations that is built into the translation of 

bare plurals and the meaning postulate guaranteeing uniqueness make bare plurals 

rigid designators. 

In accord with the tripartite split of entities into stages, objects and kinds, predi

cates are sorted according to whether they take stages, objects or kinds as arguments. 

Individual-level predicates take individuals as arguments, stage-level predicates take 

stages of individuals as arguments. Individual-level predicates and stage-level predi

cates denote properties of different types of entities; giving a predicate an argument 

of the wrong type results in sortal incorrectness. 

Empirically, it appears that the same predicate ( corresponding to a full VP) can 

have both an episodic and a characteristic property reading, or, in terms of the 

10Superscripts on variables indicate the restriction on the sort of entity the variables can take as 
their value: k stands for kinds, o for objects and s for stages. i is the definite descriptor. 
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analysis, it can apply both to objects and to kinds. Based on that evidence the 

typology in [5] emerges. 11 

[5] a. predicates that can apply only to kinds 

b. predicates that can apply both to objects and to kinds but not to stages 

c. predicates that can apply to stages, objects and kinds 

d. predicates that can apply to stages, objects and kinds but do not have a 

characteristic property reading 

Predicates of the category [5a] can be either stative (e.g., be extinct, constitute a 

species) or episodic (e.g., become extinct, populate). 12 Bare plurals construed with 

such predicates are intuitively understood as referring to a kind. Predicates of the 

category [5b] are always stative and have a characteristic property reading. They 

are comprised of be plus an adjectival or nominal predicate (e.g., be intelligent, be a 

bore) .13 Bare plurals construed with such predicates have a generic/ ( quasi-)universal 

reading. Predicates of the category [5c] are episodic when applied to stages while 

they express a characteristic property when applied to objects or kinds; they com

prise all verbal predicates except for be (e.g., bark). Bare plurals construed with 

such predicates have an existential reading when the predicate is episodic and a 

universal/ ( quasi-)universal reading when the predicate has a characteristic property 

interpretation. Finally, predicates of the category in [5d] are comprised of be plus 

11 In what follows I limit attention to bare plurals in subject position. 
12 Although Carlson does not consider episodic kind-level predicates, they can be easily accom

modated in his analysis as long as kind-level episodic predicates do not introduce quantification 
over stages. This accommodation is possible because the analysis does not dispense with times as 
parameters of evaluation in favor of stages, a choice that can otherwise be criticized as introducing 
a lot of redundancy (for such criticism see Schubert & Pelletier (1987)). 

13For purposes of this discussion I will ignore the contribution of be and will treat the whole 
predicate as stage-level or individual-level. 
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an adjectival or a PP predicate (e.g., be available, be in the corner). Bare plurals 

construed with such predicates have an existential reading. 14 Schematically, the gen

eralizations are summarized in [6], where individuals comprise both objects and kinds. 

[6] Type of 

Predicate 

[5a]: 

extinct 

[5b]: 

intelligent 

[5c]: 

bark 

[5d): 

available 

Type of 

Argument 

kinds 

individuals 

stages 

Interpretation of 

Predicate 

stative or 

episodic 

characteristic 

property (stative) 

episodic 

individuals characteristic property 

stages or stative 

individuals (but not characteristic 

property) 

Interpretation of 

Bare Plural 

kind-referring 

universal 

existential 

universal 

existential 

Carlson's analysis captures these generalizations by distinguishing between ba

sic and derived predicates within the system of Intensional Logic (IL), into which 

expressions of English are mapped by the translation mapping. Derived predicates 

14Whether such predicates disallow the universal reading for the bare plural and lack a charac
teristic property reading can be contested (see Diesing (1988, 1990)). If we admit the characteristic 
property reading, they would not constitute a separate category and would be treated on a par with 
those in category [5c]. 
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are derived from basic predicates in two ways: ( a) a stage-level predicate is mapped 

to an individual-level predicate containing existential quantification over stages, (b) 

appropriate generalization operators raise the level of a given predicate creating an 

intensional context. There are no derived stage-level predicates. Derived predicates 

of the first kind are needed so as to make a basically stage-level predicate capable 

of composing with an individual-denoting NP. If o/ is a stage-level predicate of (the 

sorted) type <e8,t>, then >.xi :ly8 [R(y8,xi) & a'(y8
)] is an individual-level predicate 

of (the sorted) type <ei,t>. Derived predicates of the second kind characterize the 

characteristic property reading associated with the majority of generic statements. 

Gn is the generalization operator mapping stage-level predicates to individual-level 

predicates and Gn' the generalization operator mapping object-level predicates to 

kind-level. Both Gn and Gn' are intensional VP operators. More precisely, if a' is a 

predicate of type <e8,t> or <e0 ,t>, then application of the generalization operators 

Gn or Gn' results in the predicates GnCa') and Gn'Ca'), which are of type <e\t> 

and <e\t>, respectively. 

Basic predicates and derived predicates of the first type give rise to predica

tions unmediated by a generalization operator; derived predicates of the second 

type give rise to mediated predications, which create an intensional context for the 

VP.15 Unmediated predications arise when basically object-level predicates combine 

with object-denoting NP's,16 when basically kind-level predicates combine with kind

denoting NP's, or when individual-level predicates with existential quantification over 

15Thus, 'Unskilled thieves left a visible trace,' involving an unmediated derived predication, entails 
the existence of a visible trace in the actual world, while 'Unskilled thieves leave a visible trace,' 
involving a mediated derived predication, does not. 

16Technically, Carlson follows Montague's (1974) PTQ system in having NP denotations apply to 
VP denotations. 
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stages combine with individual-denoting NP's.17 Mediated predications arise when an 

individual-level predicate derived from a basically stage-level predicate combines with 

an individual-denoting NP,18 or when a kind-level predicate derived from a basically 

object-level predicate combines with a kind-denoting NP. All individual-level predi

cates with stage-level counterparts are derived from the latter either via the mapping 

described in ( a) above or via the generalization operator Gn. Most kind-level predi

cates with object-level counterparts are derived from the latter via the generalization 

operator Gn'. Exceptions are predicates like be popular, be well-known, etc., which 

do not give rise to a generic reading with singular indefinites. These are assumed 

by Carlson to be both basically object-level and kind-level. The typology of predi

cates according to their surface distribution outlined in [5] and [6] corresponds to the 

classification within the system of IL given in [7]. 

[7] a. basically kind-level: 

be-extinct', populate', be-popular' 

b. i. basically object-level: 

be-intelligent', be-popular' 

ii. derived kind-level: 

Gn'C be-intelligent') 

C. i. basically stage-level: 

smoke' 

ii. derived individual-level with existential quantification over stages: 

17Predications involving stage-level predicates applying to stage-denoting NP's do not exist since 
there are no stage-denoting NP's. 

18When applied to an object-denoting NP, we get a habitual reading, as in 'John walks in the 
woods.' 
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iii. individual-level derived via a generalization operator: 

Gn( ~ smoke') 

d. i. basically stage-level: 

be-available' 

ii. derived individual-level with existential quantification over stages: 

,\xi:Jy5 [R(y5,xi) & be-available'(y5
)] 

17 

Predicates of the categories [7ci] and [7di] do not correspond directly to the translation 

of any natural language predicate. Natural language predicates that are stage-level 

need to compose with individual-denoting NP's, hence their translation is always a 

derived predicate. 

Carlson can analyze bare plurals and other generic NP's as uniformly kind-denoting 

by having ( i) a sufficiently rich ontology, ( ii) constraints on models ( meaning postu

lates) which regulate the elements of the ontology, ( iii) predicates selecting for the 

sorts of entities they can apply to, (iv) mappings from basic predicates to predicates 

which can apply to entities of a different sort. 

A kind-denoting NP, such as a bare plural, always combines with a kind-level 

predicate; different readings for the NP arise depending on whether the predicate 

is basic or derived, and, if derived, on whether it is mediated by a generalization 

operator or not. If the predicate is basic or mediated by a generalization operator 

(categories [7a], [7bii], [7ciii]), then there is no quantification either over objects or 

over stages in the semantics. If the predicate is derived but unmediated ( categories 

[7cii] and [7dii]), then there is quantification over stages in the semantics. 

Thus the apparent universal force of the bare plural, arising when the kind-level 
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predicate it combines with is derived from an object-level predicate or has an object

level counterpart but is not derived from it (e.g., be popular, be well-known,) is not 

captured in the semantics. The intuition that there is quantification over (unexcep

tional) objects satisfying the descriptive content of the bare plural is attributed to 

pragmatic inferencing. 

Distinguishing predicates such as be popular, be well-known from the rest is an 

artifact of Carlson's analysis, which tries to capture the fact that singular generic 

indefinites do not have a generic reading with such predicates. Carlson analyzes 

singular generic indefinites as kind-denoting but assumes that they combine only with 

derived kind-level predicates. While this also correctly excludes basically kind-level 

predicates like extinct from applying to them, it is a rather ad hoc way of accounting 

for the difference between bare plurals and the singular generic indefinite (see Farkas 

(1985)). 

The existential reading of the bare plural, arising when the kind-level predicate 

is derived from a stage-level predicate, is attributed to the existential quantification 

over stages of individuals built into the transaltion of such predicates. The apparent 

existential quantification over objects satisfying the descriptive content of the NP is 

the result, on the one hand, of the semantics, which gives us existential quantification 

over stages, and, on the other, of the meaning postulates spelled out in [3d] and [3e] 

above, which guarantee that the relevant stage also realizes an object existing in the 

actual world and realizing the same kind. 

The analysis, moreover, predicts that bare plurals will not have an existential 

reading with basically individual-level predicates, thus correctly capturing a very 

important and otherwise mysterious generalization. 

Specifically, [2a], [2b], [2c], [2d) receive the translations in [8a}, [8b}, [8c] and [8d], 
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respectively (ignoring tense and adverbial modifiers). A bare plural, analyzed as 

denoting a unique kind, receives the translation ,\PVP(ak), where ak is a constant 

picking out a kind-level entity. 19 The predicate extinct is basically kind-level, hence 

[8a] involves an unmediated predication. The predicate mammal is basically object

level and can be raised to kind-level; hence [8b] involves a mediated predication. 

The predicate bark is basically stage-level and can either be raised to object-level or 

kind-level via a generalization operator or simply by mapping to an individual-level 

predicate and introducing existential quantification over stages; hence [8c] involves a 

mediated predication and a generic reading for the bare plural, while [8d] involves an 

unmediated predication and an existential reading for the bare plural. 

[8] a. ,\PVP( din)C extinct') ⇒ 

extinct' ( din) 

b. ,\PVP(dog)CGn'Cmammal') ⇒ 

Gn' (~mammal') ( dog) 

c. ,\PVP(dog)CGnCbark') ⇒ 

GnCbark')(dog) 

d. ,\PVP(dog)C >.yi :lxs (R(x8,d) & bark'(x 8
)) ⇒ 

:lx8 (R(x8,dog) & bark'(x8
)) 

Relative to a given world and time, [8a] is true iff the individual kind dinosaurs is 

in the set of kind-level entities that are extinct in that world and that time, [Sb] is 

true iff the individual kind dogs is in the set of kind-level entities that are mammals 

in that world and that time, [8c] is true iff the individual kind dogs is in the set of 

19This is simplifying in that the translation of the bare plural involves a constant; the complete 
translation is that given earlier in [4]. For the purposes at hand this is an innocuous simplification. 
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kind-level entities that bark in that world and that time, and [8d] is true in a given 

world and time iff the kind dogs has stage realizations in that world and that time 

which are in the set of stage-level entities that bark. 20 The truth conditions make 

no reference to how many object or stage realizations of a kind possess the property 

denoted by the predicate in order for the predicate to be truthfully predicated of a 

kind. In a given model and relative to a given point of evaluation a kind is either in 

the denotation of a kind-level predicate or not, and that is independent of how many 

stage or object realizations of that kind, if any at all, are in the denotation of the 

equivalent stage or object-level predicate, either in that point of evaluation or in any 

other point of evaluation. This is what makes this analysis fall within the category 

of inferred generalization approaches. 21 

Since the truth of derived kind-level predications does not depend on the truth of 

object-level predications in any way, the analysis sidesteps the problem of exceptions 

and captures the distinction between generic and actual generalizations. Generic gen

eralizations, in contrast to actual generalizations, are only apparent, involving in re

ality a kind-level predication. But, in doing so, the analysis has a serious shortcoming 

20Notice that truth of a sentence involving a kind-level predication does not imply necessity. That 
dinosaurs are extinct is true in the actual world but nothing in the analysis forces it to be necessarily 
true. Diesing (1988), in effect, criticizes Carlson's analysis for treating all generic sentences as non
accidental generalizations when in fact it treats all generic sentences as accidental generalizations, 
in the sense that in order to determine whether a sentence is true in a given world we need not look 
at any other world. See the discussion below and in section 3.3. 

21 An inferred generalization approach to generics, while not having any quantification in the 
semantics, might encode the connection between predicating something of a kind and inferring 
something of its instantiations by putting further constraints on the models in the form of meaning 
postulates. Carlson posits no such further constraints (the quasi-meaning postulates in Carlson 
(1979) have no formal status). Heyer (1985), aiming to characterize different types of kind pred
ications in terms of the inferences about particular instantiations they give rise to, does precisely 
that. He has direct predications over kinds but places constraints on models such that if a certain 
predicate is true of a kind then it is true of all its realizations ( or all its typical realizations) in each 
world. 
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in that it does not capture the distinction between different kinds of generic general

izations, such as descriptive, dispositional and normative generalizations. While the 

operators Gn and Gn' are supposed to capture all the different kinds of generic gener

alizations, they cannot discriminate among them. In the same way that the truth of 

a kind-level predication relative to a given point of evaluation does not depend on the 

truth of the corresponding object-level predication relative to any point of evaluation, 

similarly, it does not depend on the truth of the kind-level predication relative to any 

other point of evaluation. But this is precisely what we need if we are to capture 

normative generalizations. 22 This shortcoming is serious, as different types of generic 

generalizations must be distinguished since they are not always truth-conditionally 

equivalent. For example, a descriptive generalization might be true without the cor

responding normative generalization being true as well, as in [9a], and vice versa, as 

in [9b]. 

[9] a. People around here shoot at each other indiscriminately. 

b. A country with rich natural resources shares them with its neighbors. 

Carlson runs into further problems with respect to dispositional and normative 

generalizations because of two meaning postulates he posits requiring that if GnC ci) 

can be truthfully predicated of some individual and that individual has at least some 

(past) stages then o/ can be truthfully predicated of at least one stage. This might 

be true of descriptive generalizations but it is certainly not true of normative gener

alizations. For example, 'In chess bishops move diagonally' may be true in the actual 

world even if no bishop has ever moved diagonally because, say, no game of chess has 

221 take it that at least normative generalizations, if not dispositional ones as well, are irreducibly 
modal, that is, their truth depends on the denotation of the relevant predicate across a subdomain 
of worlds. 
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ever actually been played ( although the rules of the game are in place) or every game 

of chess has been played incorrectly. 

It is important to note that an inferred generalization approach to generics is 

independent of a uniform analysis for the bare plural. For example, one could have a 

direct generalization approach to generics ( at least those that do not involve proper 

kind predication) and a uniform analysis for the bare plural as kind-denoting. This 

is the position taken by Farkas (1985), who assumes that there is a generic operator 

quantifying over assignments to object realizations of the kind denoted by the bare 

plural, and by Schubert & Pelletier (1988, 1989), who assume that bare plurals denote 

kinds and have a meaning postulate requiring the existence of an object realizing the 

kind in every world. 23 Similarly, one could have a uniform analysis of the generic 

readings of the bare plural and a separate analysis for its existential reading. 

3.2 Arguments for a Unified Treatment 

Carlson designed his theory to provide a uniform analysis of generics and a unified 

analysis of the different readings of bare plurals. All generic sentences involve the 

attribution of an individual-level property to an individual (object or kind) and a 

bare plural always denotes a kind. This approach was justified by the following three 

claims, which he defended in great detail: 

(1) The ambiguity resides in the predicate and not in the NP. 

(2) On their existential reading bare plurals are not indefinite NP's. 

23 Also, one could have a uniform analysis of genericity (at least the kind of genericity which 
does not involve proper kind predication) without assuming that all generic NP's are kind-denoting. 
Farkas (1985) and Schubert & Pelletier (1988, 1989) argue that generic singular indefinites are 
object-denoting indefinite NP's while bare plurals are kind-denoting NP's. 
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(3) The generic reading of the bare plural is not due to a generic operator. 

If they are indeed correct, (1) and (2) jointly support a unified analysis of the ex

istential and the generic reading of bare plurals, and (3) an inferred generalization 

approach to generics. In sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 I discuss the evidence which 

led Carlson to these claims. I have tried to bring an updated perspective with respect 

to the arguments supporting (2) and (3), so I present them in a way that does not 

always follow Carlson's organization or characterization. I will argue that a critical 

reexamination of the evidence leads to different conclusions from the ones Carlson 

drew. In some cases, the evidence is compatible either with the assumption that the 

bare plural is kind-denoting or with the assumption that it is an indefinite descrip

tion. In other cases, the evidence in fact favors the assumption of the indefiniteness 

of the bare plural and of the presence of an operator in generics. 

3.2.1 Bare Plurals Are Unambiguous 

Let us take for granted that some predicates can denote either episodic or characteris

tic properties. If, in addition, bare plurals were ambiguous between an existential and 

a generic reading, then there would, in principle, be four possible readings resulting 

from the combination of a bare plural with such a predicate, as schematized in [10]. 

Correspondingly, for those predicates that can denote only characteristic properties 

(basically individual-level predicates) there would in principle be two possibilities, 

those in [10a] and [10c]. 

[10] a. generic NP - characteristic property 

b. existential NP - episodic property 

c. existential NP - characteristic property 
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d. generic NP - episodic property 

Of these, Carlson argues, only [lOa] and [10b] actually occur. For example, [lla] has 

a reading corresponding to [10a], according to which all (at least all unexceptional) 

dinosaurs had the characteristic property of eating kelp, and a reading correspond

ing to [10b], according to which some dinosaurs ate kelp on one particular occasion. 

Lacking are the readings corresponding to [10c] and [lOd}: there is no reading ac

cording to which some dinosaurs had the characteristic property of eating kelp, nor is 

there a reading in which there was an instance of kelp eating by all (unexceptional) 

dinosaurs. 24 Similarly, [llb] has only a reading corresponding to [10a], according to 

which all (unexceptional) dinosaurs had the characteristic property of being intelli

gent. Lacking is the reading corresponding to [10c], according to which there were 

some dinosaurs that were intelligent. 

[11] a. Dinosaurs ate kelp. 

b. Dinosaurs were intelligent. 

As we have seen, the reading of [lla] corresponding to [10a] is the result of a derived 

mediated predication, of the type specified in [7ciii], and the reading corresponding 

to [10b] is the result of a derived unmediated predication, of the type specified in 

[7cii]. Given the typology in [7] and taking eat kelp to be a basically stage-level 

predicate, there are no other possibilities. The reading of [11 b] corresponding to [10a] 

is the result of a derived mediated predication, of the type specified in [7bii]. Given 

[7] and the fact that be intelligent is a basically individual-level predicate, no other 

possibilities exist. 

24It must be noted that a kind-denoting NP with a basically kind-level episodic predicate is 
possible, as in 'Dinosaurs ate kelp but at some point they resorted to grass.' However, this sentence 
means that the kind changed its eating habits and not that all dinosaurs resorted to eating grass on 
a particular occasion. 
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While Carlson is correct in claiming that the readings of type [10c] and [10d] are 

missing, another generalization that he makes, namely that a bare plural subject 

cannot have an existential reading in a generic sentence, is too restrictive. Cases 

exemplified by [12] (originally discussed in Milsark (1974)) constitute a serious prob

lem for his analysis, which predicts that the only reading available for [12a] is one 

equivalent to [12c]. In fact [12b] is also a possible reading, and the only plausibly 

true one in this case. 25 

[12] a. Typhoons arise in this part of the Pacific. 

b. In this part of the Pacific there arise typhoons. 

c. In general, typhoons arise in this part of the Pacific. 

Notice, moreover, that [12a] (with the existential reading for the bare plural) and [12b] 

are interpreted as generic while they contain no NP in them that is kind-denoting, 

which can give then rise to a kind-level predication.26 Given the overall architecture 

of the theory there is no way of accommodating such cases since the predicate can 

either be derived via a generalization operator, thus giving a generic reading to the 

bare plural, or have existential quantification over stages, giving an existential reading 

to the bare plural and an episodic reading for the whole sentence. 

3.2.2 Bare Plurals and Indefinite NP's 

In support of the claim that bare plurals are not indefinites, even on their existen

tial reading, Carlson brings three types of arguments: ( a) scopal restrictions, (b) 

anaphoric properties, ( c) similarity with definite, kind-denoting NP's. 

25 See Carlson (1989) for the significance of such cases. 
26Even if one were to claim that in this part of the Pacific is a locative subject in (12b] and hence 

provides a kind-level entity, this would not help us account for one of the readings of (12a] since 
there the subject is uncontroversially the bare plural typhoons. 
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a. Scopal Restrictions 

When interpreted existentially, bare plurals always have narrow scope with respect to 

sentential operators (e.g., negation), count nominal quantifiers, attitudinal predicates 

and partitive quantifiers. For example, while the singular indefinite can have both 

narrow and wide scope with respect to negation, thus allowing for a non-contradictory 

reading of [13a], the bare plural has only narrow scope with respect to negation, 

allowing only for a contradictory reading of [13b]. 

[13] a. A cat attacked John and a cat did not attack John. 

b. Cats attacked John and cats did not attack John. 

Since the existential reading for bare plurals arises as a result of existential quantifi

cation over stages introduced within the translation of the VP predicate, the analysis 

allows only for translations in which the existential quantification has narrow scope 

with respect to every other operator. If the bare plural were analyzed as an in

definite, Carlson's argument goes, then the existential quantifier associated with it 

would scope freely with respect to other operators resulting in more readings than 

are actually attested. 

The facts about scope have since been widely discussed and sometimes disputed 

so I will not devote too much attention to them here (see Kratzer (1980), Link (1984), 

Wilkinson (1988a), Rooth (1989)). The interaction between bare plurals and parti

tive quantifiers (labelled differentiated scope phenomenon by Carlson) is well-known 

from studies on aspect. The facts pointing to a difference between bare plurals and 

indefinites NP's in terms of their aspectual properties, while robust, cannot be taken 

as a definitive argument against the bare plural's being indefinite since they can be 
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accounted for in a different manner than assuming existential quantification intro

duced by the predicate over stage realizations of a kind. See, e.g., Krifka (1989), 

Verkuyl (1989), Moltmann (1991). Similarly, a more in-depth analysis of the other 

scopal restrictions might reveal that they are a by-product of some other property 

of bare plurals and are therefore consistent with the position that bare plurals are 

indefinite NP's. 

b. Anaphora 

The argument from anaphora can be summarized as follows: bare plurals are not 

indefinite NP's because pronouns anaphoric on them have a wider range of read

ings than pronouns anaphoric on indefinites. In what follows I look more closely at 

Carlson's analysis of anaphora with the aim of showing that not assuming that bare 

plurals are indefinite at least on their existential reading misses certain important 

generalizations. 

Pronouns outside the syntactic ( c-command) scope of their indefinite antecedents 

are interpreted as E-type, that is as synonymous with a definite description: consider 

the synonymy of [56a] and [56b]. Carlson notes that pronouns with bare plural 

antecedents have an additional interpretation. They can be interpreted as E-type, 

as in (56c], but they can also be interpreted as pronouns of laziness standing for a 

description identical to that of their bare plural antecedent. 27 This is illustrated by 

[56d], which has a reading corresponding to that of (56e] (in other words, Mary need 

not have sold the strawberries I grew). In contrast, (56f], in which the pronoun has 

an indefinite antecedent, does not have such a reading. 

[14] a. I bought some strawberries yesterday. Mary washed them. 

27In the characterization of the two readings, I am following the terminology of Evans (1977). 
Some authors use the two terms interchangeably. 
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b. I bought some strawberries yesterday. Mary washed the strawberries I 

bought yesterday. 

c. I bought strawberries yesterday. Mary washed them. 

d. I grew strawberries. Mary sold them. 

e. I grew strawberries. Mary sold strawberries. 

f. I grew some strawberries. Mary sold them. 

g. # Strawberries are fragrant. I bought them yesterday. 

Carlson assumes that pronouns in general receive two translations. 28 The interpre

tation of the antecedent ultimately influences the range of readings for the pronoun. 

He analyzes E-type pronouns along the lines of Cooper (1979) as implicit Russel

lian definite descriptions. Their translation, ,,\P (:Jxi (Vyi CQ(z8 ))(yi) h'- xi=yi)) & 

VP(xi)), involves two free variables, which must be given a value of the appropriate 

type by the context of use. The relation variable Q can pick as its value the realiza

tion relation R that relates stages to individuals when that is contextually available; 

the stage-level variable Z
8 can then be assigned as its value the contextually avail

able stage-level entity that is an argument of R. For example, the pronoun in [56c] 

picks out those individuals that are strawberries and have a stage-level realization 

that was bought by me yesterday. The existence of such individuals is guaranteed 

by the first sentence of [56c] since for that sentence to be true there must be stages 

of the kind strawberries that were bought by me yesterday. The meaning postulate 

described in [3d] guarantees that these are also stages of an object realizing the same 

kind. The second sentence of [56c] then asserts of those individuals that they also 

have a stage-level realization that was washed by Mary. 

28 Since I am concentrating here on cases where the pronoun is outside the scope of its antecedent 
I will ignore bound variable readings. 
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A pronoun may also translate as the set of properties associated with some indi

vidual entity: ,\P~P(xi). It is this translation that results in a pronoun of laziness 

interpretation if the antecedent is a bare plural. The context must make available a 

unique individual-level entity which can be given as the value of the free variable xi. 

In [56d], where the first sentence contains a kind-denoting NP, the pronoun appears 

in a context which makes available a unique individual-level entity. The free variable 

in the translation of the pronoun is assigned as value the kind-level entity denoted by 

the bare plural strawberries. 

Although a pronoun always has the option of translating as the set of properties 

associated with some individual entity, whether a true pronoun of laziness reading 

will arise depends on whether its antecedent is kind-denoting or object-denoting. If 

the antecedent is object-denoting, either translation for the pronoun would amount 

to the same reading. For example, in the context of the first sentence of [56f], where 

the NP introduces existential quantification over objects, the free variable in the 

translation of the pronoun can be given as value the object-level entity which makes 

the first sentence true. 29 But any such entity must satisfy both the condition of being 

a strawberry and of having stages that were grown by me. So, in effect, the pronoun 

is interpreted as if it were E-type (modulo the origin of existence and uniqueness). 30 

In other words, having two different translations for the pronoun does not lead to two 

distinct interpretations except when the antecedent is kind-denoting. 

However, the two interpretations are not always available for a pronoun anaphoric 

291 am disregarding plurality. 
3°For an E-type pronoun existence and uniqueness are part of the meaning of the pronoun itself

they are part either of its truth-conditional content, if we follow the Russellian line, or of its presup
positional content, if we follow the line of the presuppositional analyses. For a pronoun of laziness, 
on the other hand, existence and uniqueness are a by-product of the interpretation of free variables 
and of the general requirement that the context should provide a unique value for each free variable. 
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on a bare plural. Carlson observes that such a pronoun can be E-type only if its an

tecedent is in an episodic context. The pronoun in [56g], whose antecedent occurs 

with an individual-level predicate, lacks an E-type reading (i.e., the reading according 

to which I bought the strawberries that are fragrant). This reading is excluded by 

Carlson on the grounds that the first sentence does not introduce existential quan

tification over stages and hence there is no contextually available value for the free 

variables in the translation of the pronoun. 31 However, why should the translation of 

the pronoun be specified in such a way as to contain a two-place relation variable or 

a free variable sorted for stages? There is no independent evidence for specifying the 

adicity of the contextually recoverable property or sortally restricting its arguments. 

Is there a way of excluding the relevant reading without this stipulation? 

Suppose we follow Cooper and take E-type pronouns to translate as :\P (:Jxi (Vyi 

CQ)(yi) +-+ xi=yi) & YP(xi)), with Q being a property denoting expression that may 

contain only free variables ( of any sort) and parentheses. Then for the pronoun in [56g] 

we can reconstruct the free property variable as the property of being fragrant and 

assign to Q the value Gn'C fragrant'). Since the first sentence of [56g] guarantees the 

existence of an individual-level entity that is fragrant, namely the kind strawberries, 

the second sentence would assert that I bought stages of the unique kind that is the 

kind strawberries and which is fragrant. Nothing will require that the objects whose 

stages I bought had to be fragrant. 32 In this case, therefore, the E-type interpretation 

31This presupposes that the stages of an individual-level entity denoted by an individual-denoting 
NP do not become salient as a matter of course. They only become salient when they are implicated 
in the truth-conditions of the sentence containing the individual-denoting NP. 

321£ we require that the context should entail the existence of some unique individual-level entity 
that is fragrant (thereby making the existence and uniqueness part of the presuppositional content 
of the pronoun), we must distinguish between existence entailed by the previous discourse on the 
basis of the truth conditions of the sentences comprising it and existence pragmatically inferred. The 
former is the case in (56c), where the meaning of the first sentence involves existential quantification 
over stages, the latter in [56g), where no existential quantification over stages or objects is involved. 
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and the pronoun of laziness interpretation would amount to the same thing. 

However, when object-level entities are implicated in the truth-conditions of the 

sentence containing the antecedent, this approach predicts that the pronoun will have 

a distinct E-type interpretation. Sentences with adverbs of quantification introduce 

quantification over object realizations of a kind, as we will see in section 3.3, and 

are therefore predicted to give rise to such a reading for subsequent pronouns. [15a] 

exemplifies such a case: the first sentence of [15a] would translate as in [15b] and the 

second as in [15c], assuming we assign to Q as value the property of being fragrant. 

[15] a. Strawberries are sometimes fragrant. I bought them yesterday. 

b. :3z0 (R'(z 0
, strawb) & fragrant'(z 0

)) 

c. :3x0 (Vy0 (fragrant'(y 0
) +--> x0 =y0

)) & :3zs (R(z8,x 0
) & bought(l,z8

)) 

But then the pronoun will be taken to be synonymous with the definite description 

'the fragrant objects ( that are strawberries)', contrary to fact. Therefore, unless a 

sortal restriction is put on the free entity variable, the analysis predicts more read

ings than are actually available. However, by putting sortal restrictions on the free 

variables in the translation of E-type pronouns, the analysis seems to stipulate what 

it should explain, namely, why the interpretation of the predicate that the bare ·plural 

antecedent is construed with affects the range of interpretations of the pronoun. In 

other words, the analysis fails to capture the generalization that a bare plural sup

ports E-type anaphora only if it receives an existential reading, i.e., only when it is 

in an episodic context. 

Nevertheless, if the first sentence of [56g] is true, then it can be inferred (but not guaranteed by the 
semantics) that some object realizations of the kind strawberries are fragrant. In order to exclude 
the reading for the pronoun in [56g] that is equivalent to the definite description 'the strawberries 
that are fragrant', we must, therefore, require that existence should be entailed by the previous 
context in the strict sense. 
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Moreover, the reverse generalization appears to hold as well: if both the bare 

plural antecedent and the pronoun are in an episodic context, then the pronoun must 

be interpreted as E-type. 33 Gerstner and Krifka (1987) have noted the deviance of 

examples like [16], which can be explained on pragmatic grounds assuming the E-type 

interpretation is the only possible one for the pronoun. 34 

[16] # John ate applesi and Mary ate themi too. 

Now, Carlson's analysis can exclude the E-type reading on pragmatic grounds as well 

(since it would imply that John and Mary ended up eating the same apples) but has 

no way of ruling out the pronoun of laziness interpetation. 

An assumption underlying Carlson's argument from anaphora is that a pronoun 

may have a kind or generic reading only because its antecedent is kind-denoting. But 

as various authors (e.g., van Eijck 1984, Wilkinson 1991) have demonstrated, a wide 

variety of NP's give rise to this kind of anaphora; the best way to analyze it is to 

treat the pronoun as a pronoun of laziness whose descriptive content is determined 

on the basis of the CN of its antecedent. The factors determining when such a 

reading for the pronoun could arise (since it is not always available) is predicted to 

be uniform for the various types of NP's. 35 Such an approach is of course entirely 

33This holds if the bare plural and the pronoun are not in the background of a focus structure. 
For instance, in contrast to [16], I find (i), and therefore the pronoun of laziness interpretation, 
acceptable: 

(i) John ate prickly pearsi [yesterday]F, while Mary ate themi [today]p. 

I will not address this problem. 
34 (16] is non-deviant if the predicate is given a habitual interpretation; in that case the pronoun 

would be a pronoun of laziness. 
35This appears to be true for the factors discussed here. Uniform episodic interpretation of the 

two predicates, as in [16], excludes it: 

(i) # John ate no applesi. Mary, on the other hand, ate themi a lot. 

Uniform habitual interpretattion of the two predicates or a particular focus structure make it avail
able: 
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compatible with treating the bare plural as an indefinite NP, at least on its existential 

reading. A treatment of the bare plural as an indefinite would then account for the 

possibility of E-type anaphora with bare plurals. On the other hand, a bare plural 

involved in a proper kind predication would directly support kind anaphora so we 

would expect such anaphora to be freer than the one involving a pronoun of laziness 

interpretation. 36 

c. Definite Kind-Denoting NP's 

Definite NP's referring to kinds, like this kind of wolf, exhibit a parallelism with bare 

plurals in episodic contexts. Although they have an existential reading (see [17a]), we 

would not want to analyze them as indefinite NP's. In addition, they have the same 

properties with respect to scope as bare plurals (see [17b], [17c]). 

[17] a. I saw this kind of wolf at the zoo. 

b. # I saw this kind of wolf at the zoo and I did not see this kind of wolf at 

the zoo. 

c. John believes that this kind of wolf will appear in his garden. 

Carlson concludes that what such NP's share with bare plurals is precisely reference 

to kinds and takes the parallelism between these two types of superficially dissimilar 

NP's as further evidence that bare plurals are, despite appearances, disguised definite 

descriptions of a special sort. 

(ii) John used to eat no applesi, Mary, on the other hand, used to eat themi, 
(iii) John ate most apples [yesterday]F, while Mary ate themi [today]F, 

36 A further argument for distinguishing proper kind anaphora and anaphora involving a pronoun 
of laziness interpretation comes from cross-linguistic considerations. In Modern Greek, only pro can 
have a a pronoun of laziness interpretation; overt pronouns, clitic and non-clitic alike, exclude this 
kind of interpretation but they can, nevertheless, be anaphoric on kind-denoting NP's. 
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However, one can cast doubt on the claim that definite kind-referring NP's really 

have an existential reading with episodic predicates. Although [17a] implies that I 

saw a wolf in the zoo that was a wolf of this kind, it is not beyond doubt that this is in 

fact part of its truth-conditional meaning. I will not offer an analysis of definite kind

referring NP's but I will try to establish that, unlike bare plurals, they do not have 

an existential reading and that, therefore, an episodic predicate does not introduce 

existential quantification over stages. More generally, I will argue that definite kind

referring NP's do not behave ( even superficially) in ways that exactly parallel bare 

plurals. 

Because the implication of existence of an individual that is a realization of a kind 

is so strong it is easy to be convinced that the bare plural and the kind-referring NP 

receive the same interpretation in episodic contexts ( except, of course, for the fact that 

an NP like 'this kind of wolf' refers to a subkind of the kind wolf), which according to 

Carlson's analysis comes about because the predicate introduces quantification over 

stages of the kind. Nevertheless, there is some subtle evidence that can distinguish 

between the existential reading of the bare plural and that of a definite kind-referring 

NP. The former is part of the truth-conditional content of the sentence, the latter is 

only an implication.37 Consider [18). 

[18] a. I got rid of weeds from the garden yesterday. 

b. I got rid of this kind of weed from the garden yesterday. 

[18a] and [18b) are true under somewhat different circumstances: if I got rid of some 

weeds but left some still standing, [18a] would be true while [18b] would be false. 

[18b] requires that I get rid of single specimen of this kind of weed in the garden, a 

37This reading of a kind-denoting NP could be subsumed under what Krifka (1987, 1990) has 
termed representative object interpetation. 
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requirement linked to the fact that 'get rid of ' is interpreted as a basically kind-level 

predicate with respect to its second argument in [18b]. So the implication associated 

with the NP 'this kind of N' as to how many realizations of the kind have the relevant 

property can vary, depending on the lexical semantics of the predicate. This can also 

be taken as indication that the existential reading of the bare plural in [18a] is not 

due to the predicate but to the NP itself. 

A pronoun anaphoric on an NP like 'this kind of N' behaves like a pronoun 

anaphoric on a definite NP and unlike a pronoun anaphoric on a bare plural. In 

contrast to [16], [19a] is perfectly acceptable. Moreover, if the episodic predicate 

which the NP 'this kind of N' is an argument of introduced existential quantification 

over stages, an E-type interpretation for a pronoun anaphoric on that NP would be 

possible. For example, the pronoun in [19b] would be synonymous with the definite 

description 'the raccoon that I saw yesterday that is a realization of this kind of 

raccoon' and the continuation with the 'although'-clause would not be contradictory. 

This, however, is not the case: the pronoun is synonymous with the description 'this 

kind of raccoon,' hence the contradiction of the continuation. In [19c], on the other 

hand, the pronoun is interpreted as E-type and no contradiction arises.38 

[19] a. John ate this kind of apple and Mary ate it too. 

b. I saw this kind of raccoon in the forest. It was magnificent 

( # although this kind of raccoon is (generally) repulsive). 

38We can also use this kind of evidence to argue against analyzing 'this kind of N' as synony
mous with 'an N of this kind', as proposed in Wilkinson (1988b, 1991). 'An N of this kind' is a 
true indefinite and, therefore, gets an existential interpretation and gives rise to E-type anaphora. 
McNally (1992) uses evidence from anaphora and scopal interaction with adverbs of quantification 
to contrast 'that kind of N' and 'an N of that kind,' claiming that the former does not involve 
existential quantification over instantiations of the the kind. The strongest piece of evidence in favor 
of analyzing 'this kind of N' as a disguised indefinite comes from its acceptability in there-insertion 
sentences. However, McNally (1992) has proposed an account of this fact that is compatible with 
taking the NP to be definite and kind-referring. 
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c. I saw raccoons in the forest. They were magnificent 

( although raccoons are (generally) repulsive). 

36 

This perspective on the apparent existential reading of definite kind-referring NP's 

m episodic contexts is compatible with the scopal properties of such NP's. The 

contradictory reading of [17b] is the same as that of any definite in the place of the 

kind-referring NP and we need not appeal to narrow scope existential quantification 

to account for it. As for [17c], if there is no existential quantification over realizations 

of this kind of wolf in the semantics, then no existential quantifier needs to scope with 

respect to the attitude predicate. John may have a de re belief about the kind itself 

without having a belief about any particular realization of the kind. 

3.2.3 A Generic Operator and Bare Plurals 

Carlson offers a reductio argument that bare plurals should not be treated like other 

quantificational NP's. He explores the consequences of assuming that there is a 

generic nominal quantifier and then rejects such an assumption for the reasons dis

cussed in (a) - (g) below. A theme common to most of them is that such a quantifier 

would not resemble any known nominal quantifier in certain significant respects. From 

this he infers that a direct generalization approach to generics is untenable. In pre

senting his arguments, my aim is to establish that although he is right on the first 

point, the second conclusion does not necessarily follow. As we will see in section 4, it 

is possible to analyze generics as involving a generic quantifier which is not nominal. 

Moreover, we can construe some of Carlson's evidence as showing that an operator is 

present. 

a. Exceptions 
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Although it would appear at first sight that the generic quantifier has the force of 

a universal quantifier, unlike all other universal quantifiers, it tolerates exceptions, 

which at times might even outnumber the non-exceptional cases. The intuition about 

exceptional cases is of course that they are not normal in some relevant respect. 39 

Carlson considers appending the restriction 'normal' to a universal quantifier but 

finds such a move inadequate. For instance, he argues that normality with respect 

to having a mane would require all normal lions to be masculine while normality 

with respect to feeding their young milk would require all normal lions to be female, 

hence we end up with a contradiction. Or, if all normal dogs are mammals, could an 

abnormal dog not be a mammal? His criticism against 'all normal,' however, does 

not take into account the context-dependency of 'normal'; his argument would have 

force only if the criteria of normality were identical for all properties. There are no 

universal criteria for normality but this does not mean that there are no criteria for 

normality relative to a given property. 

b. No Fixed Quantificational Force 

Not only is the generic quantifier not universal, it does not even seem to have a stable 

quantificational force. Its varied force depends among other things on the predicate 

with which the bare plural is construed since that seems to be responsible to a large 

extent for determining the criteria of normality, and on external circumstances that 

seem to vary from case to case. So although few shoplifters actually get prosecuted 

and few alligators survive long enough to attain their full length, [20a] and [20b] are 

true, while [20c] is false even though most books are actually paperbacks. 

[20] a. Shoplifters are prosecuted in criminal court. 

39 Carlson (1987) draws the distinction between non-verifying instances and exceptions. 
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b. Alligators grow twenty feet long. 

c. Books are paperbacks. 

Furthermore, even if we claimed ambiguity and allowed its force to vary, the generic 

quantifier could not be identified with any of the known nominal quantifiers since the 

truth conditions of generic sentences and that with a nominal quantifier are different. 

For example, while [21b] and [21d] are true, [21a] and [21c] are not. 

[21] a. Seeds do not germinate. 

b. Most seeds do not (in fact) germinate. 

c. Crocodiles die before they get two weeks old. 

d. Most crocodiles (actually) die before they get two weeks old. 

This kind of argument, however, is valid only if we try to link the truth of a generic 

statement to the way things actually are, that is if the generic quantifier is taken to 

quantify over actual entities. In other words, Carlson has successfully argued against 

using an extensional operator to account for genericity but this falls short of showing 

that no operator can be used to account for the semantics of genericity. 

Carlson takes (a) and (b) to be strong and, decisive arguments against a quan

tificational analysis of generics in general. On the basis of them, he concludes that 

a quantificational analysis would be "profoundly misdirected" (Carlson 1982:167). 

However, the real import of the argument is that we should not build quantifica

tion over instantiations into the semantics because inferences we get about actual 

instantiations of the generalization vary widely, depending both on the content of 

the generalization expressed and other background assumptions we bring to bear. In 

any case, the kind-denoting analysis that Carlson advocates solves this problem only 
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by allowing itself to take no stance on what inferences we can draw from the char

acteristic property of a kind about its individual instantiations. 40 The analysis not 

only misses something significant in not connecting in any way the truth of a derived 

kind predication to the truth of predications about individual instantiations but it 

does not even give a general answer to what Carlson took to be the right question to 

ask about generics, namely 'How can we infer quantification from generic sentences?' 

(Carlson 1977b:109). 

c. Port-Royal Puzzle 

The generic quantifier, unlike the other nominal quantifiers, is not right monotone. 

This is known as the Port-Royal Puzzle and is exemplified by [107]: [107a] does not 

entail [107b], whereas [107c] entails [107d]. 

[22] a. Dutchmen are good sailors. 

b. Dutchmen are sailors. 

c. Every Dutchman is a good sailor. 

d. Every Dutchman is a sailor. 

Interestingly, Carlson's ultimate analysis of the contrast in [107] does not rely on the 

monotonicity properties of universally quantifies NP's vs. those of bare plurals. (In a 

sense, it removes the preconditions for testing monotonicity for bare plurals by relying 

on the presence of the Gn' operator prefixed to the predicate ~ good' C sailor').) See 

Carlson (1977b:295ff) and Wilkinson (1991:l 7ff) for discussion. 

d. Interaction with Adverbs of Quantification 

40 One could try to account for this by introducing meaning postulate, as does Heyer (1985), or by 
adding a non-monotonic logical apparatus to the kind analysis in order to determine the inferences 
we get. 
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If a generic quantifier were associated with the bare plural, then like other nominal 

quantifiers, it would force a temporal reading for an adverb of quantification. This, 

however, is not the case; unlike [23a], [23b] has a felicitous reading, according to which 

many Texans are tall. 41 

[23] a. # Every Texan is often tall. 

b. Texans are often tall. 

Points ( c) and ( d) are the decisive arguments against a nominal generic operator 

but they are perfectly consistent with, if not providing evidence for, an adverbial 

generic operator. Research on natural language quantification has shown that the 

quantifiers of natural language belong to two main categories: nominal quantifiers, 

associated with an NP, and so-called adverbial quantifiers, which are not associated 

with an NP and whose paradigmatic cases are adverbs of quantification. An im

plicit quantifier is considered adverbial if it exhibits the semantic properties of overt 

adverbial quantifiers. 

e. Kind-Level Predicates 

Bare plurals can co-occur with kind-level predicates, like extinct, which cannot take 

ordinary individuals as arguments. At most, however, this shows that not all forms 

of genericity can be analyzed as involving quantification, not that none can. 

f. Scopal Restrictions 

Generically interpreted bare plurals exhibit scope restrictions, a fact which can be 

accounted for if bare plurals are analyzed as rigidly denoting kinds rather than as 

41 Wilkinson (1991) points out that Carlson's analysis itself has problems with [23b] since the truth 
conditions it gives it amount to there being many objects that are Texans and tall (see Carlson 
(1977:207)). The problem is that Carlson gives [23b] a first-order translation involving unrestricted 
quantification and conjunction of the two arguments of the quantifier. 
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quantified NP's. The semantics of rigid designation is such that rigid designators 

always exhibit wide scope with respect to any other operator. Specifically, bare plurals 

have wide scope with respect to negation and narrow scope in attitudinal contexts. 42 

For example, [24a] expresses the (false) generalization that all (normal) pomegranates 

have the characteristic property of not having a crowned end, rather than the weaker 

generalization that pomegranates do not have the characteristic property of having a 

crowned end.43 

[24] a. Pomegranates do not have a crowned end. 

b. Bishops should not move diagonally. 

c. Pomegranates do not normally /typically have a crowned end. 

However, as seen in [24b] and [24c], both necessity modals and overt generic operators 

like normally or typically seem to favor wide scope with respect to negation too, thus 

favoring the stronger generalization even when this leads to falsity. 44 Therefore, 

the evidence from examples like [24a] could lead either to the conclusion that bare 

plurals behave like names, or, alternatively, that the implicit generic operator behaves 

like modals and other overt generic operators in taking wide scope with respect to 

negation. 45 

42Carlson's examples are: 'John doesn't like wombats' and 'Jill believes professors are insane'. 
43 As L. Horn (p.c.) points out, the weaker reading, corresponding to wide scope negation, is 

most natural as a direct denial. Obligation-type modals show similar behavior: 'he shouldn't go' in 
isolation has only the narrow scope negation reading, as opposed to 'he shouldn't go' in response 
to 'he should go,' in which case it can have either the wide or the narrow scope negation reading. 
Kri:fka (1987) and Kri:fka (1988) also contain discussion of the relative scope of negation and the 
generic operator. Kri:fka (1988) claims that the readings corresponding to both scopes are available. 

44Possibility modals favor narrow scope with respect to negation, which again results in a stronger 
statement. See Horn (1972, 1989). 

45The absence of the narrow scope reading might not be a restriction on scope per se but a 
consequence of the interpretation of negated generics. (I have in mind Stalnaker's (1968) proposed 
interpretation for negated conditionals which results in the following equivalence: -,( </> -+ 1/J) iff </> -+ 

-,'!jJ.) 
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With respect to attitudinal contexts the issue is more complicated since the argu

ment based on the absence of a wide scope reading for the bare plural is tied to an 

extensional version of the hypothesized generic operator. For an example like [25a], 

Carlson takes wide scope to give rise to the following reading, which he claims is 

missing: for each entity that is actually a pomegranate John believes of it that it 

is poisonous. This interpretation is consistent with John's lacking the belief that all 

pomegranates are poisonous. 

[25] John believes that pomegranates are poisonous. 

The kind analysis predicts that John has a belief about the kind itself without having 

a belief that all pomegranates are poisonous or a belief about actual instantiations of 

the kind. 

The generalization operator must indeed have narrow scope with respect to the 

attitude predicate. In general, adverbial operators do not take scope beyond their 

clause. Therefore, the property of exhibiting narrow scope with respect to an attitude 

predicate is shared by modals ([26a]), overt generic operators ([26b]), and adverbs of 

quantification both on their generic ([26c]) and their temporal reading ([26d)). 

[26] a. John believes that bishops (should) move non-diagonally. 

b. John believes that pomegranates normally /typically have a crowned end. 

c. John believes that pomegranates are always poisonous. 

d. John believes that during last winter Mary always went for a walk at night. 

Since only nominal operators can raise out of the complement of an attitude predicate 

these facts simply establish that the generic operator is not nominal but are perfectly 

consistent with its being an adverbial operator. 
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g. Definite Kind-Denoting NP's 

Definite NP's referring to kinds, like this kind of animal, exhibit a generic reading 

and yet we would not want to analyze them as involving a generic quantifier. This, 

however, is not inconsistent with having a generic operator and a kind-denoting NP 

without the former being contributed by the latter. 

3.3 Limits and Limitations of Uniformity 

One of the most compelling arguments of Carlson's in favor of the kind analysis is 

that kinds provide the intensionality necessary for the semantics of genericity without 

the need to posit any quantification. However, an across-the-board unified analysis 

of generics as involving no quantification is untenable. Carlson himself has to allow 

for a "mixed" analysis in which some quantification is built into the semantics. This 

is necessary for generic sentences with adverbs of quantification. In Carlson's (1979) 

analysis, (atemporal) adverbs of quantification are VP operators applying to object

level predicates and yielding kind-level predicates. In that respect they are like the 

generic operator Gn'. They differ, however, from Gn' in that they quantify over 

object-level realizations of a kind. I will now show that the same kinds of arguments 

Carlson advances against a generic quantifier, summarized in ( a) and (b) in section 

3.2.3, can be made with respect to his analysis that postulates a quantifier associated 

with adverbs of quantification. 46 

Let us take the adverb of quantification always, which translates as in [27]. 

46 See Farkas & Sugioka (1983), Stump (1985), Diesing (1988), Wilkinson (1991) for arguments 
against treating adverbs of quantification as VP operators. My criticism is independent of whether 
adverbs of quantification are treated as monadic VP operators or as dyadic sentential operators. 
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Although it is incontestable that the adverb has universal force, one could object 

to positing a universal quantifier in ways that parallel Carlson's arguments against a 

quantificational analysis of generics by showing that it leads to inadequate predictions 

about what the domain of quantification and the force of the quantifier are. [28a], for 

example, translating as [29a], comes out as too weak under this analysis since in order 

for it to be true in the actual world it suffices that all actual dogs be intelligent. But, 

intuitively, [28a) expresses something stronger. [28b], on the other hand, translating 

as [29b], comes out as too strong since it would require of male ducks that are well

bred to lay eggs, whereas, intuitively, [28b] is judged to be true without that strong 

requirement holding. 

[28] a. Dogs are always intelligent. 

b. Ducks that are well-bred always lay eggs. 

[29] a. Vy 0 (R'(y0 ,d) -+ intelligent'(y0
)) 

b. Vy 0 (R'(y0 ,wbd)-+ GnClay-eggs'(y0
)) 

In other words, once some other operator than the implicit one is introduced, we 

can avoid neither the modal aspect of genericity nor the requirement for normal

ity. Carlson, on the other hand, is committed to extensionality once an adverb of 

quantification is present. 

Neither can we avoid readjustments in the domain of quantification, resulting 

in narrowing of the domain, so as to satisfy certain conditions associated with the 

predicate. Again, Carlson's analysis makes wrong predictions in this respect. For 

example, [30] comes out as false in Carlson's analysis, given that most shoplifters are 

never caught, let alone prosecuted. 

[30] Shoplifters are always prosecuted in criminal court. 
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To sum up, Carlson's analysis of adverbs of quantification suffers precisely from 

the problems he identified with positing an operator for generic sentences. The reason 

for that is not that the quantificational force of the operator cannot be specified with 

any precision-adverbs of quantification wear their force on their sleeve-but rather 

because of the extensionality of the operator. Here the intensionality of individuals 

is not helpful precisely because the truth conditions make no reference to alternative 

points of evaluation. If one were to revise this analysis so as to make the adverb of 

quantification intensional, the need for making the bare plural kind-denoting in these 

cases would be diminished. Moreover, once we recognize the need for intensionality in 

the evaluation of sentences with adverbs of quantification, it takes only a small step 

to make a similar assumption about generic sentences without an overt operator. 

3.4 Summary 

Carlson concludes that all genericity should be given a uniform analysis, that bare 

plurals are neither ambiguous nor indefinite, and that generics do not involve a generic 

quantifier. As we saw, the last point confounded three distinct claims: ( i) there is no 

nominal generic operator associated with bare plurals, ( ii) no extensional semantics 

would do for generics, ( iii) there is no quantification over objects at different points 

of evaluation in the specification of the truth-conditions for generics. ( i) and ( ii) are 

undoubtedly true but (iii) is not. In fact, none of the evidence Carlson provided 

against a direct generalization approach to generics was really evidence in favor of 

(iii). 

Some of the crucial facts leading Carlson to these conclusions about genericity 

and bare plurals can be dealt with within a quantificational approach to generics and 

a more sophisticated framework for the treatment of indefinites, as we will see in the 
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next section. In contrast to Carlson's claims summarized by (1) - (3) in section 3.2, 

this approach is committed to (1)' - (3)': 

(1)' Ambiguity resides neither in the predicate nor in the NP; the apparent ambi

guity results from the presence or absence of an operator and from the inter

pretation of indefinites within and outside quantificational stuctures. 

(2)' Bare plurals are indefinite both on their existential and generic reading. 

(3)' An operator is present in the generic reading of bare plurals but it is not asso

ciated with the NP. 

4 The Indefiniteness Analysis 

4.1 Basic Outline 

The indefiniteness analysis brings together the conception of genericity as involving 

direct generalization and a semantics for bare plurals in which they are treated as 

ordinary indefinites. The analysis of bare plurals as indefinite NP's proposed by 

Krifka (1987), Gerstner & Krifka (1987), and Wilkinson (1988a, 1991) relies on the 

treatment of adverbial operators and indefinites in Lewis (1975), Kamp (1981) and 

Heim (1982) and claims that one type of genericity is to be attributed to the presence 

of an appropriate operator. 47 

The analysis assumes that there are two sources of genericity, one arising from 

the presence of a sentential dyadic modal operator, the other from the presence of a 

kind-denoting term and a kind-level predicate. In that sense it partitions genericity 

47Heim (1982) applied this idea to the singular indefinite generic. 
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in such a way that one type is amenable to a direct generalization approach and 

the other type to an inferred generalization approach. Krifka's distinction between 

I-genericity and D-genericity is precisely along this dimension; moreover, it connects 

I-genericity to indefiniteness and D-genericity to definiteness. 48 

Bare plurals are claimed to be ambiguous; on one interpretation they denote kinds, 

and hence can appear within D-generics, on another interpretation they are ordinary 

indefinites, and hence can appear within I-generics. The singular indefinite is only an 

ordinary indefinite; hence it can appear only within I-generics. The singular definite 

generic, on the other hand, is unambiguously kind-denoting; hence it can appear 

only within D-generics. Thus examples (la], (lb] and [2a) involve D-genericity while 

[le], (ld], [le], [2b] and [2c] involve I-genericity. From here on I will concentrate on 

I-genericity. 

The analysis of bare plurals and I-genericity makes three basic claims: (i) I

genericity involves a sentential dyadic modal operator with an interpretation similar 

to that of adverbs of quantification, ( ii) bare plurals are indefinites, ( iii) indefinites are 

non-quantificational, variable contributing elements. If the bare plural is an indefinite, 

then its apparent ambiguity between an existential and a generic reading can be seen 

as a special case of the apparent variable quantificational force of indefinites. Its 

generic reading is a quantificational reading which comes about when the bare plural 

is in the restriction of an appropriate operator, such as an adverb of quantification, 

a modal or an implicit generic operator. When not in the scope of an operator, the 

bare plural is caught by existential closure; hence its existential reading in episodic 

sentences. The bifurcation in the readings of bare plurals is, therefore, not a property 

48We might need to further subdivide D-genericity; see, for instance, Heyer's (1985) distinction 
between absolute generic reference and personal generic reference. 
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unique to them but one shared by all indefinite NP's. In this respect, the analysis is in 

accord with Carlson's conclusion that there is no genuine ambiguity in the semantics 

of the NP: if we exclude the truly kind reading of D-genericity, the variability in the 

readings of bare plurals is not due to an ambiguity per se but is traced to a more 

basic property of the bare plural. In this case the relevant property is indefiniteness, 

which interacts with the interpretation of operators and free variables to yield the 

desired range of interpretations. 

The logical form of a generic sentence has the schematic representation in [31]. 

[31] G (¢, '0) 

If an indefinite is within the restriction cf> of the generic operator, it will be bound 

by the operator and will have a generic reading;49 if it is in the nuclear scope 1/J, it 

will get an existential reading. A bare plural that receives an existential reading in a 

generic sentence, as in (12], is an instance of the latter case. Whether an indefinite 

is mapped in the restriction or nuclear scope of the generic operator is not fully 

determined on the basis of surface syntactic structure, as is clearly demonstrated by 

[12]. This problem has come to be known as the issue of semantic partition (Diesing 

1990, 1992a) and is an active issue of current research. In general, the indefiniteness 

analysis predicts that a given sentence may have several generic readings as a result 

of different partitionings of its material between the restriction and the nuclear scope. 

Several factors seem to play a role in determining semantic partition, most notably 

syntactic structure (Diesing 1990, 1992a, 1992b, Kratzer 1989) and focus (Rooth 

1985, 1989, Krifka 1992). 

49This is a bit of a simplification since it excludes cases of existential quantification in the restric
tion. For the time being I am concentrating on the generic reading of indefinites and hence on the 
cases where they are directly bound by the generic operator. 
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The generic reading of singular and plural indefinites arises when the variable of 

the indefinites is bound by a generic operator. The plural indefinite in [32a] and 

the singular indefinite in [32b] are thus analyzed in the same way, as contributing 

a variable in the restriction of the implicit generic operator G, as in [33a]. In [32c] 

and [32d], on the other hand, there is no operator and the indefinites are subject to 

existential closure, as in [33b]. 50 

[32] a. Whales are mammals. 

b. A whale is a mammal. 

c. Whales are roaming the coast. 

d. A whale is roaming the coast. 

[33] a. Gx (whale(x), mammal(x)) 

b. :lx (whale(x) & roam-the-coast(x)) 

(33a] is interpreted according to [34], where the generic operator is assumed to have 

universal force. How this can be reconciled with the tolerance to exceptions will be 

discussed in section 4.3. 

(34] [Gx (whale(x), mammal(x))]~,c,w = 1 ifffor every g'l&,g51 such that [whale(x)B.~,c,w 

= 1, [mammal(x)]' cw = 1. , , 

The modal aspect of the semantics of the implicit generic operator will be discussed in 

section 4.3. For the moment it will suffice to say that, like adverbs of quantification, 

it quantifies over assignment functions. 

50The plurality of the NP might, of course, impose further restrictions on its predicate, such as 
that it include plural entities in its denotation. See Hinrichs (1985), Schubert & Pelletier (1987) and 
Wilkinson (1991) on this issue. 

51g' is exactly like g except possibly with respect to the values it assigns to x. 
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A quantificational analysis of generics is consistent with incorporating only a sub

set of (i)-(iii) or with modified formulations of any one of (i)-(iii). This is for two 

different reasons. One is that an analysis of bare plurals as uniformly kind-denoting 

can be combined with a direct generalization approach to generics. The other is that 

the apparent variable quantificational force of indefinites can be captured within a 

different set of assumptions, which associate an existential quantifier with an indef

inite but have an appropriately revised semantics for the existential quantifier and 

adverbial operators. Farkas (1985) and Farkas & Sugioka (1983), for instance, oper

ated only with a modified version of ( i); they assumed an implicit sentential operator 

binding variables corresponding to stage or object realizations of the kind denoted 

by a bare plural. An analysis incorporating ( i) and ( iii) but treating bare plurals 

as kind denoting terms is proposed in Rooth (1989), where it is the object realiza

tions of kinds that behave like indefinites.52 The advantage of preserving a uniform 

kind denotation for bare plurals is that it allows the same bare plural to support 

both kind-level and object-level anaphora. The narrow scope properties, however, do 

not follow anymore once the existential quantification is not part of the semantics 

of stage-level predicates. Finally, recent analyses analyzing indefinites as dynamic 

existential quantifiers and adverbs of quantification as generalized quantifiers, such 

as Chierchia (1992) and de Swart (1993), applied to generics, can be seen as modern 

incarnations of the (i)-(ii) analysis.53 (35] gives an overview of the similarities and 

differences between the different analyses with respect to three significant features. 

FV-Indef. stands for the analyses taking indefinites to be quantifier-free, Dyn-Indef. 

52Rooth sets aside the distinction between stages and objects. 
53 Chierchia (1992) takes the generic reading of indefinites, which he uniformly analyzes as dynamic 

existential quantifiers, to arise when the indefinite is selected as topic and is subject to existential 
disclosure, an operation that results in the creation of a free variable and the binding of the indefinite 
by the adverb of quantification. 
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for the analyses taking indefinites to be analyzed in terms of a dynamic existential 

quantifier. 

[35] 
Direct Uniform denotation Uniform analysis of 

Generalization of bare plurals for bare plurals in 

kind/ generic readings episodic/ generic 

contexts 

Carlson - + + 

FV-Indef. + - + 

Farkas + + -

Rooth + + + 

Dyn-Indef. + - + 

4.2 Individual-Level and Stage-Level Predicates 

Once existential quantification need not be built into the predicate and once the bare 

plural can be taken to denote ordinary individuals, we get a simplification in the 

domain of predicates for we no longer need derived kind-level or derived object-level 

predicates. 54 Nevertheless, although stages as ontological entities can be dispensed 

with, we still need to maintain the distinction between stage-level and individual-level 

predicates since a number of linguistic phenomena are sensitive to it. The two types 

of predicates have different distributional patterns and influence the interpretation 

of a variety of linguistic elements. Specifically, stage-level predicates, in contrast to 

individual-level predicates, permit an existential reading for bare plurals, are accept

able as post-nominal predicates in 'there'-insertion sentences (Milsark 1974, Carlson 

54These correspond to Carlson's (7bii], [7cii], [7ciii], [7dii], as discussed in section 3. 
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1977b), allow for a conditional reading as adjuncts and absolutes (Stump 1985) and 

are acceptable in conditional clauses without necessitating the presence of an indefi

nite NP (Kratzer 1989). 

How the distinction is to be theoretically construed, however, remains an open 

question. There have been some recent proposals but their degree of overall success 

remains to be ascertained. For example, Kratzer (1989) proposes that the difference 

between individual-level and stage-level predicates is in their lexical argument struc

ture: stage-level predicates have an extra Davidsonian argument in their argument 

structure while individual-level predicates do not. Diesing (1990, 1992a) proposes that 

the difference between individual-level and stage-level predicates is in the syntactic 

structure they project to: individual-level predicates project to control structures, 

stage-level predicates to raising structures. I defer discussion of these proposals until 

the next chapter as they are relevant to the material presented there. 

Assuming we adopt a basic bipartite division of predicates, the correspondence 

between Carlson's classification and that of the indefiniteness analysis is as follows: 

basically stage-level and individual-level predicates correspond to stage-level and 

individual-level predicates, respectively. Derived kind-level predicates correspond 

to (non-kind-level) individual-level predicates. Derived object-level predicates cor

respond to stage-level predicates within a quantificational context: a generic sentence 

containing a stage-level episodic predicate is taken to express a generalization over 

episodes. The question is whether this is always the case. An interesting issue arises 

with what Krifka (1988) calls 'unconditional generics,' exemplified by [36b], as op

posed to conditional generics, exemplified by [36a]. 

[36] a. When John hikes in the woods, he always smokes. 

b. John smokes. 
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Is a generic operator involved in [36b]?55 Krifka (1988) assumes that a generic oper

ator is indeed involved in [36b] whose restriction is contextually recoverable. Kratzer 

(1988, 1989), on the other hand, distinguishes between derived genericity, brought 

about by an operator, and intrinsic genericity, residing in the predicate. In derived 

genericity there is quantification at the sentential level, in intrinsic genericity there 

is no quantification. The intuitive difference between derived genericity and intrinsic 

genericity is exemplified in [36], where we have a generalization over episodes in [36a], 

hence derived genericity, but intrinsic genericity in [36b]. According to Kratzer then, 

the predicate smoke is lexically ambiguous between a stage-level interpretation, as in 

[36a], and an individual-level interpretation, as in [36b]. 

All three approaches agree on the truth-conditions of a sentence containing a 

basically individual-level predicate but interesting differences arise with respect to 

sentences with a basically stage-level predicate that express a generic or habitual 

generalization. Let us take [37] as our test case. 

[37] a. John is a smoker. 

b. John always/normally smokes. 

c. John smokes. 

[37a] contains a basically individual-level predicate and, under all three analyses, it 

would be true in a given world iff John is in the set of things that are smokers in that 

world. [37b] contains a derived stage-level predicate and all three analyses specify 

its truth conditions in terms of quantification: Carlson over stages of John,56 Krifka 

55This issue is also related to Lawler's (1972), Dahl's (1975) and Kleiber's (1985) discussion of 
existential generics. See also de Swart (1987). 

56 Carlson does not actually consider stage-level predicates with adverbs of quantification or other 
generic operators but it is reasonable to assume that this is how he would analyze such cases. 
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and Kratzer over situations. Carlson and Kratzer would give [37c] truth-conditions 

equivalent to those of [37a}, 57 while Krifka would give it truth-conditions equivalent 

to those of [37b]. If the adverb of quantification is taken to have a modal dimension, 

considering non-actual situations will be crucial in specifying the meaning of [37b] 

and [37c]. [38} provides a schematic summary. 

[38] 
Quantification Modality 

yes no yes no 

Carlson b a, C a, b, c 

Kratzer b a, C b a, C 

Krifka b, C a b, C a 

This discussion shows that the issue of the (non-)uniformity of genericity manifests 

itself quite independently of bare plurals, in the domain of individual-level predicates 

4.3 The Generic Operator 

Carlson argued that no known quantifier could be substituted for the generic quan

tifier and took that to be a strong argument against a quantificational analysis of 

generics. How has the quantificational analysis met this challenge? 

Farkas (1985) and Farkas & Sugioka (1983) have claimed that the generic operator 

is adverbial and Dahl (1975), Heim (1982) and Krifka (1988, 1990) that it, moreover, 

has a modal dimension. Coupling this with the analysis of indefinites as involving free 

variables, we can assume that the generic operator is a universal operator quantifying 

over pairs of worlds and assignment functions. 58 The restriction of a generic operator 

57 Carlson would, of course, take the predicate of (37 c] to be derived from a stage-level predicate 
via the operator Gn; Kratzer would take it to be an underived individual-level predicate. 

58 Some proposals have opted for claiming vagueness of the operator with respect to the number 
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may be supplemented by extra conditions in addition to those contributed by the 

indefinite NP's mapped in the restrictor (Wilkinson 1988a, 1991, Krifka 1988, 1990). 

The tolerance to exceptions that generics exhibit has at least two sources: implicit 

restrictions in the domain of quantification and the modal dimension of the operator. 

Both assumptions are necessary and neither is sufficient without the other. 59 

4.3.1 Implicit Domain Restrictions 

If the generic operator is adverbial, then not only material from the subject NP but 

also material from the VP can enter the restriction of the operator. For example, the 

articulation of a sentence into a focus structure affects the mapping, with focussed 

material being mapped into the nuclear scope and material in the focus background 

being mapped into the restriction(Rooth 1985, 1989, Krifka 1992). Moreover, sortal 

restrictions of the predicate and presuppositions of material in the nuclear scope 

would be accommodated into the restrictor. Once we have this freedom, a lot of the 

"criteria of normality" can be incorporated as extra conditions in the restriction of 

the operator. 

For example, as a descriptive generalization, [39] is a generalization about caught 

shoplifters, not shoplifters at large, since being prosecuted has as an enabling condi

tion having been caught. 

[39] Shoplifters are prosecuted in criminal court. 

of assignments it takes for the sentence to be true rather than modality (Farkas (1985), Wilkin
son (1991)). Also, Schubert & Pelletier (1989), although they take the generic quantifier to be 
intensional, do not construe it as universal since it allows for exceptions. 

59 Some proposals have opted for claiming vagueness of the operator with respect to the number 
of assignments it takes for the sentence to be true rather than modality (Farkas (1985), Wilkin
son (1991)). Also, Schubert & Pelletier (1989), although they take the generic quantifier to be 
intensional, do not construe it as universal since it allows for exceptions. Vagueness alone without 
modality, however, does not suffice; Carlson's arguments against an extensional account carry over. 
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That presuppositions of the predicate implicitly restrict the domain of quantifi

cation can be observed with adverbs of quantification, as in [40] from Schubert & 

Pelletier (1989). 

(40] A cat always lands on its feet. 

If the implicit conditions for the satisfaction of the predicate are not taken into 

account, (40] would just be false. But these conditions do affect the evaluation of 

(40] and this why [40] implies that sometimes some cats fall, or get dropped or find 

themselves in the air in some way. 

If the generic operator is adverbial, it would be right monotone only under certain 

conditions, i.e., if we keep their first argument constant (see de Swart (1991)). The 

Port-Royal Puzzle can be accounted for keeping this in mind and assuming that part 

of the predicate belongs in the restrictor. In [41a] quantification is over Dutchmen 

who are sailors, not over Dutchmen, hence [41a] does not entail [41b].60 

[41] a. Dutchmen are good sailors. 

b. Dutchmen are sailors. 

c. Dutchmen are always good sailors. 

d. Dutchmen are always sailors. 

Notice that a similar case obtains with overt adverbs of quantification; [41c] does not 

entail [41d]. In the move from [41a] to [41b] we have not kept the first argument 

constant, since in [41a] we quantify over Dutchmen who are sailors while in [41 b] we 

quantify over Dutchmen. [41c] and [41d] are analogous in this regard. 

60There seems also to be an implication for actual instantiations with (41a). 
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Implicit domain restrictions arise to satisfy presuppositional requirements of the 

restrictor. Another source for implicit domain restrictions, namely contextual restric

tions, is not available for generic sentences. I will discuss this property in more detail 

in the next chapter. 

4.3.2 Modal Dimension 

Positing a modal dimension for the generic operator captures the fact that the ex

istence of actual exceptions does not suffice to make a generic generalization false. 

The determination of the modal dimension is, as with overt modals, heavily context

dependent. As Kratzer (1977, 1981) argues, modals are unambiguous but context

dependent; they require the context of use to fix two parameters of their interpretation.61 

These two parameters are conversational backgrounds, assigning to each world a set 

of propositions, and determining in turn the modal base and the ordering source. 

The apparent multiple ambiguity that we can detect with generic adverbial quanti

fiers can thus be explained away if we take into account the context-dependency of the 

modal base and the ordering source (Kratzer 1977, 1981; Heim 1982). The question 

about generics that Carlson took to be misguided, 'What is the generic quantifier?,' 

is reformulated in this analysis as 'What is the modal base and the ordering source 

associated with the generic quantifier?' 

The generic operator is interpreted analogously to Kratzer's (1981) human ne

cessity operator. This and alternative interepretations for the generic operator are 

discussed by Krifka (1990). For an alternative modal treatment see Asher & Morreau 

(1991). [42] gives the interpretation of a dyadic human necessity operator, concen

trating on the modal aspect of the interpretation of the generic operator (i.e., </> and '1/J 

61 See also Wertheimer (1972). 
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are assumed to contain no free variables to be bound by the operator or by existential 

closure over the nuclear scope). In the informal exposition below I will simplify and 

talk of the maximally normal worlds. 

[42] [G (</>, 'l/1)]~,c,w = 1, where c determines a modal base Rwandan ordering source 

~w iff for every W1 E Rw such that [</>]~,c,wi = 1 there is Wz E Rw such that 

Wz ~w W1 and for every W3 E Rw such that W3 ~w Wz [w]~,c,W3 = l, 

In view of these assumptions about the modal dimension of the generic operator, 

let us consider, informally, the generalizations expressed by [le] - [le]. [ld] expresses a 

descriptive generalization. The modal base is circumstantial and the ordering source 

stereotypical. In constructing the modal base we consider facts about the inherent 

properties of pomegranates, so the worlds in the modal base are worlds where the 

biological facts about pomegranates (e.g., their evolutionary history) are identical to 

those of the actual world. In constructing the ordering source we consider facts which 

determine an ideal where no mutations have come about and no other external inter

vention has altered the appearance of pomegranates. The generalization expressed 

by [ld] is that everything that is a pomegranate in the worlds in the modal base has 

a crowned end in all those most normal worlds determined by the ordering source. If 

there exist pomegranates whose crowned end has been chopped off, then the actual 

world is not among those closest to the ideal and therefore the actual generalization 

'every actual pomegranate in existence (right now) has a crowned end' would not be 

entailed by [ld]. 

[le] expresses a descriptive generalization too. The modal base is constructed on 

the basis of facts having to do with the conventions about the operation of pirate ships 

and the ordering source on the basis of an ideal where these conventions are upheld 

and adhered to. [le] expresses both a descriptive and a normative generalization. 
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The modal base is constructed on the basis of facts having to do with the habits, 

social rules or conventions of the people in this place. The ordering source may be 

stereotypical, whereby it is constructed on the basis of an ideal where people follow 

their habits, or deontic, whereby it is constructed on the basis of an ideal where 

people adhere to the social rules. Conventions and social rules induce certain habits 

and vice versa so that's why both readings appear to be equally prominent. 

However, this is not always the case so a descriptive generalization might be true 

without the corresponding normative generalization being true, as well, and vice versa, 

as discussed with respect to [9]. Let's assume that the area around here is such that it 

induces violent habits in people but that violent behavior is neither morally nor legally 

sanctioned. Then [9a] would be true if interpreted with respect to a circumstantial 

modal base taking into account facts about the habits and dispositions of the local 

population and a stereotypical ordering source. But it would be false if interpreted 

with respect to a circumstantial modal base taking into account facts about what 

morality or the law prescribes and a deontic ordering source where the ideal is such 

that what morality or the law prescribes is adhered to. Let us now assume that 

countries carefully protect their natural resources. Then [9b] would be false with 

respect to a circumstantial modal base taking into account facts about the practice of 

countries with rich natural resources and a stereotypical ordering source where these 

practices are followed. [9b] may also have a normative generalization reading: it is 

interpreted with respect to a modal base determined on the basis of facts having to do 

with what is considered morally proper behavior and an ordering source which ranks 

worlds according to their closeness to an ideal where that behavior is realized. The 

generalization expressed by [9b) is that a country with rich natural resources which it 

does not share with its neighbors is less close to the ideal of morally desirable behavior 
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than a country with rich natural resources which it shares with its neighbors. 

In these cases, both the descriptive and the normative generalization readings 

correspond to identical logical structures. The difference between the two types of 

readings has to do with what the modal base and ordering source is taken to be 

in each case. For example, the logical form of [9b] is as in [43a] and is interpreted 

according to [43b]. 

[43] a. Gx,y,z (country(x) & resources(y) & have(x, y) & neighbor(x,z), shares(x,y,z)) 

b. [[43a]]~,c,w = 1, where c determines a modal base Rw and an ordering 

source Sw iff for every g' ~ g where A = { x, y, z} 62 and for every w1 E Rw 
I 

such that [country(x) & resources(y) & have(x,y) & neighbor(x,z)]~,c,wi 

= 1 there is w2 E Rw such that W2 Sw Wt and for every W3 E Rw such that 

w3 Sw W2 [shares(x, y, z)]l,c,wa = 1. 

The logical form given in [43a] is such that the dependent definite its neighbors is ac

commodated within the restriction and there is symmetric quantification over coun

tries, their neighbors and natural resources. A reading where there is asymmetric 

quantification over countries and their neighbors is; also available but I will not con

sider it any further here except to note that the familiar problems which arise with 

respect to conditionals and quantification arise with respect to generics as well. 

This analysis of 1-genericity also accounts for Dahl's (1975) observation that in

definite NP's are associated with a non-accidental generalization reading under the 

assumption that an implicit generic operator is present in [44a] and [44b] but not in 

[44c].63 

62g' is exactly like g except possibly with respect to the values it assigns to x, y and z. 
63 0£ course, [44c) may contain a dependent definite, as in 'The members of this club never drink 

whisky.' 
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[44] a. A member of this club does not drink whisky. 

b. ·Members of this club do not drink whisky. 

c. The members of this club do not drink whisky. 

The interpretation of the generic operator and its context-dependency with re

spect to the modal base and the ordering source also help predict when a generic 

generalization would entail the corresponding actual generalization. This would be 

the case when the modal base and ordering source are determined by the context to 

be realistic, or when the modal base is realistic and the ordering source trivial. A 

modal base is realistic if the worlds in the modal base are selected on the basis of 

their similarity with the actual world with respect to certain facts, that is if the actual 

world is among those in the modal base. In all the examples we have considered the 

modal base is realistic. An ordering source is realistic if worlds are ordered according 

to how closely they approximate a set of certain actual facts. [45a] is an example 

where a realistic ordering source is involved. An ordering source is trivial if any two 

worlds are related by the partial ordering relation. This situation arises when the 

relevant conversational background is empty. [45b] is an example where the ordering 

source is trivial. 

[45] a. These days if a building is designed by an avant-garde architect, it has a 

spiral-shaped dome. 

b. A monument on Naxos is not in Athens. 

As with modals, certain generic operators may be conventionally associated with 

and therefore select particular modal bases and ordering sources. For example, overt 

generic operators like typically and normally select only stereotypical ordering sources. 
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than a country with rich natural resources which it shares with its neighbors. 

In these cases, both the descriptive and the normative generalization readings 

correspond to identical logical structures. The difference between the two types of 

readings has to do with what the modal base and ordering source is taken to be 

in each case. For example, the logical form of [9b] is as in [43a] and is interpreted 

according to [43b]. 

[43] a. Gx,y,z (country(x) & resources(y) & have(x, y) & neighbor(x,z), shares(x,y,z)) 
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source Sw iff for every g't,g where A = { x, y, z }62 and for every w1 E Rw 
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= 1 there is w 2 E Rw such that w2 Sw W1 and for every w3 E Rw such that 

W3 Sw Wz [shares(x, Y, z)H,~,c,ws = 1. 

The logical form given in [43a] is such that the dependent definite its neighbors is ac

commodated within the restriction and there is symmetric quantification over coun

tries, their neighbors and natural resources. A reading where there is asymmetric 

quantification over countries and their neighbors is also available but I will not con

sider it any further here except to note that the familiar problems which arise with 

respect to conditionals and quantification arise with respect to generics as well. 

This analysis of I-genericity also accounts for Dahl's (1975) observation that in

definite NP's are associated with a non-accidental generalization reading under the 

assumption that an implicit generic operator is present in [44a] and [44b] but not in 

[44c]. 63 

62 g' is exactly like g except possibly with respect to the values it assigns to x, y and z. 
63 Of course, [44c] may contain a dependent definite, as in 'The members of this club never drink 

whisky.' 
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[44] a. A member of this club does not drink whisky. 

b. Members of this club do not drink whisky. 

c. The members of this club do not drink whisky. 

The interpretation of the generic operator and its context-dependency with re

spect to the modal base and the ordering source also help predict when a generic 

generalization would entail the corresponding actual generalization. This would be 

the case when the modal base and ordering source are determined by the context to 

be realistic, or when the modal base is realistic and the ordering source trivial. A 

modal base is realistic if the worlds in the modal base are selected on the basis of 

their similarity with the actual world with respect to certain facts, that is if the actual 

world is among those in the modal base. In all the examples we have considered the 

modal base is realistic. An ordering source is realistic if worlds are ordered according 

to how closely they approximate a set of certain actual facts. [45a] is an example 

where a realistic ordering source is involved. An ordering source is trivial if any two 

worlds are related by the partial ordering relation. This situation arises when the 

relevant conversational background is empty. [45b] is an example where the ordering 

source is trivial. 

[45] a. These days if a building is designed by an avant-garde architect, it has a 

spiral-shaped dome. 

b. A monument on Naxos is not in Athens. 

As with modals, certain generic operators may be conventionally associated with 

and therefore select particular modal bases and ordering sources. For example, overt 

generic operators like typically and normally select only stereotypical ordering sources. 
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This is why generic sentences with these operators, such the one in [59a], express 

descriptive generalizations, rather than normative ones. 

[46] a. A country with rich natural resources typically shares them with its neigh-

bors. 

b. A monument on N axos is normally not in Athens. 

Conventional association with particular modal bases and ordering sources may also 

account for the seemingly differential force or even opposite truth values of otherwise 

identical generic sentences containing operators with the same quantificational force. 

For example, [59b] expresses a weaker generalization than [45b]. 

The interpretation of the generic operator as a human necessity operator is weak 

enough and :flexible enough, thanks to its relativization to the two context-dependent 

parameters, but it is still not without some problems. There are cases where it is 

plainly too strong. This problem is also discussed by Krifka (1990) and Asher & 

Morreau (1991). Consider [47a]. 

[47] a. A turtle lives to be very old. 

b. A turtle normally lives to be very old. 

[47a] is intuitively true but the semantics of the generic operator would make it false 

if we assume that maximally normal worlds with respect to the characteristics of 

turtlehood have to be worlds where the same biological facts hold as in the actual 

world. The reason is that the semantics of the generic operator in this case is too 

strong as it requires of all individuals that are turtles to live until very old in all 

maximally normal worlds. But since such maximally normal worlds are also worlds 

with the same ecological pressures as the actual world it cannot be true that all turtles 
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survive, even in those maximally normal worlds. The fact that this problem shows 

up with the singular indefinite indicates that one cannot resort to a kind reading, 

which involves no quantification, in order to avoid the problem. Although there is no 

apparent way to fix this problem within this approach by using only one operator, 

it is not clear that this type of modal analysis is entirely on the wrong track since 

the problem is contained. Note that [47b] is intuitively false, which is what we would 

expect if we start with a circumstantial modal base and a stereotypical ordering 

source.64 See the appendix for an alternative interpretation for [47a]. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The indefiniteness analysis assimilates the bifurcation in the readings of bare plurals 

to that of other indefinite NP's. It predicts that, all else being equal, the range of 

interpretations for a bare plural are the same as those of any other indefinite NP. 

Furthermore, in all phenomena that depend on indefiniteness bare plurals should 

behave like indefinites. For instance, bare plurals should participate in all phenom

ena involving the interaction of indefiniteness, quantification and anaphora, such as 

donkey-anaphora (see Diesing (1988), Wilkinson (1991)). Unlike Carlson's analysis, 

which crucially distinguishes between generic sentences with adverbs of quantification 

( the former involving quantification, the latter not), the indefiniteness analysis unifies 

the two cases. 

The indefiniteness analysis is also more explicit on how context affects the type of 

generic statement involved ( e.g., normative vs. descriptive regularities): the contex

tual effects are manifested in the choice of modal base and ordering source, something 

64 An analysis like Asher & Morreau's (1991) accounts for the truth of (47a] but not for the falsity 
of [47b]. In other words, the argument from the turtle problem cuts both ways. 
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which has been independently established for modals. 

The indefiniteness analysis and the kind analysis differ on the predictions they 

make about the clustering of readings for a given NP in a given language. Since it 

does not distinguish between 1-genericity and D-genericity, the kind analysis predicts 

that if an NP has a kind reading, then it can have an existential reading as well since 

existential quantification is introduced by the predicate. Definite generic and kind

denoting NP's such as 'this kind of N' present problems for this prediction. Given 

the way it captures the variable quantificational force of indefinites, the indefiniteness 

analysis predicts that an NP can have an existential reading iff it can have an I-generic 

reading. 65 

A prediction that both analyses share is that a bare plural will have universal 

force only in generic sentences. The functional reading of bare plurals, which is the 

topic of the next chapter, presents a problem for this prediction. 

65Potential problems arise with des-NP's in French, which can have an existential but no generic 
reading (de Swart 1992, 1993), and with definites in languages such as Romanian (Farkas 1985), 
Greek (Condoravdi 1992), and French (de Swart 1993), which can have an I-generic reading but do 
not have an existential reading. The latter problem with regard to Greek is addressed in Condoravdi 
(1992) along the lines of the proposals made in chapter 4. 
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5 Appendix 

Let us consider an alternative strategy for deriving the interpretation of [48]. 

[48] A turtle lives to be very old. 

Let us assume that the interpretation of [48] involves two operators: in addition to 

the standard generic operator there is a monadic operator 0 taking scope over the 

nuclear scope. The logical form of [48] then is as in [49]. 

[49] G (turtle(x), 0 live-long(x)) 

The operator G has a stereotypical modal base determined on the basis of facts 

having to do with biological laws and inherent properties of turtles and a trivial 

ordering source (i.e., empty conversational background). 

The operator 0 has the same stereotypical modal base as G and an ordering source 

which depends on the restriction of G: for each individual verifying the restriction of 

G there is an ordering source which orders worlds according to how close they come 

to being optimal for the survival of that individual. 

[50] a. [[49]]~,c,w = 1, where c determines a modal base Rwandan ordering source 

:=:;w iff for every g'~g and for every W1 E Rw such that [turtle(x)],,c,wi = 
1, [0 live-long(x)],,c,w1 = 1. 

b. [0 live-long(x)],,c,wi = 1 iff there is a c' that determines a modal base 

Rw1 and an ordering source :::;w1 ,g' such that for every w 2 E Rw1 there is 

W3 E Rw1 such that W3 :=:;wi,g' W2 and for every W4 such that W4 :=:;w1 ,9, w3, 

[live-long(x)],,c1,w4 , = 1 

The interpretation of 0 is of course non-standard. It is a monster in Kaplan's 

(1989) terms. 



Chapter 3 

Functional Reading of Bare 

Plurals 

1 Introduction 

Indefinite descriptions have played a central role in natural language semantics. Their 

properties relating to their intuitive quantificational force inside and outside the scope 

of various operators and their potential for serving as antecedents to pronouns have 

had pervasive consequences on the overall design of semantics theories. Starting with 

Russell (1919), indefinite descriptions have traditionally been analyzed as inherently 

existentially quantified. More complex facts, having to do with their variable quantifi

cational force when in the restriction of operators, originally noted by Lewis (1975), 

and the ability of pronouns outside their syntactic scope to be anaphorically related to 

them, as in intersentential and donkey anaphora, have led to an analysis of indefinites 

as non-quantificational expressions. In such theories, the intuitive force of indefinites 

arises as a result of either construal rules inserting existential quantifiers in designated 
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positions of a logical structure (Heim 1982), or of principles of interpretation, such 

as the definition of truth and the satisfaction conditions of dyadic operators (Kamp 

1981, Heim 1982). 

Standard theories of indefinite NP's, including both those that analyze them as in

herently existentially quantified and those that analyze them as non-quantificational, 

variable-contributing elements, predict that indefinites always have existential force if 

outside the scope of any operator, that they assert rather than presuppose existence, 

and that they are never anaphoric. Those theories, moreover, in which indefinites 

can inherit the force of the operator whose scope they are under (Kamp 1981, Heim 

1982, Chierchia 1992) predict that an indefinite will have non-existential force only 

in the restriction of an operator. Finally, indefinites are not considered as essen

tially context-sensitive, although it is acknowledged that their interpretation may be 

supplemented by implicit contextual restrictions. 

In this chapter, I show that there are indefinites which, in one of their readings, do 

not have existential force even in the absence of any operator, presuppose rather than 

assert existence and are crucially context-sensitive. Bare plural indefinite descriptions 

in English are of this type. 

In the previous chapter I discussed two influential analyses of the bare plural that 

have sought a unified treatment for its existential and generic readings. One treats 

bare plurals as kind-denoting terms (Carlson 1977b). The other treats bare plurals as 

indefinite NP's (Gerstner & Krifka 1987, Krifka 1987, 1990, Wilkinson 1988a, 1991), 

relying on the analysis of indefinites developed by Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982) 

as inherently non-quantificational NPs contributing a free variable and conditions on 

that variable. It distinguishes between two types of genericity and analyzes one type 

as involving a sentential dyadic modal operator binding free variables in its restriction. 
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Both analyses are designed to account for the following two generalizations: ( i) 

if the bare plural has a universal reading, then the reading for the whole sentence 

is generic; ( ii) if the reading for the whole sentence is episodic, then the bare plural 

has an existential reading. 1 In this chapter I show that English bare plurals exhibit 

a universal reading which arises both with individual-level predicates in non-generic 

sentences, violating ( i), and with stage-level predicates in episodic sentences, violating 

(ii). I refer to this reading as the functional reading since, as will be shown in the 

next chapter, a contextually salient function is implicated in its analysis. 

I first present the reading and its associated properties (section 2) and then ex

plore the ways it can be analyzed within a framework of standard assumptions about 

genericity and indefiniteness (section 3). For purposes of this discussion I will assume 

the DRT-Heimian quantifier-free treatment of indefinites. However, the argument 

does not depend crucially on these assumptions and can be reconstructed within the 

framework of more recent proposals, whereby indefinites are analyzed in terms of first 

or higher order dynamic existential quantifiers (e.g., Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991 b, 

Chierchia 1992). 

2 The Functional Reading of Bare Plurals 

2.1 Initial Observations 

A prediction of the standard indefiniteness analysis of bare plurals is that the uni

versal reading of a bare plural, as of any indefinite, will arise only in quantificational 

contexts. As outlined in the previous chapter, such contexts require the presence of 

an overt adverb of quantification, a modal, or implicit genericity. 

1 For Carlson ( 1977b) these two implications are equivalences. 
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A universal reading, however, arises in a wider range of contexts which cannot be 

straightforwardly assumed to be quantificational. Consider [51a] and three possible 

continuations, [51b] - [51d]. 

[51] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Students were aware of this fact/the danger. 

c. The students were aware of this fact/the danger. 

d. There were students who were aware of this fact/the danger. 

Intuitively, [51b] appears synonymous with [51c]. Unlike [51d], [51b] does not make an 

existential assertion but, like [51c], it is an assertion about the totality of the contex

tually relevant students, whose existence in the actual world seems to be presupposed 

by both [51c] and [51b]. Although the bare plural receives a universal reading, [51b] 

is not generic in any obvious way; it does not express a non-accidental generaliza

tion about students in general, nor a regularity about the occurrence of awareness in 

other situations in which a ghost was haunting the campus. We might add that the 

individual-level predicate is not understood as a characteristic property. 2 

That the bare plural in [51b] lacks an existential reading is not surprising given 

that the predicate be aware is individual-level. The question is whether genericity 

is involved in [51b]. If implicit genericity is involved, how does this square with our 

intuitions about the meaning of [51b]? If not, what does the universal reading amount 

to in the absence of genericity? 

Although this use3 of the bare plural in English is quite pervasive, as even a casual 

2The relevant argument of a propositional attitude verb affects whether the verb is given a 
characteristic property reading or not. 

3The word 'use' is to be understood as a theoretically neutral term; certainly, it is not to commit 
me to a pragmatic analysis of the facts to be described. In section 2.5 I will show that a pragmatic 
account is in fact untenable. 
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look at actual texts makes clear, it has gone virtually unnoticed in the literature. 

The only works I am aware of that acknowledge it are Lahiri (1991) and Prince 

(1992). Lahiri observes parenthetically that certain bare plurals take a universal 

reading with stage-level predicates and assumes that bare plurals may have a definite 

reading. Prince notes that there appear indefinites in episodic contexts with an 

unexpected universal reading in the text under scrutiny in her article.4 Interestingly, 

these indefinites are categorized as 'inferrable' within the· typology of information

status she proposes. 5 However, inferrable indefinites with a universal reading are 

inconsistent with the generalizations she advances about the formal marking of an 

NP, its information-status and its interpretation. According to these generalizations, 

only inferrable definites can have a universal reading. Prince ultimately assumes that 

such uses of indefinites are deviant and that the text would have been more natural 

with definites in their place. 

I show that the appearance of such indefinites, far from being deviant or a marginal 

phenomenon, stems from a hitherto unrecognized semantic property of some indefi

nites, including bare plurals in English. This property gives rise to a universal reading 

with both individual-level and stage-level predicates in the absence of genericity or 

any operator. I call this reading the functional reading since a contextually salient 

function is implicated in its analysis. In the remainder of section 2, I discuss the prop

erties associated with such indefinites and show that the synonymy with the definite, 

the presence of contextual restrictions, the lack of genericity and the presupposition 

of existence constitute a real and pervasive phenomenon and are not incidental to 

4The article is devoted to a textual analysis of a fund raising letter against the backdrop of 
Prince's theory of the informational import of NP's. 

5Inferrable NP's are "NP's evoking entities which were not previously mentioned and which I as 
the reader had no prior knowledge of, but whose existence I could infer on the basis of some entity 
that was previously evoked and some belief I have about such entities" (p. 312). 
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example [51]. Throughout section 2 my interest is in ascertaining the properties of 

the functional reading, and therefore the discussion is cast in such a way as to be 

neutral with respect to the question of whether this reading is due to the presence of 

an implicit operator. Section 3 spells out a possible analysis in terms of an implicit 

operator. I will eventually reject it on the grounds that it fails to provide a unified 

account of the phenomena described. I will present an alternative analysis in the next 

chapter. 

2.2 Functional Reading with Individual-Level Predicates 

A crucial step in the argument that the functional reading constitutes a distinct 

interpretation is to establish that it is not a special case of the generic interpretation. 

If the functional reading were a special case of the generic interpretation, then it 

would arise in one of the following three ways: (a) as an entailment of the generic 

reading, (b) as an implicature of the generic reading, or ( c) because of the presence 

of an extensionalized generic operator. I consider and reject the first possibility in 

section 2.2.1, where I provide evidence that can tease apart the functional from the 

truly generic reading. I consider and reject the second possibility in section 2.5. I 

consider and reject the third possibility in section 3, where I develop an account in 

terms of an extensionalized generic operator, taking into consideration the full range 

of facts presented in section 2. 

A generalization that will emerge is that contextual restrictions are consistently 

associated with the functional reading and that they constitute an integral part of 

that interpretation (sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2). However, not any contextual restriction 

is possible, as I show in section 2.2.2, where I discuss the limitations on what can 

constitute a contextual restriction. 
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2. 2 .1 Genericity and the Functional Reading 

As we saw in the previous chapter, both the kind analysis and the indefiniteness 

analysis of bare plurals take for granted that the universal reading for the bare plural 

depends on a generic reading for the whole sentence. In [51b], however, the two do not 

coincide. [51b] expresses a generalization restricted to the actual students on campus 

on a particular occasion. As discussed in the previous chapter, actual generalizations 

are not equivalent to generic generalizations since a generic generalization can be true 

even when the actual generalization is not, and vice versa. 

The issue is whether the functional reading, which can be described as a contex

tually restricted actual generalization reading, is in fact the interpretation of [51b], or 

whether it is a consequence of the generic interpretation under certain circumstances. 

Now, in order for [51b] to be true, the actual students on campus in 1985 have to 

have been aware of the danger or of the fact that a ghost appeared. In other words, 

if [51b] is true, then so is [51c]. But this by itself is not necessarily inconsistent with 

[51b]'s having a generic interpretation. For instance, the functional reading could be 

an entailment of a generic descriptive generalization when the generic operator is con

strued with a realistic modal base and trivial ordering source. If we are to definitively 

distinguish the functional reading from the truly generic reading, we must show not 

only that the generalization expressed by [51b] is true in the actual world but also 

that whether it is true or not depends on nothing but the actual world. If the latter 

is true, then the bare plural is not in the scope of a modal operator. 

I present three arguments to distinguish between the generic interpretation and 

the functional interpretation. The first argument is based on the contextually re

stricted nature of the generalization expressed by the functional reading. The second 

argument is based on the implication of existence in the actual world associated with 
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the functional reading. The third argument is based on the scopal interaction between 

the bare plural and quantificational adverbs and modals. The presence of contextual 

restrictions and the implication of existence show some fairly straightforward dissim

ilarities between the generic and the functional reading. The implication of existence 

and the scopal facts show that the bare plural has wide scope with respect to overt 

generic operators and modals, hence its interpretation is not dependent on a modal 

operator. 

a. Implicit Contextual Restrictions 

Contextual restrictions, supplied by the previous discourse, are present with the func

tional reading of the bare plural in [51b], as they are with the definite in [51c]: [51b] is 

no more general than [52b], where the restrictions are part of the descriptive content 

of the NP, and similarly for [51c] and (52c]. 

[52] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Students on the campus at that time were aware of this fact. 

c. The students on the campus at that time were aware of this fact. 

Moreover, if no students other than the ones on campus at that time were aware of the 

ghost's appearance, [51b] would still be true. In other words, individuals satisfying 

the descriptive content of the bare plural NP but not the contextual restrictions are 

irrelevant in ascertaining the truth of (51b]. 

While the context of utterance affects the descriptive content of a bare plural 

NP with the functional reading, this does not happen with generic indefinite NP's. 

Generic statements do not accept implicit contextual restrictions. This is a general 

way of stating the observation made by Dahl (1975), Croft (1986) and Krifka (1987), 

on the basis of examples like [53] and [54], that nominal quantifiers are easily amenable 
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to contextual restrictions while adverbial quantifiers and the implicit generic operator 

are not, at least with respect to individuals. Specifically, [53b] and [53d] have a reading 

equivalent to that of [53c] but neither [54a] nor [54c] or [54e] have a reading equivalent 

to that of [54b] or [54d}. 

[53] a. (Out of the blue:) Every lion has a mane. 

(non-restricted) 

b. There are lions and tigers in the cage. Every lion has a mane. 

( restricted or non-restricted) 

c. There are lions and tigers in the cage. Every lion in this cage has a mane. 

d. ( Context: we are near a cage with lions and tigers) 

Every lion has a mane. 

( restricted or non-restricted) 

[54] a. There are lions and tigers in the cage. A lion always has a mane. 

(non-restricted only) 

b. There are lions and tigers in the cage. A lion in this cage always has a 

mane. 

c. There are lions and tigers in the cage. A lion/Lions has/have a mane. 

( non-restricted only) 

d. There are lions and tigers in the cage. A lion/Lions in this cage has/have 

a mane. 

e. (Context: we are near a cage with lions and tigers) 

A lion/Lions has/have a mane. 

(non-restricted only) 
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The crucial point here is the difference between overt restrictions, which are part 

of the linguistic descriptive content of an NP, and implicit restrictions, which are 

provided by the context of utterance. The context of utterance in [53] and [54] 

provides information on the basis of previous linguistic discourse ([53b], [54a], [54c]), 

or some salient facts established by the extralinguistic context ([53d], [54e]). 

The assumption that the functional reading is an entailment of the generic read

ing which is present when the generic operator is construed with a realistic modal 

base and ordering source does not by itself explain why the bare plural appears to be 

contextually restricted. If contextual restrictions are not part of the generic interpre

tation, then they cannot come for free in the functional reading. We might be able 

to supplement the entailment assumption with some pragmatic story to the effect 

that the contextual restrictions are present to guarantee coherence with the previous 

discourse but I will not pursue this direction any further since there is overwhelming 

evidence against it. 

b. Implication of Existence 

Unlike generic statements, [51b], repeated here as [55b], implies the existence of stu

dents on campus in 1985 in the actual world. 6 That this is a non-trivial implication 

can be perhaps better appreciated if we consider bare plurals with additional descrip

tive content, as in [55c). 

[55] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Students were aware of the danger. 

c. Students with police connections were aware of the danger. 

6Whether it also presupposes the existence of students in the actual world is something I will 
address in section 2.7.2. 
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d. (But) there were no students (with police connections) on the campus in 

1985. 

Although the existence of individuals satisfying the description of the bare plural in 

[55c] cannot be taken for granted, [55c] certainly implies that there were actually 

students with police connections on the campus in 1985. Continuing the discourse 

comprised of [55a] and [55b] or [55c] with [55d] leads to a contradiction. If the generic 

interpretation were the only interpretation for [55b] and [55c], no implication of ex

istence would be guaranteed since [55b] and [55c] could be true, and even entail the 

equivalent actual generalization, even if no students with police connections actually 

existed on campus in 1985. 

Intersentential anaphora provides an additional piece of evidence for this im

plication. In order for intersentential anaphora with an indefinite antecedent in a 

modal/ generic environment to be possible, the indefinite must be asserting existence 

in the actual world. This generalization was already made by Karttunen (1976) and 

most theories capture it by assuming that the indefinite takes wide scope with respect 

to the modal/generic operator.7 For example, within the framework of Kamp (1981), 

in order for this kind intersentential anaphora to be possible, the discourse referent 

introduced by the bare plural must be at the top-level DRS and therefore accessible 

to a pronoun outside the scope of the modal or generic operator. Within the frame

work of Heim (1982), the indefinite must have wider scope than any other operator, 

in which case it will be captured by existential closure and will bind the pronoun. 8 Of 

7Except if, as discussed by Karttunen (1976) and Roberts (1987, 1989), modal subordination is 
involved. See below. 

8Theories of anaphora employing dynamic binding are not the only ones that can capture this 
generalization. The crucial element of the generalization is that the sentence containing the indefinite 
antecedent must entail existence. The pronoun could then be construed as an E-type pronoun whose 
existential presupposition would thus be guaranteed. 
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course, the problem with respect to both frameworks is how the indefinite can have 

widest scope, on the one hand, and not be interpreted existentially, on the other. 

This is something I will address in detail later, as it is the focus of the revised theory 

of indefiniteness that I will propose. At this point, I want to establish that the evi

dence from anaphora places precisely the constraint for entailment of existence and 

therefore the requirement for wide scope. 

The bare plural of [51b} and [55b} can be the antecedent of a pronoun in inter

sentential anaphora: each of these sentences can be felicitously continued by either 

[56a], which contains an individual-level predicate, or [56b], which contains a stage

level predicate. The contextual restrictions are present in the anaphora as well: they 

picks out the students (with police connections) on campus at the time of the ghosts's 

appearance, not just the students (with police connections) in the actual world at 

large. [51b] and [55b] must entail existence in the actual world in order for anaphora 

to be possible. 

[56] a. They were well-informed. 

b. They had been informed by the police. 

Since modal subordination and an interpretation for the pronoun as a pronoun of 

laziness are alternative options which are consistent with the bare plural antecedent's 

being within the scope of a generic operator, we must make sure that the right 

type of anaphora is involved. We must, therefore, exclude the possibility of modal 

subordination and the pronoun of laziness interpretation for [56a] and [56b]. 

If we assumed that there was modal subordination in [56a] with the pronoun 

being a pronoun of laziness, this assumption would be open to the same problems 

as assuming genericity for [51b], or [55b]. Of course, no modal subordination is 

involved in [56b] since it is an episodic sentence. The pronoun they is not a pronoun 
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of laziness: being aware of the danger and being well-informed is understood to be 

attributed to the same individuals. 9 If they were a pronoun of laziness, then in the 

episodic context of [56b] it would have an existential reading, equivalent to that of 

'some students ( with police connections) had been informed by the police,' a reading 

that is absent. Moreover, in chapter 2 we saw that if the bare plural antecedent is 

construed with an individual-level predicate while the pronoun anaphoric on it is in 

an episodic context, the result is rather deviant ( examples [14g] and [15a]). [56b], on 

the other hand, is perfectly acceptable. 

There is one remaining option that we must consider. If we take the functional 

reading to be an entailment of the generic reading relative to a realistic modal base and 

ordering source, we might still be able to account for the possibility of anaphora by 

treating the pronoun as an implicit definite description and by assuming accommoda

tion of the information that the actual world did indeed have the relevant individuals 

at that time. This kind of anaphora is presumably involved in [57], where 'they' is 

construed as 'the pomegranates in actual existence right now' in [57b) and as 'the 

pirate ships in actual existence right now' in [57 d]. 

[57] a. Pomegranates do not have a crowned end. 

b. ?? They had it/them chopped off. 

c. Pirate ships fly a black flag. 

d. ?? They (all) bought it/them from the same shop. 

We can assume, along the lines of Heim (1990) and Chierchia (1992), that these 

pronouns correspond to free functor variables which in these cases take as value a 

9Even if it were a pronoun of laziness, the implicit contextual restrictions would have to be 
incorporated in the recovery of the description. 
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function from worlds and times to the individuals satisfying the descriptive content 

of the NP. The additional contextual restrictions involved in the anaphora in [56] 

can be accounted for by taking the functor variable to have as value a function from 

worlds, times and individuals to the individuals satisfying the descriptive content of 

the NP, i.e., a function from worlds, times and campuses to the students associated 

with each campus. However, there is a clear difference in acceptability between the 

anaphora in [57] and the anaphora in [56]; in fact, some speakers find the anaphora 

in [57] totally unacceptable. The difference in acceptability can be linked to the 

readiness with which the information about the existence of the relevant individuals 

can be accommodated. Of course, if [51b] and [55b] themselves entail the existence 

of the relevant individuals, then no accommodation is necessary and the anaphora 

should be perfectly acceptable, as it in fact is. 

c. Wide Scope 

That [51b] is not generic can also be seen by providing the sentence with an adverb 

of quantification or an overt generic operator. If the truth of the actual contextually 

restricted generalization, which is associated with the functional reading in [51b], 

were an entailment of the generic reading, we would expect that in the presence of 

an overt operator the bare plural would be in its scope and we would get the familiar 

descriptive generic generalization reading, with the entailment about the actual world 

depending on the force of the operator. But this is not what we find. 

The universal reading of the bare plural persists even when an overt adverb of 

quantification with non-universal force is present, which shows that no direct binding 

by the adverb of quantification is involved. Consider [58]: in [58b], as in [58c], there 

is an assertion about the totality of the contextually relevant students, with the 
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adverb of quantification taking on a temporal reading. In fact, because the adverb of 

quantification has a temporal reading, the sense of be aware shifts to be consciously 

aware in [58b] and [58c], so that the predicate can be temporally relativizable. 

[58] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Students were usually aware of this fact. 

c. The students were usually aware of this fact. 

d. Most students were aware of this fact. 

Since their interpretation does not depend on the adverb of quantification, the bare 

plural of [586] and the definite of [58c] must outscope it. If the bare plural were 

within the scope of the adverb of quantification, it would be bound by it, and if we 

took the adverb of quantification to have a modal dimension with a realistic modal 

base and ordering source, [58b] would at most entail [58d], and not something about 

the totality of the contextually relevant students. 10 In other words, if the functional 

reading were simply an entailment of the generic reading, the intuitive reading of 

[58b] would appear to be [58d] rather than [58c]. 

In the previous chapter, I claimed that adverbs like normally or typically are 

modal generic operators with particular requirements on the nature of their modal 

base and ordering source. At this point, they can be used as diagnostics for a true 

generic reading because they cannot be stripped of their modal force. When these 

adverbs are added to examples like [51}, they lead to infelicity, as in [59]. 

[59] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

101 am ignoring the possibility of the bare plural's being bound by existential closure within 
the nuclear scope of the quantificational structure of the adverbial since that would result in an 
existential reading, which is disallowed with individual-level predicates. 
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b. (#)Normally /Typically students were aware of this fact. 

c. (#)Normally /Typically the students were aware of this fact. 

d. (#)Normally /Typically there were students who were aware of this fact. 

e. The normal/typical students on campus were aware of this fact. 

The bare plural still patterns with the definite in picking out the totality of the 

contextually relevant students in the actual world. [59b] - [59d] are infelicitous to 

the extent that quantification is vacuous, which is a consequence of the fact that the 

bare plural is not within the scope of the operator in this case. In order to preserve 

coherence with [59a], a contextually restricted reading is sought for the bare plural 

which, however, results in the bare plural's outscoping the operator. Crucially, the 

reading that is missing is one where the operator has been stripped of its modal force 

and the domain of quantification consists of the contextually relevant students with 

the adverbs contributing an extra restriction on that domain. In other words, [59b] 

does not share a reading with [59e].11 

[59b] and [59d] may, of course, have an interpretation in which the adverbs are 

interpreted as modal operators and the bare plural is within the scope of the adverb 

but on that interpretation the bare plural is not contextually restricted, no claim 

is being made about the actual students associated with campus during that time 

and the sentences are not natural continuations for [59a]. The operators in [59b], 

[59c] and [59d] can also be interpreted as quantifying over temporally individuated 

situations. In that case, the bare plural in [59b] outscopes the operator and exhibits 

110n a colloquial use accepted by some speakers, the preposed adverbs can be interpreted as 
£active small clauses, i.e., something akin to 'as is normal/typical.' That use requires intonational 
prominence on the adverb followed by a pause. On that interpretation, no infelicity arises for (59b]
[59d] since the adverbs are not interpreted as operators anymore, and the bare plural of [59b] retains 
its contextually restricted universal reading, as would be expected. 
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the functional reading, a situation parallel to that of [58b] .12 

Thus, we have seen that the bare plural can outscope both an adverb of quantifi

cation and an overt generic operator. The wide scope of the bare plural with respect 

to a quantificational adverbial affects the interpretation of the adverbial in terms of 

what provides its domain of quantification and results in the functional reading for 

the bare plural. 

The functional reading surfaces with modals as well, with the bare plural taking 

wide scope with respect to the modal. [60b], like [60c], has a reading in which the 

students are taken to be the actual students, or, more precisely, the counterparts of 

the actual students in the worlds in the modal base. That the modal base of the 

deontic operator is not realistic is illustrated by [60d], which is a perfectly felicitous 

continuation for [60b] and [60c]. 

[60] a. A ghost is haunting the campus. 

b. Students should be aware of the danger. 

c. The students should be aware of the danger. 

d. Unfortunately, they are not. 

Note that anaphora in [60d] is possible (without the need for modal subordination) 

precisely because [60b] and [60c] entail the existence of students in the actual world. 

12With other moods or other modals, 'normally,' is also used to restrict the modal base of a 
counterfactual, as in 'Normally, I would be going to the movies tonight,' which is synonymous 
with 'if things were normal, I would be going to the movies tonight.' (Note also that in that case 
it is incompatible with an overt restriction supplied by a conditional clause: ?? 'If it weren't so 
hot, they would normally go to the beach.') A bare plural in this context retains its functional 
reading: 'Normally students/the students would have been aware of the danger' is interpreted as a 
counterfactual, something like 'if things had been normal the actual students would have been aware 
of the dangers.' Still there is no generic generalization over students. This might be related to the 
small clause reading, with the adverbs in this case providing the restriction of the counterfactual 
except that the reading persists even when the adverb is not preposed: 'The students/Students 
would have normally been aware of the danger.' 
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If the bare plural indeed takes wide scope with respect to generic and modal 

operators, then the truth of sentences like [51b], [55b], [58b] and [60b] depends on 

nothing but the actual world, and therefore the functional reading is not an entailment 

of the generic reading. 

2.2.2 Contextual Restrictions 

In the previous section it was shown that bare plurals with the functional reading 

can be contextually restricted, in contrast to bare plurals within the scope of adverbs 

of quantification and generic operators. In this section I will show that bare plurals 

must be contextually restricted on their functional reading. I will call this effect 

the positive contextual sensitivity of the functional reading. However, the functional 

reading is systematically blocked if the context providing the contextual restrictions 

has certain properties. I will call this effect the negative contextual sensitivity of the 

functional reading. 

NP's are often dependent on the context of utterance to supply information that 

determines their interpretation either by restricting their domain of quantification 

or by providing additional conditions for their descriptive content. The information 

supplied by the context may be based either on information provided directly by the 

previous linguistic discourse, or on the shared beliefs between speaker and hearer and 

the speaker intentions recoverable by the hearer. The role that the context plays in 

restricting the interpretation of NP's may be viewed either as a purely pragmatic 

phenomenon, or as the result of an interplay between semantics and pragmatics: 

the semantics makes available a certain parameter whose value is determined by 

pragmatic factors, such as saliency, discourse coherence, etc. In any case, whether an 

NP in a given context of utterance is interpreted as contextually restricted or not, or 
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which contextual restrictions are chosen, depends solely on pragmatic factors. Bare 

plurals with the functional reading are different in this respect; I will argue that the 

positive contextual sensitivity and the negative contextual sensitivity of the functional 

reading depend on semantic properties of the bare plural. 

a. Positive Contextual Sensitivity 

The bare plural in [51b], [55b], [58b], or [60b] must be contextually restricted. 

The implicit contextual restrictions on the bare plural seem to be part of its meaning 

as they not cancellable. The discourse in [61] is contradictory. 

[61] a. In 1985 a ghost was haunting the campus. 

b. Students were aware of the danger. 

c. However, none of the students associated with the campus was aware of 

the danger. 

If the bare plural is construed as having a generic reading, no contradiction arises, as 

in [62]. 

[62] a. A ghost is haunting the campus. 

b. In general, students are aware of this kind of danger. 

c. However, none of the students associated with the campus is aware of this 

kind of danger. 

For indefinites, in general, there is a preference for a contextually restricted read

ing, which, however, can always be overridden if, for instance, it leads to contradiction. 

Therefore, the discourse in [63] is perfectly coherent. 

[63] a. In 1985 a ghost was haunting the campus. 
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b. Some students were aware of the danger. 

c. None of the students associated with the campus was aware of the danger. 

Although the indefinite in [63b] can, in principle, be interpreted as contextually re

stricted with the contextual restrictions contributed by [63a], the presence of [63c] 

rules out this kind of interpretation. How we take the context of utterance to affect 

the interpretation of the indefinite in [63b] is irrelevant to the argument. We can 

attribute the presence of contextual restrictions purely to pragmatics, in which case 

[63b] would be true depending on the existence of any students having the relevant 

property. Or we can allow the context of utterance to provide an additional condition 

to the descriptive content of the indefinite. In the former case, the hearer would 

draw the inference that some students on campus have the relevant property, so as 

to make [63b] both more informative and more relevant to the current discourse. In 

the latter case, the previous discourse could provide the relevant restriction while the 

continuation with [63c] would indicate that the hearer was wrong about the kind of 

context providing the restriction and should reconsider. The crucial point is that the 

meaning of the indefinite in [63b] is such that it is compatible with any number of 

contextual restrictions, or none at all, while that of the bare plural requires a specific 

kind of contextual restriction. 

Not only should the bare plural be contextually restricted but the contextual 

restrictions must be provided by the discourse prior to the utterance of the bare 

plural. Consider the difference between the discourses in [64] and [65] .13 

[64] a. A burglar was roaming Santa Clara county. 

b. Deputy sheriffs were aware of the danger. 

131 owe these examples to Tony Davis. 
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c. #They had been sent from LA county to investigate. 

[65] a. A burglar was roaming Santa Clara county. 

b. Several deputy sheriffs were aware of the danger. 

c. They had been sent from LA county to investigate. 

The same point is also made by cases in which the sentence containing a bare plural 

is first in a discourse with the NP that can provide the contextual restrictions in the 

following sentence, as in [66]. 

[66] a. Students were roaming the streets. 

b. A school nearby had ended classes early. 

In that case, the bare plural has only an existential reading although the next sentence 

can, and in fact does, provide additional restrictions for it. 

b. Negative Contextual Sensitivity 

Necessary as the contextual restrictions may be for the functional reading to arise, 

not any contextual restriction is possible. There are contexts which provide extra 

information that can iii principle constitute a further restriction for the bare plural 

but which in fact does not. [67c] still expresses the same generalization as [51b] in 

the context of [67a] and [67b], not the more contextually restricted one corresponding 

to 'every student in this dormitory.' The contextually restricted reading is easily 

available for the definite in [67d] and the quantificational NP in [67e]. 

[67] a. There is a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. There are 500 students in this dormitory. 

c. Students are aware of the danger. 
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d. The students are aware of the danger. 

e. Every student is aware of the danger. 

Admittedly, a discourse comprised of [67a], [67b] and [67c] sounds incohesive. Rather 

than being at odds with the point being made here, this can be taken as further 

support for it, since the more contextually restricted reading is absent even when 

discourse cohesiveness would require it. Such a discourse would in any case improve 

if it were followed by something that would justify the shift from one group of students 

to the other, like e.g. 'The students of the dormitory have, moreover, taken strict 

precautions.' 

Similarly, in a deictic context, like that of [68], the bare plural receives the same 

reading as [51b], not the more contextually restricted one picking out the perceptually 

salient students. 

[68] Context: We know that there is a ghost haunting the campus. We are standing 

in front of the library and we can both see several students. 

Students are afraid to enter the library. 

While the perceptually salient students can be taken as providing the evidence for 

the generalization, the generalization is not restricted to them as far as the meaning 

of [68] is concerned. 

As both descriptions and nominal quantifiers readily accept contextual restric

tions constrained only by pragmatic considerations, the selectivity of the bare plural 

is highly surprising and unprecedented. The following question arises at this point: 

is what matters the contextually supplied information, or the kind of context that 

supplies it? In [67], as in [51] and in all the examples we have looked at so far except 
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for [68], the context supplying the information and hence the relevant restrictions 

is the previous linguistic discourse. In [68] the context is extralinguistic. However, 

the fact that the bare plural in [68) can have a contextually restricted reading that 

encompasses all the students on campus shows that the extralinguistic context can 

supply the relevant information. We are driven, therefore, to viewing the kind of in

formation that is contextually supplied as being responsible for what is an acceptable 

and what is an unacceptable contextual restriction. Later I will argue that this is not 

a limitation on contextual restrictions per se but a consequence of the fact that the 

bare plural cannot be anaphoric in some technical sense. A theory that would allow 

us to account for this limitation in these terms is preferable to one that would iden

tify the phenomenon as direct limitation on the contextual restrictions. Contextual 

factors affect the common ground, that is the information state in which speaker and 

addressee presume themselves to be and against which new linguistic utterances are 

evaluated. 

2.3 Functional Reading with Stage-Level Predicates 

If the functional reading were an entailment of the generic reading, we would expect it 

to be limited to bare plurals construed with individual-level predicates or with stage

level predicates within a quantificational context. In this section, I demonstrate that 

the universal reading of bare plurals shows up with stage-level predicates in purely 

episodic contexts. 

Consider [69), where the bare plurals opponents and proponents appear in an 

episodic context. 

[69] Although the odds still seem to favor Senate approval of Thomas, opponents re

doubled their effort and tried to delay a floor vote on confirmation ... Proponents, 
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in contrast, demanded a vote next week. 

(San Francisco Chronicle, Sept. 28, 1991) 

89 

[69] can be understood either as an existential statement about some opponents and 

proponents of the approval, or as a statement involving the totality of the opponents 

and proponents of the approval. The former reading is the expected reading for a bare 

plural in an episodic context but the latter is rather surprising. Moreover, the totality 

effect associated with the second reading is independent of the kind of predication 

involved. Both readings allow for a distributive or a collective predication, that is 

both readings are compatible with there having been either individual attempts for 

delay and demands for a vote or a single collective attempt and a single collective 

demand. 

Similarly, the examples in [70] are ambiguous: on one reading, they are synony

mous with the corresponding ones in [71], and on the other, they are understood as 

involving the totality of the entities specified by the NP. On the latter reading, for 

example, [70a] is a statement about all (relevant) linguistic theories, [70b] implies that 

the total number of victims rescued by rescue teams is 28,950,14 [70c) is a promise 

about all (relevant) details and [70d] an announcement about all (relevant) prices. In 

none of these cases do we have a generalization over episodes. 

[70) a. Linguistic theories have posited abstract representations. 

b. Rescue teams have rescued 28,950 victims. 

c. Details will be presented tomorrow. 

d. Prices went up today. 

14The inference about the totality of victims is a by-product of the functional reading of the bare 
plural 'rescue teams.' Compare with 'Some rescue teams have rescued 28,950 victims.' 
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[71] a. There are linguistic theories that have posited abstract representations. 

b. There are rescue teams that have rescued 28,950 victims. 

c. There are details that will be presented tomorrow. 

d. There are prices that went up today. 

Let us look a bit more closely at the kinds of contexts that give rise to the func

tional reading with stage-level predicates and the kinds of contextual restrictions 

present. In [69] what is explicitly uttered provides the contextual restrictions: the 

approval of a nomination is at issue and the bare plurals opponents and proponents 

are understood as elliptical descriptions whose full form would be opponents of the 

approval and proponents of the approval, respectively. I have not provided any ex

plicit context for [70]; however, for [70b] and [70c] a situation is easily conjured up 

that could provide the contextual restrictions: in [70b] a natural disaster, in [70c] 

a presentation. [70a] and [70d] are somewhat different in that they can be uttered 

without any explicit context. Rather, the existence of the relevant entities relies on 

some general background facts that seem to constitute general background knowledge 

and taken for granted by a given linguistic community, for example, an economy such 

that goods have prices, or one with intellectual disciplines that have theories. The 

generalization emerging from these cases is that the existence of the entities satisfying 

the description of the bare plural is stereotypically tied to some other entity or to 

some world where some typical facts hold and which we take the actual world to be. 

These observations relate to Prince's observations about 'inferrable indefinites' with 

a universal reading. 

The fact that a bare plural can have a universal reading with a stage-level pred

icate in an episodic context contradicts the generalization stated in the previous 
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chapter that a bare plural with a universal reading does not combine with an episodic 

predicate. It also provides rather striking evidence that the functional reading is not 

generic. Adding a generic operator results in complete ill-formedness, as in [72], where 

the possibility of a regular generic reading is absent because the verb corresponds to 

an episodic predicate. 15 

[72] a. #Normally /Typically rescue teams rescued 28,950 victims yesterday. 

b. #Normally/Typically details will be presented tomorrow. 

c. #Normally /Typically prices went up today. 

A correlate of the ambiguity exhibited by the bare plural with stage-level pred

icates in episodic contexts is that a pronoun outside the c-command domain of the 

bare plural has a totality reading in addition to an E-type interpretation. The E-type 

interpretation correlates with the existential reading for the bare plural, the totality 

reading with the universal reading for the bare plural. Consider [73] and [7 4]. 

[73] a. Prices went up today. 

b. They were expected to go up. 

[7 4] a. There are prices that went up today. 

b. They were expected to go up. 

If [73a] is interpreted as synonymous with [74a], the pronoun in [73b], as in [74b], is 

interpreted as equivalent to 'the prices that went up today.' In that case [73b] and 

[74b] would be true in a situation in which only some prices were expected to go up 

and those were the prices that actually did go up. If, on the other hand, the bare 

15The reading, irrelevant to our purposes, on which the adverbs are interpreted as £active small 
clauses, is implausible on pragmatic grounds in these cases. 
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plural in [73a] has the functional reading, then the pronoun in [73b] is interpreted as 

equivalent to 'all prices'. 

The functional reading also arises in quantified contexts, where, as with individual

level predicates, the indefinite outscopes a modal or an adverb of quantification, the 

latter having a temporal reading. 

[75] a. Prices must come down (for the good of the people). 

b. Unfortunately, they will not. 

[76] a. There were several alerts today. 

b. Rescue teams usually reacted promptly. 

One could claim that the wide scope reading, and, more generally, the functional read

ing of bare plurals with stage-level predicates, is really a specific existential reading. 

I argue against this possibility in section 2.5. 

2.4 Other Indefinites 

The functional reading does not arise with other indefinites. [77b] shows that the 

singular indefinite, in exactly the same context as that of [51b], has only an existential 

reading. Similarly for the plural indefinite with the determiner some in [77c]. 

[77] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. A student was aware of the danger. 

c. Some students were aware of the danger. 

Given that the bare plural lacks an existential reading and the singular and plural 

indefinites the universal reading, [77b] and [77c] have no reading in common with 
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[51b]. 16 No such discrepancy between the singular indefinite and the bare plural 

occurs in standard cases of generic quantification. For instance, in the context of 

[78a] both [78b] and [78c] have a generic interpretation. 

[78] a. A single bad grade ruins a student's reputation forever. 

b. Students are (always) aware of this danger. 

c. A student is (always) aware of this danger. 

In parallel fashion, indefinites other than the bare plural construed with a stage-level 

predicate show no ambiguity between an existential and a universal reading. 

[79] a. A linguistic theory has posited abstract representations. 

b. A detail will be presented tomorrow. 

c. An opponent redoubled his effort. 

d. Some details will be presented tomorrow. 

e. Some food prices went up today. 

This is another piece of evidence that the usual notion of genericity is not involved 

in the contextually restricted universal reading. 

2.5 Excluding a Purely Pragmatic Account 

Before continuing, I want to establish that the functional reading of a bare plu

ral cannot be given a purely pragmatic account, thereby supporting the claim that 

it constitutes an interpretation distinct from either the generic or the existential. 

A pragmatic account might seem prim a f acie desirable, at least on methodological 

16The singular and plural indefinites can have an existential reading with an individual-level 
predicate while a bare plural cannot. 
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grounds, since it would avoid multiplying ambiguities. In this section, I will outline 

the general character of a pragmatic account and identify the inadequacies of failing 

to recognize the functional reading as the actual interpretation of the bare plural in 

the cases considered so far. Further facts associated with the functional reading that 

will be presented in later sections exclude a purely pragmatic account altogether. 

However, a pragmatic analysis is untenable even for the facts discussed so far and I 

believe it is interesting to see why. 

A purely pragmatic account would claim that the facts of the functional reading 

are not facts about the meaning or interpretation of bare plurals but solely facts 

about their use. An account in which pragmatics plays a role by fixing some aspect 

of the interpretation, such as the analysis based on degenerate genericity presented 

in section 3 of this chapter, is not a purely pragmatic account by this criterion. In a 

purely pragmatic account, the role of context consists in generating implicatures and 

not in satisfying preconditions for interpretation. Such an account would capitalize 

on the Gricean distinction between sentence meaning and speaker meaning and would 

attribute the effects of the functional reading to speaker meaning. In Grice's semi

nal distinction, sentence meaning is that given by the semantic interpretation, and, 

relative to the specifications a given context of utterance provides for the context

sensitive expressions in the sentence, it determines what is said. Speaker meaning, or 

what is meant, is what the speaker intends to communicate relative to a given occa

sion of utterance and is determined in part by general principles underlying rational 

communication. 

According to a pragmatic account, therefore, bare plurals with stage-level pred

icates in episodic sentences have just the usual existential reading and bare plurals 

with individual-level predicates have just the usual generic reading, and that is all 
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the semantics should be responsible for. The functional reading arises when, due to 

certain contextual factors, what is meant is distinct from what is said. 

There are two ways I can see of working this out. One is to analyze the functional 

reading as an implicature that can be associated with both the generic reading and the 

existential reading. I will call it the implicature approach. The other is to assimilate 

the functional reading to the referential or specific uses of indefinite descriptions. I 

will call it the referentiality approach. In what follows I will spell out these two 

approaches in more detail and examine them in turn. For the sake of concreteness, 

let us assume that what is said and what is meant are (possibly distinct) propositions 

and let us follow common practice (e.g., Ludlow & Neale (1991)) in referring to the 

former proposition as the proposition expressed and to the latter as the proposition 

meant. 

2.5.1 The Implicature Approach 

The implicature approach would aim to derive the actual, contextually restricted 

generalization reading as an implicature from the generic reading, in the case of 

individual-level predicates, and from the existential reading, in the case of stage-level 

predicates. Thus, for an example like [51b), where the predicate is individual-level, 

the proposition expressed corresponds to a generic generalization, while the proposi

tion meant corresponds to an actual, contextually restricted generalization. For an 

example like [69], where the predicate is stage-level, the proposition expressed is ex

istential, while the proposition meant is the (stronger) actual, contextually restricted 

generalization. The question then is what contextual factors give rise to the difference 
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between the proposition expressed and the proposition meant.17 

The functional reading with individual-level predicates could arise if the generic 

generalization is patently false and this fact is obvious to both speaker and hearer. 

Under the assumption that the speaker would not try to communicate something 

for which he has insufficient evidence or something that is mutually believed to be 

false, the hearer would draw the inference that the speaker actually intends to com

municate something weaker but true, namely an actual and contextually restricted 

generalization. 

The functional reading with stage-level predicates could arise if the speaker has 

every reason to believe that the individuals of whom the existential statement is 

true are exactly all the individuals of whom the statement is true and intends to 

communicate that to the hearer, while the hearer is aware of the speaker's relevant 

beliefs and intentions. 

If the functional reading is attributed to speaker meaning, the presence of con

textual restrictions and the implication of existence could be accounted for. 18 The 

speaker would intend to communicate the proposition corresponding to the functional 

reading when his or her beliefs are formed on the basis of some actual individuals in a 

particular context. Such a take on the issue, while having these advantages over the 

entailment alternative-which in any case could not account for the existence of the 

functional reading with stage-level prediactes-faces some serious problems as well. 

First, the implicature approach gives two disparate explanations for the functional 

17Note that context plays two distinct roles in the first case: it helps determine what is said 
by fixing the modal dimension of the generic operator, and what is meant by giving rise to the 
implicature of an actual, contextually restricted generalization. Context can be seen as playing a 
similarly dual role in the second case as well if we assume that the implicit contextual restrictions 
enter the interpretation of the existential statement and become part of what is said. 

18The pronouns in intersentential anaphora in (56) would be picking up speaker's reference. 
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reading in episodic sentences and in generic sentences. The explanations are, in 

general, distinct because the mechanisms responsible for getting from what is said to 

what is meant are not the same. In the reading with stage-level predicates what is 

meant is stronger than what is said (universal vs. existential), while in the reading 

with individual-level predicates what is meant is weaker than what is said ( accidental 

vs. generic generalization). To illustrate let us consider a variation of [69), in which 

one of the NP's is construed with an individual-level predicate and the other with a 

stage-level predicate. 

[80] The odds still seem to favor approval of the nominee but proponents believe it 

will be a close vote. Opponents, for their part, tried to delay the vote yesterday, 

hoping time is on their side. 

According to the implicature analysis, the first sentence is false and the second sen

tence is true while the speaker, by uttering them, intends to communicate with both 

something about the entire set of proponents or opponents of the nomination. 

More seriously, an indefinite NP does not aquire a universal reading just because 

the equivalent universal statement also happens to be true. In general, there is no 

intuition of a universal reading, in the same way that there is one in the case of the 

functional reading, in contexts in which both speaker and addressee have evidence 

supporting the truth of the universal statement. For instance, suppose I utter [81] 

while looking outside the window, having every reason to believe that the dogs I can 

see are all the dogs of the neighborhood and all of them are tearing up my backyard, 

and intending to communicate that belief, while the hearer is aware of that fact as 

well as of my intention. 

[81] Dogs are tearing up my back yard. 
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[81] does not acquire the functional reading in such a context. Although what I intend 

to communicate could well be something about all the dogs in my neighborhood, this 

does not affect the reading of the indefinite NP, whose force remains existential, even 

when the hearer draws the appropriate inference. 

If generic sentences could be used in order to indirectly communicate information 

about actual entities in the way outlined above, then on the one hand, all else being 

equal the type of the NP should make no difference, and on the other, a wider range of 

false generic statements should be subject to this charitable reinterpretation. Neither 

of these implications is true. Utterances of generic sentences are not appropriate for 

such a task and fail to communicate a contextually restricted actual generalization. 

As shown in section 2.4, the functional reading is restricted to bare plurals. The fact 

that an actual generalization is manifestly true does not affect the interpretation of 

the corresponding generic generalization so as to make it true, nor does it give rise 

to the functional reading. False generic statements remain false and do not give rise 

to the functional reading even when the context of utterance is such that it would 

support the truth of the contextually restricted actual generalization. 

False generic statements, like those in [82] (from Carlson (1977:37)), where the 

equivalent non-generic, contextually restricted, universal statements are true, are a 

case in point. 

[82] a. Books have between 100 and 150 pages. 

b. Sleds are black. 

c. Dogs are collies. 

Carlson uses these examples to show that the existential reading is absent with 
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individual-level predicates since they are judged as false; if the existential interpreta

tion were available, all the sentences in [82] would be true on that reading since there 

exist books that have 100 to 150 pages, sleds that are black and dogs that are collies. 

We can also use these cases to show that the functional reading does not arise even 

when the context of utterance supports its truth. On the implicature account, the 

proposition expressed by each one of [82] is false but the proposition meant, which 

is one embodying an actual and restrictive generalization, is true. 19 Not only do the 

sentences in [82] remain false, no functional reading for the bare plural is detected, 

even if they are uttered in a context where all the contextually relevant books do 

indeed have between 100 and 150 pages, or all the contextually relevant sleds are 

indeed black, or all the contextually relevant dogs are collies. On the other hand, 

the functional reading arises regardless of what we believe about the truth of the 

corresponding generic statement, i.e., a sentence could be true both on the generic 

and the functional reading of the bare plural, as illustrated by [83]. 

[83] a. A ghost is haunting the campus. 

b. Students are aware of dangers of this kind. 

c. Unfortunately, the students on this campus are not. 

Finally, the implicature account both overgenerates and undergenerates functional 

readings. Negative contextual sensitivity and false generic sentences lacking the func

tional reading exemplify overgeneration and infelicity or contradiction due to the 

functional reading of the bare plural exemplify undergeneration. Negative contextual 

sensitivity cannot be accounted for since there is nothing that would exclude the rel

evant speaker's meaning in the presence of a previous NP with identical descriptive 

19Note that on this type of account both the proposition expressed and the proposition meant are 
general propositions. 
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content. Previous discourse in general helps provide contextual restrictions for NP's 

and there is no way it can be excluded here on any principled grounds. 

As for undergeneration, if the actual generalization reading is simply an impli

cature, why is the implicature not cancelled, or to put it somewhat differently, why 

does the implicature arise in cases where it is strongly disfavored? For example, the 

presence of 'normally' or 'typically' in [59] leads to infelicity rather than cancella

tion of the implicature, and in the discourses of [55] and [61], [55c] and [61c] lead 

to contradiction rather than cancellation of the implicature. The functional reading 

of the bare plural has a direct influence on the interpretation of the quantificational 

elements and consequently on sentence meaning. 

2.5.2 The Referentiality Approach 

The referentiality approach would claim that the functional reading is the manifes

tation of specificity or referentiality with bare plural indefinite descriptions. For the 

sake of concreteness, let us frame the issue in terms of the conception of referentiality 

and specificity of Ludlow & Neale (1991). Ludlow & Neale's primary aim is to argue 

against an ambiguity for indefinites, and in the course of their argument they develop 

a typology of uses of indefinite NP's that is useful for our purposes. 

Ludlow & Neale's aim is to defend the Russellian account of indefinites as uni

formly quantificational elements against the evidence arguing for an ambiguity be

tween a quantificational and a referential interpretation. According to Russell's ac

count, a sentence containing an indefinite expresses a general proposition: it makes 

an existential statement and therefore its truth or falsity depends on there being an 

object, any object, that satisfies the relevant conditions. A sentence containing a 
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referring expression, on the other hand, expresses a singular proposition: 20 it is a 

statement about the object referred to by the referring expression so its truth de

pends on whether that object satisfies the relevant conditions. 21 As part of their 

argument, Ludlow & Neale develop a taxonomy of the distinct uses of indefinites and 

characterize the utterance contexts that give rise to them. They make a three-way 

distinction between the proposition expressed by a given utterance, the proposition 

meant, and speaker's grounds, the proposition which is the object of the speaker's be

lief providing the grounds of an utterance. For an utterance containing an indefinite, 

the proposition expressed is always a general proposition with existential import. But 

on different contexts of use the speaker's grounds and the proposition meant could 

well be singular. An indefinite has a referential use if the speaker grounds and the 

proposition meant constitute a singular proposition. An indefinite has a specific use 

if the speaker grounds constitute a singular proposition and the proposition meant a 

general proposition. 

As a matter of course, bare plurals have both referential and specific uses, at least 

when interpreted existentially. An example of referential use is [81]. An example of 

specific use is an utterance of (84] where the speaker knows directly the individuals 

providing the information about the president and intends to communicate that she 

20 The terms general and singular reflect a conception of propositions as structured objects but 
the distinction can be captured in a semantic framework that construes propositions as sets of 
possible worlds. See, e.g., Kaplan (1989), where the philosophical discussion is couched in terms of 
propositions as structured objects but in the formal analysis they are construed as functions from 
possible worlds into truth values. 

21 In order to forestall a possible misunderstanding, let me make the following side remark. A non
quantificational analysis of indefinites does not necessarily take indefinites to be referring expressions. 
For example, in the non-quantificational analysis of indefinites proposed by Kamp (1981) and Heim 
(1982) indefinites are not referring expressions. As far as the semantics is concerned, variables 
corresponding to indefinite NP's are interpreted in such a way that there is existential quantification 
over them. 'A man is in the garden' is predicted to be true iff there is an individual who is a man 
and is in the garden and not if some particular individual is in the garden. 
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knows. 

[84] Sources close to the president told us that he is ready to resign. 

However, referential or specific use is neither necessary nor sufficient for the functional 

reading to arise. 

Deictic contexts are prime candidates for supporting the referential use of descrip

tions. Let that be the context for [85]: suppose I utter it while my addressee and I are 

looking outside the window, intending to communicate the belief that the particular 

dogs that are perceptually salient will tear up my back yard, while my addressee is 

aware of my intention to communicate something about those dogs. 

(85] Dogs will tear up my back yard. 

[81), however, does not acquire the functional reading in such a context. The context 

is optimal for the referential use of the bare plural dogs (in fact, the bare plural is 

used referentially) and yet the functional reading does not arise. 

A context in which I have some particular individuals in mind and assert some

thing of them while expecting my addressees to recognize that I am intending to 

communicate something about those particular individuals ( although they may not 

know who the individuals are) is a good candidate for the specific use. Let that be the 

context for (86]: suppose I know exactly which raccoons ate my flowers-say because 

they have made multiple appearances in my garden, so I have a way of identifying 

them uniquely, and I saw them at work the night before-and that my addressees 

also know that I have some particular raccoons in mind. 

(86] Raccoons with a ferocious appetite ate my flowers last night. 

Again, however, (86] does not acquire the functional reading in such a context. The 

context is optimal for the specific use of the bare plural raccoons with a ferocious 
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appetite (in fact, the bare plural is used specifically) but the bare plural has only 

existential force. So specific or referential use of a bare plural are not sufficient 

conditions for the functional reading to manifest itself. 

Conversely, the presence of the functional reading does not imply that the bare 

plural indefinite is used referentially or specifically. I may utter [80] without having 

the slightest idea who the opponents and proponents of the nomination are, nor do I 

indicate by such an utterance that I do in fact know. 

The arguments against the referentiality approach carry over to the analysis of the 

functional reading as a semantic phenomenon involving specificity /referentiality. The 

position that indefinites, such as the singular indefinite, can be ambiguous between a 

referential and a non-referential interpretation is defended, among others, by Chas

tain (1975), Fodor & Sag (1982) and most recently by de Hoop (1992) with respect to 

indefinites and the individual/stage-level contrast.22 Under such a view, the existence 

of the functional reading would be seen as evidence for semantic ambiguity. 23 The 

proposition meant would be taken to be identical with the proposition expressed and 

they would both be singular propositions because the bare plural would be given a 

directly referential interpretation. This account would have the advantage of giving 

a unified explanation for the functional reading both with individual-level and stage

level predicates (since in both cases the reading would come about because of the 

semantic ambiguity of the indefinite) and of explaining the wide scope of the bare 

22De Hoop claims that individual-level predicates require a strong reading whereas stage-level 
predicates simply allow it, where a strong reading is a family of interpretations including the refer
ential interpretation. 

23 Although de Hoop claims that bare plurals cannot have a specific interpretation, these would 
be the cases arguing for a such a reading. Incidentally, the fact that bare plurals can have specific 
or referential uses (as in [84] and [81]) but cannot, according to de Hoop's claim, have a specific 
or referential interpretation undermines substantially any approach that takes specificity and refer
entiality to be a semantic phenomenon. On what grounds can we distinguish referential use from 
referential interpretation in such cases? 
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plural with respect to adverbs of quantification and generic operators. But if refer

ential or specific use are not sufficient for the referential or specific interpretation to 

arise, and if the referential or specific interpretation does not require referential or spe

cific use, how can the bare plural be directly referential but not context-sensitive? As 

I understand it, the proponents of a referential interpretation for indefinites must be 

committed to both theses: direct reference and context-sensitivity. Although direct 

reference by itself does not presuppose context-sensitivity, the case for the referential 

interpretation of descriptions is made precisely by instances when the context of utter

ance provides a referent satisfying the descriptive content of the description. Unless 

the context of utterance provides a referent, the interpretation of such descriptions 

cannot be fixed. 

More importantly, the functional reading does not always correlate with widest 

scope possible for the indefinite, as we will see in the next section This, of course, 

more than anything else undermines any pragmatic account as well as the semantically 

referential approach. 

2.6 Functional Reading in Quantified Contexts 

In section 2.2.1 I established that the interpretation of the bare plural on its functional 

reading does not depend on an adverb of quantification, a generic operator or a modal. 

A crucial piece of evidence is that in the presence of an overt operator of this kind 

the bare plural can take wide scope But is wide scope a necessary characteristic of 

the functional reading? After all, if the functional reading precluded anything but 

widest scope possible for the bare plural, then this would give credence to the directly 

referential interpretation analysis outlined in the previous section. If, however, the 

functional reading is a distinct interpretation and not reducible to direct reference, it 
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should in principle be independent of the scopal interactions of the bare plural with 

respect to various operators. In this section I show that this is indeed the case. 

2.6.1 Dependent Functional Reading 

The functional reading can arise when the bare plural is within the scope of an adverb 

of quantification and in that case it affects the way the elements in the domain of 

quantification are individuated. The bare plural is dependent on some other variable 

which is directly bound by the operator ( a situation variable) and the contextual 

restrictions are sensitive to that variable as well. 

Consider [87], and take [87b] - [87d] to be possible continuations for [87a]. The 

adverb of quantification usually is given a non-modal interpretation and its domain of 

quantification is determined, at least in part, by the occasions of a ghost's appearance. 

[87] a. Ghosts have occasionally haunted this campus. 

b. Students were usually aware of the danger. 

c. The students were usually aware of the danger. 

d. A student was usually aware of the danger. 

To begin with, there is a difference between [87b) and (87c] on the one hand, and 

[87d] on the other. When the bare plural and the definite are within the scope of 

the adverb of quantification, they affect the restriction of the operator. The singular 

indefinite, on the other hand, is not part of the restriction; an indefinite cannot in 

general constitute the restriction by itself when the adverb of quantification is non

modal.24 [87d] has only the reading in which the indefinite has wide scope relative to 

24Presumably, whatever excludes the readings in which the singular indefinite is mapped in the 
restriction of the operator in this context should also exclude the same readings for the bare plural. 
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the adverb of quantification or a nuclear scope existential reading. 25 

The bare plural and the definite can scope freely with respect to the adverb 

of quantification. They take wide scope in [87] if it is assumed that the students 

on campus have remained the same throughout the time during which occasional 

appearances of ghosts took place. They take narrow scope if it is assumed that. the 

choice of students depends on the choice of occasion in which a ghost appeared on 

campus. In either case the bare plural exhibits the functional reading. For [87b] 

as well as for [87c] to be true, it must be the case that for most ghost appearances 

the totality of the students on campus at the time were aware of the danger. In 

other words, the force of the bare plural does not directly depend on the adverb of 

quantification. 

Let us consider more closely how that interpretation of [87b] could come about. 

[88] contains two possible logical form representations for [87b]. In [88a] quantifi

cation is symmetric over situations of a ghost's appearance and students. In [88b] 

quantification is asymmetric over student-containing situations of a ghost's appear

ance. 

[88] a. Usuallys,x (s: :ly (ghost(y) & be-on-campus(y,s)) & student(x) & be-on-

campus( x ,s), be-aware-a !-the-danger( x)) 

b. Usuallys (s: :ly,x (ghost(y) & be-on-campus(y,s) & student(x) & be-on

campus(x,s) ), be-aware-of-the-danger(x)) 

The bare plural has universal force regardless of whether we take quantification to 

These are the plain bound variable readings and the reading in which the indefinite is within a 
subordinated existentially closed domain within the restriction, i.e., the readings represented by 
[88a) and [88b). 

25For some speakers a narrow scope (nuclear scope) existential reading is possible only if the 
adverb of quantification is preposed, as in 'Usually a student was aware of the danger.' 
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be symmetric or asymmetric. Both representations in [88], if unsupplemented by any 

further conditions on the individuation of the elements in the domain of quantification, 

give us the wrong reading for [87b]. For [88a] to be true it must be the case that 

for most ghost appearances most students on campus at the time were aware of the 

danger. For [88b] to be true it must be the case that for most ghost appearances 

in which there were students on campus those students were aware of the danger 

associated with that appearance. Now whether this gives us the right reading or not 

depends on how we individuate the situations in the domain of quantification. 26 For 

each situation we must select the maximal collection of students on campus during 

the occasion of a ghost's appearance. This is necessary, or otherwise we would run 

into the proportion problem. For example, assume there have been four appearances 

of a ghost, and during one of them the number of students happened to exceed the 

number of students of the other three occasions taken together. If in the former 

case the students were aware of the danger while in all the others they were not, 

then, unless we allow for maximality, [87b] should be true, whereas intuitively [87b] 

is judged to be false. Imposing maximality on the student variable in [88a] will also 

give us the right reading for [87b]. Thus, if we analyze the bare plural in [87b] as 

bound by the adverb of quantification, then the corresponding variable must pick 

out the maximal collection of students in each case. Alternatively, if we quantify 

asymmetrically over situations, the situations must be individuated in such a way as 

26 [87 a] gives us an upper bound on the coarseness of individuation of the situations in the domain of 
quantification: there should be at least as many situations as there are ghost appearances. However, 
elements in subsequent sentences may impose further conditions, which would result in a finer 
individuation; needless to say, what these conditions are depends on interpretive properties of these 
elements. For example, the set of situations {s I 3y, x (ghost(y) & be-on-campus(y,s) & student(x) 
& be-on-campus( x,s))} is not necessarily identical with the set of situations { s I 3y (ghost(y) & be
on-campus(y,s)}. The two sets would be distinct, for instance, if a ghost appeared during summer 
vacation when no students were in attendance, or if the student body changed during a single ghost's 
appearance. 
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to contain the maximal collection of students in each case. 

Interaction with nominal quantifiers, which always quantify asymmetrically, shows 

that the problem is not simply in needing asymmetric quantification ( and therefore 

not quantifying directly over students) but that the whole restriction is affected by 

the maximality effect of the functional reading, as in [89]. Of course, this is also 

shown by the fact that [88b] is not an adequate logical form representation for [87b] 

even though it involves asymmetric quantification. 

[89] Most of the ghosts that students liked were good-spirited. 

In order for [89] to be true most of the ghosts that were liked by the totality of the 

students must have been good-spirited. 

The cases of the proportion problem that are familiar from the literature arise 

when a quantificational sentence is analyzed as involving symmetric quantification 

over ( at least) two variables when in fact it should be analyzed as involving asym

metric quantification over one variable with the second variable being dependent on 

it. In the case described here, the maximality forced by the functional reading of the 

bare plural constrains the individuation of the entities in the domain of quantifica

tion; if it is not taken into account the proportion problem arises. What is common 

to both cases is that the individuation of the entities in the domain of quantification 

is the wrong one; what determines the right individuation is, however, different in 

each case. A complex array of factors is responsible in choosing between symmet

ric and asymmetric quantification, as various authors27 have argued. For the case 

involving the functional reading, as I will argue in the next section, the reason is sim

ple: individuation is determined by a presupposition of existence associated with the 

27Bauerle & Egli (1985), Partee (1984), Berman (1987), Kadmon (1987, 1990), Kratzer (1989), 
Heim (1990), Chierchia (1992), Barker (1993), de Swart (1993) among others. 
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functional reading. In that respect, the behavior of bare plurals with the functional 

reading under quantification parallels that of definites under quantification. 

In particular, the maximality effect of the bare plural on the domain of quan

tification parallels cases in which the presence of a donkey pronoun analyzed as a 

definite description affects the individuation of situations/eventualities in the domain 

of quantification of a given adverb of quantification, as argued by Kadmon (1987, 

1990) and Heim (1990). In those analyses, definite descriptions are associated with 

existence and uniqueness/maximality presuppositions. 

Similar effects to those in [87] can be seen in cases where the restriction of the 

adverb of quantification is provided directly by a conditional clause rather than by 

previous discourse and the indefinite or definite NP is in the main clause, as in [90], 

or in cases in which the restriction is provided partly by previous discourse and partly 

by an overt conditional clause which contains the indefinite or definite NP, as in [91]. 

[90] a. Usually, when a ghost haunted this campus, students were aware of the 

danger. 

b. Usually, when a ghost haunted this campus, the students were aware of 

the danger. 

c. Usually, when a ghost haunted this campus, several students were aware 

of the danger. 

[91] a. A ghost has occasionally haunted this campus. 

b. Usually, when students were aware of the danger, the ghost was satisfied. 

c. Usually, when the students were aware of the danger, the ghost was satis

fied. 

d. Usually, when a student was aware of the danger, the ghost was satisfied. 
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The indefinite 'several students' in [90c] and the bare plural 'students' in [90a] 

differ in force, and even in the effect they have on the domain of quantification. 

'Several students' has a nuclear scope existential reading and it does not affect in 

any way the individuation of the elements in the domain of quantification, which 

consists of the temporally maximal occasions of a ghost's haunting the campus·. The 

bare plural has the dependent functional reading and it does affect the domain of 

quantification, which consists of those occasions of a ghost's haunting the campus in 

which there are students present on campus and such that they are distinct if the 

student body changes. The definite has a dependent reading and affects the domain 

of quantification in the same way. For example, assume a situation in which there 

have been 7 distinct occasions of a ghost's haunting the campus; during 4 of them 

no student was in attendance while during the other 3 students were in attendance 

and during 2 of those latter all students were aware of the danger. Now in such a 

situation [90c] can be judged false whereas [90a] and [90b] are judged true, the reason 

being that the irrelevant occasions in which no student was in attendance are part 

of the occasions in the domain of quantification for [90c] but not for [90a] or [90b]. 28 

This is not to deny that [90c] may be interpreted with respect to a more contextually 

restricted domain of quantification, one which excludes the irrelevant occasions. The 

point is that the occasions in which there are no students in attendance simply do 

not count for [90a] and [90b] but they may count for [90c). 29 

28Perhaps a more transparent example is: 

a. Since the Pleistocene, earthquakes have occurred frequently on Pitcairn Island. 

b. Usually, when an earthquake hit, people were aware of it. 

c. Usually, when an earthquake hit, several people were aware of it. 

29There are speakers who take all occasions of a ghost's haunting the campus to be in the domain 
of quantification both for [90c) and for [90a] and (90b). In other words, such speakers do not 
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In [91b] and [91c] quantification is taken to be over situations and maximal col

lections of students. In [91d] quantification is either symmetric over situations and 

students or asymmetric over situations in which at least one student was aware of the 

danger. 

With stage-level predicates, where the bare plural is ambiguous between the ex

istential and the functional reading, the maximality effect arises only when the bare 

plural is not interpreted existentially, as seen in [92] and [93]. Therefore, the maxi

mality effect is not due to the plurality of the bare plural. 

[92] a. Ghosts have occasionally haunted this campus. 

b. Students usually protested in the main square. 

[93] a. This proposal has been made many times in the last 100 years. 

b. Proponents usually tried to defend it on the basis of... while opponents 

usually tried to attack it from within. 

The functional reading within a quantified context preserves the crucial properties 

of the functional reading in an unembedded context. The presence of contextual re

strictions is necessary: whether students other than those associated with the relevant 

campus are aware of the danger or not is irrelevant to the truth of [87b], [89], [90a], 

[91b] and [92b]. Moreover, all of these sentences have an implication of existence of 

individuals satisfying the descriptive content of the bare plural relative to the bound 

situation variable. Again, this point can be made more convincingly with a bare 

plural with additional descriptive content, as in (94b]. 

automatically adjust the domain of quantification so as to satisfy the presuppositional requirements 
of the definite or the bare plural. As a result, they find (90c] unequivocally false and have mixed 
judgements of falsity or infelicity for [90a] and (90b]. 
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[94] a. Ghosts have occasionally haunted this campus. 

b. Students with police connections were usually aware of the danger. 

[94b] implies that there were students with police connections during all the occasions 

of a ghost's appearance. It must be said that there is a certain variability of judgment 

with respect to this implication: rather than a universal implication, the sentence may 

have a (weaker) existential implication, namely that in some such situations there were 

students with police connections. 30 I will come back to this issue in the next section. 

2.6.2 Quantificational and Modal Subordination 

In the examples we considered in section 2.6.1, the choice of students varied with 

respect to the choice of situation but the element associated with the NP providing the 

contextual restrictions did not. Now, if the NP providing the contextual restrictions 

for the bare plural is itself within a quantified environment, the bare plural requires 

quantificational subordination. Consider [95]. 

[95] a. Every campus I visited had a ghost. 

b. Students were aware of the danger. 

Students loved the ghost. 

C. The students were aware of the danger. 

The students loved the ghost. 

d. Some students were aware of the danger. 

30Those speakers who do not adjust the domain of quantification for (90a) and [90b) also get an 
unequivocally universal implication for (94b]. 
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The bare plural in [95b], like the definite in [95c], has to be relativized to the choice of 

campus.31 The indefinite in [95d], on the other hand, does not need to be subordinated 

even when it is contextually restricted. Therefore, it is not the contextual restrictions 

alone that trigger the subordination. The need for quantificational subordination 

must be related to the requirement of the bare plural for contextual restrictions. 

If the NP providing the contextual restrictions for the bare plural is in a modal 

environment, modal subordination is necessary for the functional reading to arise. 

Consider first [96] and take the indefinite 'a campus' to have narrow scope with 

respect to the epistemic possibility modal 'may.' 

[96] a. A ghost may be haunting a campus. 

b. Students must be careful. 

c. Students are careful. 

The modal base of the modal in [96b] is relativized to those worlds in which a ghost 

is haunting a campus and the students are taken to be those associated with that 

campus. [96c], where there is no modal subordination, is taken to be a descriptive 

generalization about students in general. 

Consider next [97] and [98], where the NP providing the contextual restrictions 

for the bare plural is within the scope of (and bound by) a deontic necessity operator. 

[97] a. A campus should have its own ghost. 

b. Students must be careful (in that case). 

31 0ne could claim that summation is involved in [95b] and [95c]: a group of students is formed 
comprised of the students of every campus; but then we have the wrong reading because the students 
on campus 1 need not be aware of the danger on campus 2. Of course one could argue that the NP 
'the danger' might have a less straightforward interpretation that would allow the predication to be 
made of the whole big group. But this cannot be said about 'loved the ghost' since there what each 
group of students loved was the ghost on their campus. 
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c. The students must be careful (in that case). 

d. Students are careful (in that case). 

e. The students are careful (in that case). 

f. Some students are careful/Some students are careful in that case. 

[98] a. It is required that the discussion about a proposal of this kind finish within 

a day. 

b. Proponents usually /must make a case for it quickly. 

[97b], [97c], [97d] and [97e] are interpreted as if they had an implicit antecedent of 

the form 'if a campus has a ghost.' [97b] and [97c] contain on overt modal which is 

interpreted deontically with a modal base determined by the [97a]. [97d] and [97e] 

must be interpreted as generic descriptive generalizations,32 where the worlds in the 

modal base are those in which what is commanded in [97a] holds and the choice 

of students is relativized to the choice of campus with a ghost. Similarly [98b] is 

interpreted as if it had an implicit antecedent of the form 'if a proposal of this kind 

is under discussion.' Moreover, the choice of students is relativized to the choice of 

campus ([97b], [97d]), the choice of proponents to the choice of proposal ([98b]). We 

can say that in those cases we have both quantificational and modal subordination. 

Interestingly, [97f] can be making a claim about actual students. 

Apart from underscoring the necessity for contextual restrictions, the modal sub

ordination facts are also significant in that they show that any attempt to explain 

away the functional reading as a by-product of a generic generalization involving a 

realistic modal base and trivial ordering source is bound to fail. 

32The implicit generic operator cannot be deontic in this case. 
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The generalization from the quantificational and modal subordination facts is that 

if the licensing NP is under the scope of an operator, the bare plural too must be 

under the scope of that operator or an operator subordinated to the former. In other 

words, the bare plural does not scope independently of its licensing NP. This require

ment is similar to that of anaphoric definites with indefinite antecedents in the scope 

of an operator, as originally observed by Lakoff (1972) and Karttunen (1976). Quan

tificational and modal subordination have become prominent in recent discussions 

of anaphora. Their more general characteristic, of which anaphora is a special case, 

is that quantificational and modal structures provide a context which serves as the 

context for subsequent sentences in the discourse. The problem of discourse subor

dination, in its most general form, is characterized as follows by Roberts (1989:717): 

"in each case, the second sentence in a discourse is interpreted as involving an op

erator ( explicit or implicit) whose force is relativized so that it ranges only over the 

type of situation given in part by the first sentence." There are at least three dif

ferent sources for discourse subordination:33 (a) domain selection, (b) presupposition 

triggering elements, ( c) elements interpreted as bound variables. 34 At first sight, we 

might be inclined to add necessary contextual restrictions to the list but as I will 

argue later this can be subsumed under (b). Therefore, (b) is involved in inducing 

quantificational subordination in [95]; (a) and (b) in inducing modal subordination 

in [97], [98]. 35 

To sum up section 2.6, the bare plural on its functional reading exhibits scopal 

interactions which have an effect on the individuation of the domain of quantification 

33These are really cases involving conditional subordination. Farkas (1993) considers cases beyond 
conditional subordination, which have sources beyond what is outlined in (a), (b) and (c). 

34 (c) can actually be reduced to (b), as Heim (1982) has essentially shown. I will come back to 
this issue in the next chapter. 

35 (c) is also involved in the examples with the definite NP. 
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parallelling that of definite descriptions. The need for contextual restrictions induces 

quantificational and modal subordination. Subordination should be taken here to be 

a descriptive term and need not imply subordination at some level of representation. 

The real issue is that the interpretation of some expression is relativized to elements 

in the previous discourse not in the usual way; for instance, it may be relativized to 

elements whose scope it is ostensibly not under. 

2. 7 The Presupposition of Existence 

When not in the scope of a modal operator, a bare plural on its functional reading 

entails existence in the actual world, without, however, having existential force or 

asserting existence. 36 When the bare plural is in the scope of a modal operator, what 

is entailed depends on the previous discourse. For example, [96b] on its own does 

not entail that there are students but in the context of [96a] it implies a conditional 

statement of existence: if there is a campus that is haunted by a ghost, then that 

campus has students. Where does the information about existence come from? And 

why is it sensitive to the discourse preceding the sentence containing the bare plural? 

In this section I will argue that the functional reading presupposes existence. To 

say that the bare plural presupposes existence means that entities satisfying the de

scriptive content of the NP plus the additional contextual restrictions are presupposed 

to exist (in the actual world, when in the outermost context). In section 2.7.1 I argue 

that simple sentences of the sort we have been looking at possess this presupposition. 

In sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3 I concentrate on more indirect effects that the presence 

of the presupposition has. One effect is that the presupposition exhibits the usual 

36When the bare plural and its licensing NP are within the scope of a modal operator, as in (97] 
and [98], presumably existence is entailed for the worlds in the modal base. 
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presupposition projection effects (section 2.7.2). If an adverb of quantification is 

present, its domain of quantification is restricted as a result of the projection of this 

presupposition. If the bare plural is in the antecedent of a conditional then the previ

ous context must entail the existence of the entities satisfying its descriptive content. 

A different and more striking effect is that bare plurals can co-occur with a special 

class of quantificational adverbials, which I call contextually restricted proportional 

adverbs of quantification. I will argue that these adverbials presuppose the existence 

of the group forming the basis of the proportion and quantify over the atomic parts 

of this group (section 2.7.3). 

In the discussion below I take presupposition failure to result in a truth-value gap 

and infelicity. This implies both a semantic and a pragmatic notion of presupposition. 

How these two notions can be unified will be discussed in chapter 4. 

2.7.1 Simple Cases 

That students with police connections exist is a precondition for a felicitous utterance 

of [99b] and of the negated [99c] and must be taken for granted by the discourse 

participants. 37 

[99] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Students with police connections were aware of the danger. 

c. Students with police connections were not aware of the danger. 

Moreover, the contextual restrictions are part of what is presupposed. What must be 

taken for granted for a felicitous utterance of [99b] or [99c] is not simply the existence 

37Examples like 'Students with police connections were not aware of the danger because there were 
no such students' parallel exactly cases where the existential presupposition of a definite description 
is challenged, as in the famous 'The king of France is not bald because there is no king of France.' 
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of students with police connections at large, nor the existence of such students on 

some campus or other, but the existence of students on the campus that makes [99a] 

true. 

The fact that the implicit contextual restrictions are part of the presuppositional 

content of the bare plural explains why the information contributed by them is not 

cancellable, as shown by [61] and [64], and why they are only provided by prior 

discourse, as shown by [64] and [66]. 

That a presupposition is present can be established most convincingly by cases 

in which it is known by the discourse participants that the relevant entities do not 

exist, as in [100]. Both [100b] and [100c] are infelicitous and cannot be assigned a 

truth-value since it is the case that Yale has no fraternities and therefore there are 

no fraternity members associated with it. 

[100] a. A ghost was haunting Yale last year. 

b. # Fraternity members were aware of the danger. 

c. # Fraternity members were not aware of the danger. 

If [100b] were false, then [100c] would be true, contrary to intuitions. 38 

An interesting contrast arises when the bare plural is construed with a stage-level 

predicate, which allows for either the existential reading or the functional reading. 

If the bare plural in [101] is interpreted existentially, the existence of opponents of 

the proposal is asserted and certainly it need not be taken for granted for a felicitous 

utterance of [101]. If, on the other hand, the bare plural receives the functional 

reading, the existence of opponents of the proposal must be taken for granted for a 

38 Although one could judge an infelicitous utterance as false, this does not mean that the inter
pretation of the utterance should provide a truth value. This point also relates to the discussion in 
fn. 29. 
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felicitous utterance of [101]. 

[101] The proposal will be voted on tomorrow. Opponents demanded that the vote 

be shifted to next week. 

A more indirect effect of the presence of the existential presupposition arises with 

'if any' elliptical clauses. Bare plurals pattern with de:finites and contrast with other 

indefinites in supporting the hedge of an 'if any' elliptical clause, as seen in [102]. 

[102] a. There is a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. The students with police connections, if there are any, must be aware of 

the danger. 

c. Students with police connections, if there are any, must be aware of the 

danger. 

d. #Some students with police connections, if there are any, must be aware 

of the danger. 

'If any' elliptical clauses, in my view, do not simply cancel a conversational impli

cature; if they did, the existential implication associated with definite descriptions 

would simply be a conversational implicature. Rather, they make the assertion of 

the sentence they are associated with conditional. In fact, they might signal that 

the speaker takes himself to be in two conversational backgrounds, one in which the 

existence of the relevant individuals is taken for granted and one in which it is not. 

'If any' elliptical clauses then can be seen as relativizing the assertion to the former 

conversational background; elements presupposing existence would be felicitous with 

respect to such a conversational background, whereas elements asserting existence 

would not. 
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2.7.2 Projection of the Existential Presupposition 

If an existential presupposition is present, then, given the way presuppositions are 

inherited by complex constructions containing the presupposition-triggering element, 

it should surface, in a modified form, when the bare plural is within the scope of 

an operator. Indeed, the existential presupposition associated with the functional 

reading has the following consequences. (a) It affects the domain of quantification of 

a given operator, (b) it shows the usual presupposition projection effects in one-case 

(epistemic) conditionals, (c) it shows presupposition projection effects and affects the 

domain of quantification in multi-case conditionals. 

In section 2.6 I discussed how the functional reading of the bare plural restricts 

the domain of quantification and affects the individuation of the elements in it. We 

also saw there that a sentence like [94b], repeated here as [103b], implies that for 

each occasion there were students with police connections, or that for some occasions 

there were students with police connections. 

[103] a. Ghosts have occasionally haunted this campus. 

b. Students with police connections were usually aware of the danger. 

In fact, it is the existential presupposition associated with the bare plural inherited 

by the whole sentence that is responsible for these effects. The instability in the 

judgements of what the actual presupposition is is manifested in all cases where a 

presupposition-triggering element is within the scope of an operator. 

Let me give some background on the standard views on the effects of presupposi

tions on domain selection and on presupposition projection in conditionals. It is an 
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interesting and unsettled issue what the presuppositions of sentences with various op

erators are, or in other words, what the filtering effects of various operators are. 39 It 

is an unsettled issue because intuitions oscillate between a strong (universal) version 

and a weak ( existential) version and because existing theories are equipped to handle 

one but need special provisions to handle the other one. 40 

Let us consider the problem with respect to nominal quantifiers and the existential 

presupposition associated with a definite description. What the filtered presupposi

tion is depends, among other things, on whether the presupposition-triggering ele

ment is in the restriction or the nuclear scope of the quantificational structure and on 

what the force of the quantifier is. In [104a] and [106a] the presupposition-triggering 

element is in the nuclear scope; in [105a] it is in the restriction. The universal pre

supposition of [104a], [105a] and [106a] is the proposition expressed by [104b), [105b] 

and [106b], respectively; the existential presupposition is the proposition expressed 

by [104c], [105c] and [106c], respectively. 

[104] a. Every nation cherishes its king. 

b. Every nation has a king. 

c. Some nations have a king. 

[105] a. Every nation that cherishes its king will be rewarded. 

b. Every nation has a king. 

c. Some nations have a king. 

[106] a. No nation cherishes its king. 

39This is the issue of weakness in Beaver (1992). See also the discussion in Cooper (1983, Ch. 
VI). 

40Whether it is the strong or the weak one that can be easily handled depends on the theory. 
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b. Every nation has a king. 

c. Some nations have a king. 

The theory of Heim (1983) without provisions for local accommodation predicts 

universal presuppositions for [104a], [105a] and [106a]. Universal presuppositions can 

be gotten by global accommodation, existential presuppositions by local accommo

dation. Cooper (1983) predicts universal presuppositions too. Beaver (1992) opts for 

the weakest presuppositions possible with the caveat that anything stronger could 

be built on top. For universal quantifiers he basically builds the presupposition as 

domain restriction (see the inference table on p. 12).41 Similarly, in van der Sandt's 

(1992) analysis presuppositions end up as domain restrictions. 

Intuitions are indeed unstable. However, the degree of variability and the factors 

affecting the choice in particular instances do not vary with respect to the existen

tial presupposition of definite descriptions and the existential presupposition of bare 

plurals with the functional reading. For example, some speakers find that in cases 

of restricted quantification where the proposition corresponding to the universal pre

supposition is definitely not within the common ground (because, for instance, it is 

presupposed to be false) a definite description in the nuclear scope is deviant, as in 

[107a]. Those speakers also find that a bare plural in a similar environment cannot 

have the functional reading, as in [107b). 

[107] a. Every European Community country adores its royal family. 

b. Always, if a ghost is present on an Ivy league campus, fraternity members 

are aware of the danger. 

41 What is new to Beaver's proposal is that inheritance properties are a consequence of the se
mantics of the presuppositional operator so they can be expressed as inference patterns between 
formulas of the logical language he defines. 
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The inheritance properties of presuppositions in conditionals work out in the fol

lowing way: the presuppositions of the antecedent are inherited by the whole con

ditional, the presuppositions of the consequent are filtered through in the form of a 

conditional whose antecedent consists of the content of the antecedent of the main 

conditional and whose consequent consists of the presuppositions of the consequent 

of the main conditional. Another way of formulating the inherited presuppositions 

of the consequent is the following: those presuppositions that are not entailed by the 

antecedent are inherited by the whole conditional, those that are entailed are filtered 

through in the form of the conditional mentioned above. The presupposition (in their 

terms, conventional implicature) that Karttunen & Peters (1979) associate with 'if c/> 

then 'l/J' is <J>i & (</>e -, 'l/Ji). 42 Subsequent works have accepted these as the presup

positions that ought to be associated with conditionals although they have tried to 

derive the projection properties on the basis of the interpretation of conditionals. 

Let us then see that the existential presupposition associated with the bare plural 

on its special reading is projected in the usual fashion in conditional sentences. Indeed, 

[108a] and [108b] as a whole presuppose that there are students with connections in 

the police department. 

[108] a. If students with connections in the police department are aware of the 

danger, they will inform the rest. 

b. If a ghost is present on the campus, students with police connections are 

aware of the danger. 

42This ignores the conventional implicature about the epistemic possibility of the antecedent clause 
associated with the indicative mood of the conditional. ¢e stands for the truth-conditional content 
of ¢, cpi for its presuppositional content. --+ is taken to be material implication. 
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The conditionals in [108] are meant to be one-case conditionals, so the implicit ne

cessity operator ( assumed to be present in all conditionals) is to be taken as having 

an epistemic modal base. Also in [108b] the presupposition is inherited by the whole 

conditional under the assumption that the presence of a ghost makes no difference 

one way or another with respect to the existence of students with police connections 

on the campus. More accurately, we might say, following Karttunen & Peters (1979), 

that the actual presupposition is 'If a ghost is present on the campus, there are stu

dents with police connections' and that we get the stronger 'there are students with 

police connections' by pragmatic strengthening. 

In the consequent of a conditional, the singular indefinite may have an existential 

reading, as in [109b]. 43 In the same position, the bare plural in [109a] has only the 

universal reading. Moreover, [109a], but not [109b], seems to presuppose that there 

are students with connections in the police department in all campuses in the domain 

of quantification. This must be because of the existential presupposition associated 

with the bare plural. 

[109] a. Usually, if a ghost is present on a campus, students with police connections 

are aware of the danger. 

b. Usually, if a ghost is present on a campus, a student with police connections 

is aware of the danger. 

Assuming the account of presupposition projection proposed by Karttunen (1974) 

and Heim (1983), the existential presupposition associated with the bare plural in the 

consequent of [109a] affects the domain of quantification as follows. Given that the 

43The singular indefinite can be mapped either in the restriction of the quantifier or in its nuclear 
scope, hence it can have either a generic or an existential reading. 
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presuppositions of the consequent must be entailed by the previous context aug

mented by the local context provided by the antecedent, the existence of students 

with connections in the police department must be entailed for each choice of campus 

and occasion of a ghost's presence on a campus. Therefore, we assume either (i) that 

there aren't any campuses without students with police connections ( universal presup

position and global accommodation), or (ii) if such campuses exist, that they are not 

in the domain of quantification ( existential presupposition and local accommodation 

resulting in domain restriction). 

2. 7.3 Functional Reading with Adverbs of Quantity 

Bare plurals on their functional reading can co-occur with a class of adverbs which 

are sensitive to certain properties of the NP's they co-occur with. The bare plural 

in [110b], like the plural definite in [110c] and in contrast to the singular indefinite 

in [110d] or the plural indefinite in [ll0e], is compatible with such adverbs. The 

only possible reading for [110d] and [ll0e] is one in which mostly/for the most part 

are predicate modifiers, arguably within the AdjP headed by aware, specifying the 

degree of awareness.44 Such a reading is excluded in [ll0f] because of the syntactic 

position of the adverb, hence [ll0f] is unconditionally unacceptable. [110g], on the 

other hand, is acceptable, indicating that the quantificational reading for the adverb 

arises with the bare plural as well as with the plural definite. 

[110] a. There is a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Students are mostly /for the most part aware of the danger. 

c. The students are mostly /for the most part aware of the danger. 

44The ( #) notation is meant to indicate that the sentences are unacceptable on the quantificational 
reading for the adverbial and acceptable on the predicate modifier reading. 
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d. ( #) A student is mostly /for the most part aware of the danger. 

e. ( #) Some students are mostly /for the most part aware of the danger. 

f. # A student/Some students for the most part is/are aware of the danger. 

g. The students/Students for the most part are aware of the danger. 

The pattern in [110] shows that the distribution of mostly/for the most part is not 

just a matter of the plurality of the accompanying NP, nor a matter of definiteness 

alone. 

The ambiguity of the bare plural with a stage-level predicate disappears once such 

an adverb is added to the sentence. The bare plural in the variation of [69] given in 

[111] has only the functional reading. 

[111] Although the odds still seem to favor Senate approval of Thomas, opponents, 

for the most part, redoubled their effort and tried to delay a floor vote on 

confirmation. 

This is telling evidence that what the adverbs are sensitive to is the interpretation 

of the NP they co-occur with rather than some superficial co-occurrence restrictions. 

Let us call this the selective affinity of bare plurals for such adverbs. 

Similarly, in contexts mirroring those of [67], [68] and [54] where contextual re

strictions for the bare plural are impossible, the functional reading does not arise and 

the adverbs of quantity are not interepreted as contextually restricted. Consider [112], 

where only the non-contextually restricted reading is possible for the bare plural

giving rise to falsity, in fact-while the contextually restricted reading is present for 

the definite NP. 

[112] a. There are lions and tigers in this cage. 
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b. The lions are mostly /for the most part old. 

c. Lions are mostly /for the most part old. 

(no contextually restricted reading) 

127 

Once again, the constraints on the selection of appropriate contextual restrictions are 

not determined entirely by the quantifier but depend crucially on the indefinite NP. 

That bare plurals can co-occur with such adverbs is an observation that was 

independently made by Lahiri (1991), who named the adverbs 'adverbs of quantity.' 

In fact, it was in this connection that he noted that bare plurals may have a universal 

reading with stage-level predicates. He also noted that the existential reading for 

the bare plural excludes an adverb of quantity. The examples he offered are given in 

[113] _45 

[113] a. Experts, for the most part, are blaming government policies for the reces-

sion. 

b. ?Men, for the most part, are playing in the garden right now. 

Lahiri attributed the co-occurrence of bare plurals with adverbs of quantity to their 

denoting kinds, relying on Carlson's analysis of bare plurals as kind-denoting terms, 

and as such having part structures.46 He attributed the selective affinity of bare 

plurals for such adverbs to the stage-level predicate's introducing existential quantifi

cation which binds the variable corresponding to the bare plural and thus leaving no 

variable for the adverb to bind. As will become clear below, I will adopt one of the 

45 [113a] is his example (i) on p. 126, fn. 17 and [113b] is his example (232) on p. 125. 
46 As we saw in the last chapter, Carlson does not assume a mereological structure for individuals 

and takes the realization relations to be primitive. Mereological reconstructions of Carlson's theory 
are given in Chierchia (1982), Hinrichs (1985) and Ojeda (1991). Lahiri is not explicit on the 
semantics for bare plurals he assumes, but given the semantics he proposes for the adverbials and 
what he assumes for plural definites, it seems that Ojeda's theory could be straightforwardly adopted 
for his purposes. 
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central insights of Lahiri's analysis of adverbs of quantity but will provide an alterna

tive account of what determines the class of NP's these adverbials can co-occur with, 

an account which does not rely on an analysis of bare plurals as kind-denoting. 

First let us see that these adverbs are special in certain respects. Within the 

Lewis-Kamp-Heim tradition, the paradigm case of quantificational adverbials are ad

verbs of quantification like always, usually, never, which are analyzed as quantifying 

over the parameters of evaluations, i.e., worlds and assignment functions. Adverbs of 

quantification bind variables corresponding to indefinites and when they have a modal 

dimension they give rise to the generic reading of indefinites. However, there is evi

dence coming form different sources that the class of quantificational adverbials is not 

homogeneous. Evidence from indirect questions, free relatives and correlatives indi

cates that the class is split between the standard adverbs of quantification and another 

class into which adverbs of quantity fall (see Berman (1990), Srivastav (1991), Lahiri 

(1991), Ginzburg (1992)). On the basis of different considerations, Lobner (1985, 

1987) drew the distinction between referential and generic quantification. Standard 

adverbs of quantification participate in generic quantification. Adverbs of quantity 

participate in referential quantification. According to Lobner, referential quantifica

tion, as in [114a], requires a specified, contextually restricted domain of quantification, 

which is provided by a definite NP. Generic quantification, as in [114b], operates with 

an open set (non-contextually restricted?) as the domain of quantification. 

[114] a. The apples were for the most part sour. 

b. Apples are usually sour. 

Kroch (1979) observed that adverbs of quantity can quantify over times ( or occa

sions), that they can always co-occur with a definite NP on the relevant reading, and 

that they cannot co-occur with a quantificational NP on the relevant reading. For 
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instance, he observed that [115a] is ambiguous between the reading of [115c] and the 

reading of [115d], while [115b] only has the reading of [115c]. 

[115] a. My friends are generally /mostly /by and large honest. 

b. All of my friends are generally /mostly /by and large honest. 

c. All my friends are honest on most occasions. 

d. Most of my friends are honest. 

The various discussions in the literature in which the contextually restricted pro

portional adverbs of quantification have figured share the concern with the following 

two issues. One of the issues is whether they are monadic VP operators or dyadic 

sentential adverbs of quantification. The other issue is the proper characterization of 

the NP's they co-occur with. 

Kroch (1979), whose interest was to distinguish plural definites from universally 

quantified plurals, assumed that adverbs of quantity quantify over elements of the 

set denoted by the plural subject NP and claimed that they cannot co-occur with 

universally quantified NP's because there can be no double quantification over the 

same variable. 

Dowty & Brody (1984) focused on floated quantifiers like all, each, both but one 

can extend their proposal to the adverbs under discussion. They analyzed floated 

quantifiers as monadic VP operators which, given their semantics, must be hosted by 

NP's that denote principal filters. That is, the host NP's must denote families of sets 

having a non-empty intersection. This includes both definites and quantificational 

NP's with a universal determiner.47 

47Dowty and Brody (1984) claim that such co-occurrence with quantificational NP's is possible 
and attribute the apparent deviance to pragmatic rather than semantic factors. 
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De Swart (1991) takes the quantifying adverbials of referential quantification to be 

floating quantifiers, and following Dowty & Brodie (1984), analyzes them as relations 

between sets of individuals: the set that is the generator of the definite NP and the 

set that is the set of individuals denoted by the VP. 

If we follow the Dowty & Brody/ de Swart line of analysis, we would have to 

analyze the bare plural exactly like a definite in order to account for its co-occurrence 

with these adverbials. In other words, we would have to assume that a bare plural 

is ambiguous between an indefinite and a definite interpretation. I take the negative 

contextual sensitivity facts to argue strongly against this ambiguity analysis. A bare 

plural is never anaphoric even on its functional reading. Somehow the analysis of the 

functional reading should not give up the assumption that the bare plural is indefinite. 

Lahiri (1991) proposed that adverbs of quantity involve amount quantification 

and analyzed them as denoting a function from ordered pairs of individuals to truth 

values. The individuals that are the arguments of such a quantifier are the maximal 

elements of which a given predicate is true and the quantifier compares their extent, 

that is it compares the number of their atomic subparts. Lahiri suggested that bare 

plurals are compatible with adverbs of quantity because they are kind-denoting and 

kinds have a part structure. Now if this is the reason why bare plurals can co-occur 

with these adverbs this cannot explain their co-occurrence with bare plurals on the 

functional reading. As I have been assuming so far, the kind interpretation is not 

responsible for the functional reading. 

But even assuming that bare plurals are kind-denoting (and disregarding the func

tional reading for the moment), it is not obvious why stage-level predicates disallow 

the co-occurrence of bare plurals with adverbs of quantity. For example, why aren't 

the arguments of the quantifier for the most part in [116a] construed as in [116b]? 
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[116] a. #Boys, for the most part, are playing. 

b. Most(o-x[boys(x)], o-x[boys(x) & :3y (R(y,boys))(play(y))] 

According to the interpretation that [116b] receives, the number of boys that have 

stage-level realizations that are playing is greater than the number of boys that do 

not. Moreover, whatever the means by which that interpretation is excluded they 

should be such that they do not exclude it for pronouns anaphoric on a bare plural. 

As can be seen in [222], such a pronoun can co-occur with an adverb of quantity. 

[222b] is interpreted according to [222c]. 

[117] a. Boys are hiding in the garden. 

b. For the most part, they are playing. 

c. Most(o-x[boys(x) & :3y (R(y,boys)) (hide-in-the-garden(y)], o-x[boys(x) & 

:3y (R(y,boys))(play(y))] 

Therefore, as far as I can see, Lahiri's proposal cannot account for the co-occurrence 

of bare plurals with adverbs of quantity only if they do not have an existential reading 

( which of course includes the functional reading). 

I will follow Lahiri (1991) and Ginzburg (1992) in assuming that these adverbials 

quantify over atomic elements. I will, moreover, assume that they presuppose the 

existence of the element whose atomic parts they quantify over. It is exactly the 

presupposition of existence that makes both definites and bare plurals on their func

tional reading acceptable with these adverbials. Adverbs of quantity seem to be the 

adverbial equivalent of partitives. 
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2.8 Overview 

Contrary to what any current theory of indefinites would lead us to expect, bare 

plurals exhibit a reading which is closer to the interpretation of definite NP's. This 

is most immediately obvious with stage-level predicates in episodic sentences, where 

the force of the bare plural is universal rather than the expected existential. But 

it is also the case with individual-level predicates, although in that case one has to 

provide subtler arguments and more extensive evidence to distinguish the functional 

from the generic reading. 

A successful analysis of the functional reading would have to account for the 

following facts: 

• the universal force of the bare plural 

• the non-generic interpretation of the bare plural 

• its occurrence with both individual-level and stage-level predicates 

• the scope dependence of the bare plural on its licensing NP 

• its apparent synonymy with the definite in certain contexts 

• its positive and negative contextual sensitivity 

• its implication of existence 

• its sole association with bare plurals rather than all indefinites 

• its effect on the domain of quantification of adverbs of quantification 

• the existential presupposition 

• its acceptability with adverbs of quantity 
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An obvious possibility is to say that the bare plural is ambiguous between an 

indefinite and a definite interpretation. After all, it appears to be in free variation 

with the corresponding definite in certain contexts, such as in [51], [58] and [59], and 

the quantificational contexts of [87], [90], [91]; it co-occurs with an adverb of quantity 

on a non-generic reading, as in [110]; and it has an existential presupposition, the 

hallmark of definiteness. Moreover, unlike an indefinite, it is context-sensitive in that 

it must be contextually restricted in a particular way. But ultimately, we do not want 

the bare plural to be a disguised definite description of the usual sort. [67d], [68], 

[54c], [54d], [54e], [82] and [112c] constitute evidence against such an approach. On 

the disguised definite description analysis the question is what kinds of antecedents 

are acceptable for the bare plural on its definite interpretation. The generalization 

emerging from the facts considered is that the bare plural never has an anaphoric 

reading, that is a definite reading where an explicit antecedent is available. In other 

words, putting together the evidence from the presupposition facts and the negative 

contextual sensitivity facts, we arrive at the following generalization: a bare plural 

on its functional reading is associated with an existential presupposition but it is 

never anaphoric. In fact, it is in free variation with the corresponding definite only 

when the definite is neither anaphoric nor deictic. At this point, I use 'anaphoric' and 

'deictic' as descriptive terms. The DRT and Heimian analysis of definiteness makes all 

definites anaphoric semantically, even those that one would not characterize this way 

on descriptive grounds. The descriptive term for those definites that appear to have 

something in common with bare plurals on their functional reading is 'associative' 

(see Hawkins (1978), to whom the term is due, and Heim (1982), who discusses how 

associative definites can be assimilated to anaphoric definites).48 I will come back to 

48 See also Clark (1977) and Clark & Haviland (1977). 
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this issue in the next chapter. 

The real challenge, therefore, is to account for the properties of the functional 

reading while maintaining that the bare plural is an indefinite NP. The question then 

is in what way the theory of indefiniteness should be revised in order to accommodate 

the functional reading. Let us take the facts listed below to be the central facts of the 

functional reading; already in my presentation of the full array of facts connected to 

the functional reading I have indicated how they all revolve around these three basic 

facts and how once we have an account of these three the rest would follow. 

• the universal force 

• the positive and negative contextual sensitivity 

• the existential presupposition 

In what follows I will explore two alternatives: one, in keeping with standard 

assumptions about indefiniteness, attributes the functional reading to an operator; 

the other, in a more radical move, attributes the functional reading to the fact that 

a certain felicity condition of familiarity is associated with bare plurals. In the next 

section I propose an operator analysis, which starts from the universal force of the bare 

plural and accounts for the other properties by certain additional assumptions. In the 

next chapter I will propose an account that rests on a more fine-grained conception 

of novelty and gives a formulation of it that will allow for the functional reading and 

for a characterization of the difference among indefinites. 
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3 An Operator Analysis 

Is the functional reading of the bare plural due to the presence of an implicit operator? 

Are there cases in which apparent non-generic quantification is a trivial case of generic 

quantification? In this section I will consider how these two questions can be answered 

affirmatively. I will develop an operator analysis, which starts with the assumption 

that nothing special needs to be said about the bare plural and no revision in the 

analysis of indefiniteness is required. The bare plural is not ambiguous and its range 

of readings depends on whether it is under the scope of an operator or not, and, if it 

is, on the type of operator it is under. Rather, it is our analysis of genericity and of 

adverbial operators that needs some revision. 

An operator analysis of the functional reading will assimilate it to the universal 

reading of indefinites arising in quantificational contexts. This is of course the most 

obvious way of accounting for the functional reading as it would stay in line with all 

other assumptions about indefinites. According to this view, what appears to be an 

unbound indefinite is in fact bound by an operator with the caveat that this operator 

has somewhat different properties from those standardly associated with adverbial 

operators. However, as I show, the operator analysis fails to provide a unified ac

count of the functional reading, and it leaves unanswered the central question how 

the positive and negative context sensitivity and the presence of a presupposition 

of existence relate to each other and to the reading. In the process of developing 

the operator analysis, I also relate the functional reading to other proposals about 

indefinites that have been made recently within the overall program of analyzing in

definites as non-quantificational, and show that none of them is sufficiently equipped 

to account for the functional reading either. 

In what follows, I will adopt the theory of indefinites presented in Heim (1982, ch. 
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II), with which I will assume basic familiarity. The analysis of indefinites will have to 

be supplemented with additional assumptions, as will become clear, but not in ways 

that require a major departure from the central assumptions of that theory. 

3.1 Degenerate Genericity 

We have established that the functional reading cannot be explained away simply 

as an entailment or as an implicature of a realistic generic generalization reading. 

Instead it must be recognized as the actual interpretation of the bare plural. We can 

reconcile this fact with the standard view that connects the universal force of a bare 

plural with genericity if we assume that the functional reading is a special case of the 

generic reading when we have degenerate genericity. 

Degenerate genericity is the case when a generic generalization reduces to an 

actual generalization. It will arise from an extensionalized generic operator, that 

is a generic operator with a trivial modal dimension. In that case, quantification 

is vacuous with respect to worlds and the generic operator ends up quantifying only 

over individuals. Once we have a degenerate generic generalization, the corresponding 

actual generalization is not just entailed by the generic generalization but it concides 

with it. Degenerate genericity should thus be an option allowed by the semantics, 

with the pragmatics determining when it arises. 

Degenerate genericity parallels the case in which conditionals, which are essentially 

modal,49 reduce to material implication. This happens when the implicit necessity 

operator is associated with a totally realistic modal base and trivial ordering source 

(see Kratzer (1981) and Heim (1982)). A totally realistic modal base is one which 

contains only the actual world, i.e., for all w1 , w1 E Rw iff w1 = w. A trivial ordering 

49 See, for instance, Stalnaker (1968, 1976), Lewis (1973), Kratzer (1979, 1981). 
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source is such that w1 ::; w for any w1 and w. As the modal dimension of a generic 

operator is context-dependent, the apparent ambiguity of the bare plural is due to 

the choice of modal dimension for the implicit generic operator: the generic reading 

results when the operator has a non-trivial modal dimension, the functional reading 

results when the operator has a trivial modal dimension. 

On that analysis then, our initial example [51b) involves the familiar quantifica

tional structure in [118a] and ends up expressing an actual generalization because 

the modal base is determined by the context to be totally realistic and the ordering 

source is determined to be trivial. In addition to a trivial modal dimension, we must 

assume that restrictions supplied by the context of utterance further limit the domain 

of quantification to the relevant entities. For example, for [51b] the context restricts 

the domain of quantification to the set of students on the campus in 1985 during the 

ghost's appearance. 

[118] a. G~ (student(x) & CR(x), be-aware(x,cp)) 

b. In order for the text of which [118a] is part to be felicitous relative to some 

context c, c must provide a modal base and an ordering source for the 

operator G'. 

c. Relative to a totally realistic modal base and a trivial ordering source, 

(g, w) satisfies [118a] iff for every (g', w), where g' ~ g, if (g', w) satisfies 

student(x) & CR(x), then it also satisfies be-aware(x, cp). 

In the representation [118a], G' stands for the extensionalized generic operator. CR 

is a cover designation for the additional contextual restrictions, such as being on 

campus in 1985. We can follow Cooper (1979) and assume that it is a property

denoting metavariable containing only variables and parentheses. In this case, it can 
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be instantiated as P(y)(x) (ignoring the temporal restriction), where P is given the 

value be-on by the context and y is the variable corresponding to the NP the campus 

in [5 la]. 5° For the sake of concreteness, I have given the predicate be aware a formula 

as its second argument. I am assuming that be aware of is a propositional attitude 

predicate even when subcategorizing for an NP but I will not be concerned here with 
/ 

how the content of </J is construed. 51 The interpretation of [118a] as given in [118c] 

coincides with that of a sentnce with an extensional universal quantifier. 

On this approach then, nothing special needs to be said about the operator itself 

or the bare plural. Any special properties the operator might have ought to follow 

from the modal dimension it is associated with and therefore, ultimately, from certain 

facts about the context of utterance which determines this kind of modal dimension. 

In what follows, I will consider to what extent this can be maintained and at what 

cost. 

Since, as argued in section 2.4, in exactly the same contexts that give rise to the 

functional reading of a bare plural, a singular indefinite has only an existential reading, 

the generic operator with a trivial modal dimension must somehow be prohibited from 

binding a variable contributed by a singular indefinite. The kind of explanation forced 

upon us is to say that the singular indefinite does not have the functional reading 

because it is incompatible with an extensionalized generic operator. We can assume 

that the singular indefinite selects for the kinds of modal bases and ordering sources 

that the operator can be construed with in such a way that it excludes the combination 

50This way, contextual restrictions are given an account that is the a mixture of Cooper's and 
Heim's approaches: P is a free variable but y is a discourse-bound variable. 

51The propositional interpretation of the nominal argument of a predicate like be aware have been 
attributed to ambiguity of the NP (e.g., Vendler 1967) or type-shifting from events to propositions 
effected by the verb meaning (Zucchi 1989). These works focus on morphologically derived nominals 
but we can conceivably extend their proposal to cover non-derived nominals as well. 
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of a totally realistic modal base and a trivial ordering source. 

An analysis capitalizing on the context dependency of the modal dimension of 

the implicit generic operator raises the question of whether we can in general use 

the implicit generic operator with a totally realistic modal base and trivial ordering 

source to make non-generic universal statements. For instance, why isn't the modal 

dimension determined to be trivial in cases like [54], [57], or [82]? We have to spell out 

the conditions under which a trivial modal dimension is selected and their connection 

to contextual restrictions. 

Does the trivial modal dimension correlate with the interpretation of the predi

cate? One could claim that the modal dimension of the generic operator is trivial 

because of the particularity of the propositional argument of the predicate, which has 

the result that the predicate is not interpreted like a characteristic property. How 

likely would it be that students in general, actual and potential, would be aware of 

this particular fact or the actual danger? However, the particularity in the nature 

of the predicate is, in general, neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for the 

functional reading to arise. 

That it is not sufficient is shown by examples with an overt generic operator, such 

as the one associated with used to. In [119b] and [120b], as opposed to [119a], the 

argument of the predicate is a particular fact. However, the operator is not restricted 

so as to pick out only the actual students on campus or a contextually restricted set 

of financial wizards, hence the oddness of [119b] and [120b]. In [120c], on the other 

hand, where the bare plural exhibits the functional reading, and, according to the 

proposal under discussion, there must be an implicit operator involved, the operator is 

construed with a trivial modal dimension and quantifies over a contextually restricted 

set of financial wizards. 
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[119] a. Students used to be aware of that kind of danger. 

b. ??Students used to be aware of the danger. 

[120] a. Yesterday's fundraising event solved the university's fiscal problems. 

b. ??Financial wizards used to be aware that yesterday's fundraising event 

would bring in millions of dollars. 

c. Financial wizards were aware that yesterday's fundraising event would 

bring in millions of dollars. 

The conclusion from this contrast is that not all generic operators can be construed 

with a trivial modal dimension, even when the interpretation of the predicate requires 

it. 

That the particularity of the predicate is not necessary is shown by examples 

where the predicate is given an argument which does not constitute a particular fact. 

In that case the functional reading of the bare plural is still present, although the 

modal dimension need not be trivial. For example, [121a] is ambiguous between a 

truly generic and a functional reading (in the right context), and the bare plural in 

[121b] has the same reading as in [51b]. 

[121] a. Students are aware of dangers of this kind. 

b. Students were aware of dangers of this kind. 

This shows that the functional reading is compatible with an interpretation of the 

predicate as a characteristic property, 52 and that therefore a generic operator is not 

52Depending on how the content of the propositional argument of be aware is construed, a char
acteristic property reading for the predicate results either in a descriptive generalization or a dispo
sitional generalization. The former is paraphrasable as 'if/whenever there is a danger of this kind, 
students are/would be aware of it,' the latter as 'students are aware that dangers of this kind (can) 
come about.' 
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determined to be degenerate simply on the basis of the interpretation of the predicate, 

when no other construal of genericity would do. 53 Therefore, it remains an open 

question exactly under what conditions the modal dimension is determined to be 

trivial. 

3.2 Degenerate Genericity and the Functional Reading 

Since I identify the functional reading with degenerate genericity, I must reexamine 

the properties distinguishing between the functional and generic readings discussed 

in section 2.2.1, namely: the presence of contextual restrictions, the implication of 

existence, and the scopal interaction between the bare plural and overt operators. 

The presence of contextual restrictions must be connected to the nature of the modal 

dimension. The implication of existence is easily seen to be compatible with the view 

of the functional reading as a case of degenerate genericity. Scopal interaction poses 

some more challenging problems for the operator analysis, which lie not with the fact 

that genericity is degenerate but rather with the presence of an operator. These three 

points will be taken up in order. 

3.2.1 Implicit Contextual Restrictions 

Why are implicit contextual restrictions associated with the functional reading if 

generic operators do not accept implicit contextual restrictions? Can we relate the 

presence of contextual restrictions to the triviality of the modal dimension? In order 

to understand why degenerate generic generalizations can be contextually restricted, 

53Whether we must assume that the examples in (121] involve two generic operators, a degenerate 
one binding the bare plural and a non-trivial one having scope over the predicate, depends on our 
assumptions about characteristic predicates and the effect of generic NP's as arguments of attitude 
predicates. I will not try to settle this here. 
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we must first understand why regular generic generalizations cannot be contextually 

restricted. 

I will suggest an account of the impossibility of contextual restrictions with generic 

operators in this section. This account relates the possibility of contextual restrictions 

in the case of the functional reading with the triviality of the modal dimension of the 

operator. However, it is independent of the analysis of the functional reading as 

involving an operator, so it can stand even if the degenerate genericity account of the 

functional reading is ultimately to be dismissed. 

There are two alternative ways of construing contextual restrictions that I will 

concentrate on here. Up to now, I have construed them as additional conditions 

on the descriptive content of the NP, as exemplified in [118a]. But we can also 

relativize the interpretation of the NP to a contextually given set of entities, following 

proposals by Westerstahl (1984), van Deemter (1991, 1992) and En<; (1991), among 

others. The first alternative is consistent with the usual assumption, shared by the 

Kamp-Heim analysis of NP's, that the range of variable assignments is the entire 

set of individuals in the model ( the entire universe of discourse). What is given 

contextually is a salient property and the value of the variable associated with an NP 

must satisfy the condition given by that property. The second alternative relativizes 

the interpretation of an NP to a contextually given set of entities, which amounts to 

"interpreting conditions relative to shifting domains," as van Deemter puts it. What 

is given contextually is a set of elements that the value of the variable must be in. 54 

54These two alternatives are particular cases of what Neale (1990) calls the explicit and the implicit 
approaches to dealing with the incompleteness of descriptions and quantificational NP's, in general. 
(These terms are a bit unfortunate since in both cases the element supplementing the interpretation 
is implicit.) Neale speculates that the two types of approaches might be notational variants of 
one another. However, as we will see below, the two alternatives discussed here turn out to be 
non-equivalent, at least for indefinite NP's within the scope of a modal operator. 
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This contextually given set of entities is the value of a restricting set variable and the 

interpretation of an NP is relativized to such a restricting set. 55 

Let us examine the second alternative more closely. Van Deemter, working within 

a DRT framework, proposes that restricting set variables be treated as discourse 

referents and that conditions corresponding to NP's be relativized to any accessible 

set-denoting discourse referent; he thus brings in DRT's apparatus for anaphoric 

relations to account for how restricting set variables get their values. 56 En~ (1991) 

makes a similar proposal except that she takes relativization to a restricting set to 

be a presuppositional requirement of certain indefinite NP's. In what follows, I will 

focus on relativized conditions corresponding to non-quantificational NP's. 

A non-quantificational NP may bear a pair of referential indices, NP (i,j) • Its 

corresponding condition, symbolized as CNxi (xi), is interpreted according to [122] 

(assuming CN to comprise a simple predicate; [] is the basic interpretation function 

relative to a model assigning to each n-place predicate a function from possible worlds 

to Dn)_51 

[122] (!, w) satisfies CNxi (xi) iff f(xi) E [CNt n J(xj) if Xi is individual-denoting 

and J(xi) ~ [CN]w n J(xj) if Xi is set-denoting. 

The restricting set variable Xj of any condition CNxi (xi) must satisfy the condition 

55Westerstahl and van Deemter refer to it as context set. I have changed their terminology because 
it coincides with the term that Stalnaker (1978) has coined for a different parameter of the context, 
as discussed in detail in the next chapter. These two authors also assume that the interpretation 
of NP's is always relativized to a restricting set; those instances of NP's that do not appear to be 
contextually restricted are the limiting case when the restricting set is identified with the whole 
universe of discourse. 

56Westerstahl (1984), working with a Generalized Quantifiers framework, posits restricted deter
miners; the following equivalence holds between a determiner restricted to context set Y and an 
unrestricted determiner: D 1 AB <:=? D M An YB. A restricting set variable is a free variable that is 
given a value by the context of use. 

57This formulation is sufficient for the purposes of this discussion. See van Deemter (1992) for a 
formulation that covers a wider class of NP's. 
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in [123]. 58 

[123] If some operator binds x1, then there must be some condition a(x1) to the left 

of CNxi (xi) bound by that operator. 

Given [123], x1 is either anaphorically related to some NP or it is a free variable 

given a value by the context of utterance. This generalizes the traditional conception 

of restricting sets as determined by the context of utterance (see, e.g., Westerstahl 

( 1984), Neale ( 1990) and references therein). 

Van Deemter and En~ motivate their account of indefinites relativized to a re

stricting set by noting that indefinites may have a partially anaphoric interpretation. 

This is illustrated by [124], where 'a boy' in [124b] can be understood as designating 

an element within the set of children that came in. In other words, [124b] in the 

context of [124a] may have an interpretation equivalent to that of [124c]. 

[124] a. Some children came in. 

b. A boy destroyed the piano. 

c. A boy among the children that came in destroyed the piano. 

According to van Deemter and En~, this reading arises when the indefinite NP 'a boy' 

is relativized to the discourse referent associated with the NP 'some children,' as in 

[125]. According to [122], the value of the discourse referent xi corresponding to the 

relativized indefinite 'a boy' must be such that it is a boy and one of the children 

that came in. 

58 [123] corresponds to van Deemter's requirement that conditions be relativized only to accessible 
reference markers and to En\;'s requirement that the second variable associated with an NP be 
familiar. 
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In order for [125a] to be true in a world relative to some context, there must exist 

in that world a set of children that came in and a boy amongst them that destroyed 

the piano. Note that the discourse referents Xi and Xj are at the same level of the 

logical form's structure, the top-level, and as a consequence they are both bound by 

the same operator, text-level existential closure. So a relativized indefinite NP bound 

by text-level existential closure asserts the existence of an individual within a set of 

individuals, already established by the discourse or contextually salient, such that 

the individual satisfies the descriptive content of the NP. By the time we evaluate 

boyxi (xi), any pair (!, w) that satisfies it is one whose f has a fixed assignment for 

Xj and which satisfies any conditions associated with Xj that have been encountered 

so far. 

This way of construing contextual restrictions can help us make sense of the 

absence of contextual restrictions in generic sentences. The problem reduces to why 

we cannot have generic quantification over a domain determined by a fixed restricting 

set. Ideally, we should not have to stipulate that indefinites within the scope of an 

adverbial operator cannot be relativized to a restricting set because we want a bare 

plural in the scope of a degenerate generic operator to be so relativized. Rather, the 

answer must lie in the properties of relativized conditions within a modal operator. 

A relativized NP bound by a generic operator is within the scope of a modal 

operator but its restricting set need not be. Let us then consider what happens 

when a modal operator intervenes between the discourse referent that functions as a 

restricting set and its corresponding conditions, on the one hand, and the relativized 

NP, on the other. 59 [126] exemplifies such a case for an indefinite within the scope of 

59Van Deemter's discussion is devoted exclusively to extensional cases. Eng considers cases in 
which an indefinite relativized to a restricting set (a 'specific indefinite' in her terms) has narrow 
scope with respect to a modal operator but simply states that narrow scope is possible. 
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an epistemic modal. 

[126] a. Some schoolboys wanted a moped. 

b. A smart boy may/could have rented one. 

c. It may/ could be the case that there was a smart boy among the schoolboys 

who wanted a moped that rented one. 

Since [126b] has an interpretation equivalent to that of [126c], the indefinite 'a smart 

boy' in [126b] can have narrow scope relative to the modal and it can, at the same 

time, be understood as relativized to the set of schoolboys verifying [126a]. [127] gives 

the logical form representation corresponding to the discourse of [126a] and [126b], 

on this reading. 

[127] :lxj (schoolboys(x1) & want-moped(x1) & May (:lx; (smart-boyxi(xi) & rent

moped(xi)))) 

[127] is true in a world w relative to context c iff there is a set of schoolboys that 

wanted a moped and there is an epistemically accessible world w' from w such that 

there is a smart boy among the set of smart boys who rented one. As can be seen, 

the NP providing the restricting set and the indefinite NP relativized to that set have 

corresponding conditions at different levels of the logical form's structure. However, 

since an epistemically accessible world is among the worlds determined by the common 

ground, it is also a world in which there is a set of schoolchildren that wanted a moped. 

In other words, all conditions placed on x1 prior to its appearance inside the scope of 

the modal operator are satisfied by any (!, w) satisfying the formula inside the scope 

of May. 

When this situation obtains, the value of the discourse referent corresponding to 

the restricting set (e.g., the discourse referent x1 in [127]) will be preserved for those 
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occurrences of it within the scope of the modal since assignments to top-level dis

course referents are preserved throughout the discourse. The question is whether the 

information associated with that discourse referent-for instance, the properties the 

discourse has established for it up to that point-should be preserved in the alter

native worlds we are considering. This is not logically necessary but it is reasonable 

to assume that language imposes the requirement that such information should be 

preserved. In other words, if an indefinite within a modal operator is to be under

stood as relativized to a discourse referent outside the modal operator, the modal 

dimension of the operator should be such that it preserves the facts associated with 

that discourse referent that have been established up to that point in the discourse. 

The condition in [128] achieves this effect. 

[128] Consistency Condition for Restricting Sets: 

If (f, w) satisfies CNxi (xi) and a(xj) is some condition having CNxi (xi) in its 

scope, then (f, w) must also satisfy a(xj); if Xj is a free variable, then f(xj) 

( the referent of Xj) must have in w any properties under which it is salient in 

the context of utterance. 

What is the status of the Consistency Condition? According to [122], in order for 

(f, w) to satisfy CNxi (xi) it does not have to satisfy any of the relevant conditions 

a( x j). The properties of the restricting set are not part of the assertive content of an 

NP relativized to that set, nor should they be part of the presuppositional content of 

the NP. The Consistency Condition is a necessary requirement for truth: in order for 

¢ to be true/false in w relative to context c, the consistency condition must be obeyed 

for every occurrence of a relativized condition within ¢. The Consistency Condition 

is thus neither a necessary condition for satisfaction of a relativized condition nor 

a condition regulating the values supplied by the context for the modal dimension 
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of a modal operator. If it were, then it would not help account for the inability of 

generic sentences to accept contextual restrictions. For instance, in the case of a 

generic operator with a circumstantial modal base and an indefinite in its restriction 

relativized to a restricting set variable bound by text-level existential closure, generic 

quantification would end up being over worlds that are both epistemically and cir

cumstantially accessible, and therefore a contextually restricted interpretation for the 

indefinite would be acceptable. 

It is easy to see that in extensional contexts, such as that of [125a], the Consistency 

Condition will always be satisfied. However, in cases where x j and a( x j) are at the 

top-level but CNxi (x) is within the scope of some modal operator, as is the case 

with [127], whether the Consistency Condition is satisfied depends on the modal base 

of the operator. The Consistency Condition is satisfied for [127] because epistemic 

modal bases preserve all the facts that have been established up to that point in the 

discourse. 60 

The cases discussed in the literature in which contextual restrictions are prohibited 

are exactly those where the modal dimension of the generic operator is not such that 

satisfaction of the Consistency Condition is guaranteed. For example, [129a], as 

discussed in section 2.2.1, lacks a reading equivalent to that of [129b]. 

[129] a. There are lions in the cage. Lions (always) have a mane. 

b. There are lions in the cage. Lions in this cage (always) have a mane. 

The contrast between [129a] and [129b] shows that the domain of individuals an 

adverbial operator quantifies over cannot be implicitly restricted so as to pick out 

60The epistemic modal base involved in [127] is one determined by the common ground of the 
context. How update of the common ground as envisaged by Stalnaker (1978) comes about in a 
theory that can assign truth conditions only to complete texts rather than individual sentences is, 
however, an open question. Contextual update is discussed in the next chapter. 
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only lions that are in the cage. 

The two alternatives of construing contextual restrictions outlined above can be 

clearly contrasted in this case. [130a] gives the logical form for [129a] under the 

assumption that implicit contextual restrictions are additional conditions on the de

scriptive content of the NP. Pis a free property denoting variable which in this context 

can be instantiated as be-in-the-cage. 

[130] a. :3xj (lions(xj) & in-the-cage(xj) & Gx; (lion(xi) & P(xi), has-mane(xi))) 

b. If something is a lion and it is in the cage, then it has a mane. 

The interpretation of the formula headed by Gin [130a] can be intuitively stated as 

in [13Gb], and it is indeed unclear why that interpretation is excluded for the second 

sentence in [129a], since the property of being in the cage is a contextually salient 

property and could thus be assigned as the value of the property variable P. 

[131a] gives the logical form for [129a] under the assumption that implicit contex

tual restrictions are due to the relativization of the NP to a contextually given set of 

entities. 

[131] a. :3xj (lions(xj) & be-in-the-cage(xj) & Gx; (lionxj(xi), has-mane(xi))). 

b. If something is a lion and it is one of the lions that are actually now in the 

cage, then it has a mane. 

The interpretation of the formula headed by G in [131a] can be intuitively stated 

as in [131b] and it is now clear that this interpretation is excluded on the basis of 

the the Consistency Condition since nothing guarantees that if some (!, w) satisfies 

lionxj(xi) it would also satisfy be-in-the-cage(xj), The modal base consists of worlds 

in which facts having to do with inherent properties of lions hold. It is certainly not 
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a such fact about lions that the group of lions actually in the cage is in the cage. 

But if w' is a world which agrees with the actual world w with respect to inherent 

characteristics of lions, then it is not a world where it is guaranteed to hold that the 

individual J(xj) has the property of being in the cage in w'. 

This kind of approach implies that the impossibility of relativizing an indefinite 

in the scope of an adverbial operator is not across-the-board. Specifically, relativiza

tion of such an indefinite to a restricting set and, therefore, the presence of implicit 

contextual restrictions are predicted to be possible in the following two cases. 

The first case is that of an indefinite in a conditional with a realistic modal base 

determined by the common ground. The prediction is borne out, as can be seen in 

[132], where [132b] in the context of [132a] can have an interpretation equivalent to 

that of [132c]. 

[132] a. There are lions and tigers in the cage. 

b. If a lion roars, I immediately feed it/I know it is intelligent. 

c. If a lion among the lions in the cage roars, I immediately feed it/I know it 

is intelligent. 

Note that indefinites in conditionals appear do not in general accept contextual re

strictions: [133b] in the context of [133a] has an interpretation equivalent to that of 

[133c] or [133d] only if the modal base is determined by the common ground. 

[133] a. There are lions and tigers in the cage. 

b. If a lion roars a lot, it is intelligent. 

c. If a lion in the. cage roars a lot, it is intelligent. 

d. If a lion among the lions in the cage roars a lot, it is intelligent. 
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The modal base of generic operators is not determined by the common ground, 

whereas that of conditionals may be determined by the common ground. 

The second case involves modal subordination: if the restricting set variable is 

itself within the scope of a generic operator and its value can therefore vary with 

the choice of world, generic statements with implicit contextual restrictions should 

be possible. This prediction is also borne out. For instance, in the context of [134a], 

[134b] should have a reading equivalent to that of [134c]. ([134a]-[134c] can be either 

descriptive or normative generalizations.) 

[134} a. People in this university dress formally. 

b. Professors wear a tie. 

c. Professors in this university wear a tie. 

Indeed, 'professors' can be relativized to the set of individuals associated with this uni

versity and therefore [134b] can be interpreted as implicitly contextually restricted. 61 

Finally, once the modal dimension of the generic operator becomes trivial, the 

Consistency Condition is satisfied, as always in extensional contexts, and therefore 

the domain of the degenerate generic operator can be relativized to a contextually 

given set of entities. 

For an example like [51b], we can take the contextually given set of entities to be 

the set of individuals associated with the campus in 1985. So we would have to revise 

[118] to [135]. 

[135] G'x; (studentxi(xi), be-aware(xi,cp)) 

61 The discourse referent constituting the restricting set in this case would be formed by abstraction 
(see Kamp & Reyle (1993)) and would have to be mapped onto the set of people in this university 
in every world of the modal base. 
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Since the value of Xj is the set of individuals associated with the campus, [51b] is con

textually restricted to the set of students on campus. How do accessible antecedents 

of this kind become available in cases where they do not correspond to any material 

that is overtly uttered? Xj was accommodated on the basis [51a] and of general back

ground information that connects campuses to a set of individuals associated with 

them. 

While this might be a plausible explanation for why there can be contextual 

restrictions, it does not answer the question of why there must be contextual restric

tions. We cannot derive the fact that there are contextual restrictions from the fact 

that we have a totally realistic modal base since the generalization expressed could 

have been about all actual students, not just those on campus in 1985. At most, 

the relativization to the set of individuals on campus is predicted to be only one of 

possible readings. I will return to the question of the positive contextual sensitivity 

in section 3.4. 

3.2.2 Implication of Existence 

A bare plural bound by an operator with a trivial modal dimension implies existence 

in the actual world. The implication of existence associated with the functional 

reading can thus be seen as arising in the same way as the implication of existence 

associated with ( extensional) nominal quantifiers. (Let us disregard for the moment 

whether this is a conversational implicature, an entailment, a presupposition, or a 

conventional implicature.) Minimally, both [1366] and [136c] imply existence because 

otherwise [136b] and [136c] would be trivially true. 

[136] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Every student with police connections was aware of the danger. 
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c. Students with police connections were aware of the danger. 

Intersentential anaphora is possible for the same reason except that since an op

erator is present we cannot say that the indefinite ( or the operator binding the indef

inite) binds the pronoun directly. Rather the case is the same as anaphora to a group 

with (distributive) quantificational NP's. Various theories have different means of ac

counting for the anaphora in this case either as E-type anaphora ( Chierchia ( 1992)), 

as involving direct binding with abstraction giving rise to the antecedent (Kamp & 

Rey le (1993)), or as involving direct binding given the semantics of operators (Poesio 

(1991)) or the semantics of NP's in general (van Deemter (1992)). 

3.2.3 Scopal Interaction 

In section 2.2.1 we saw that the bare plural is interpreted independently of various 

overt operators since it neither inherits their force nor does it need to be in their scope 

in order to have universal force. To account for the facts that led to this conclusion 

we must assume that the implicit extensionalized operator that is responsible for the 

functional reading is not a default type of operator and that therefore it is present 

along with an overt operator, the two scoping freely with respect to each other. 

Moreover, the implicit extensionalized operator is the only extensionalized adverbial 

operator that can directly bind indefinites, hence in the examples of section 2.2.l 

involving adverbial operators the functional reading is the only possible reading for 

the bare plural. 

I noted in sections 2.2.1 and 2.6.1 that, quite apart from the functional reading, 

an indefinite by itself cannot be interpreted as being in the restriction of an adverb of 

quantification quantifying over a contextually given set of situations.62 For example, 

62Indefinites in conditional clauses are different in this respect. Consider, e.g., examples (90] and 
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[58b], where the adverb of quantification 'usually' is construed with a trivial modal 

dimension, does not have a reading equivalent to that of [58d]. Similarly, [87d] and 

[87b] lack the reading in which the singular indefinite or the bare plural is in the re

striction of the adverb of quantification 'usually.' This can be seen as the result of the 

following two conditions: extensionalized adverbs of quantification bind directly only 

situations, and restrictive indefinites63 cannot be in the existentially closed subordi

nated domain in the restriction of an adverb of quantification.64 These two conditions 

conspire to exclude restrictive indefinites from the restriction of an extensionalized 

adverb of quantification. Regardless of whether there is a deeper ( and less stipula

tive) explanation for what is going on, the end result is that we must exclude one 

way or another the case in which an indefinite is bound by an extensionalized adverb 

of quantification. 

Given that the bare plural in [58b] cannot be in the restriction of the overt ad

verb of quantification, if the implicit operator were not available, [58b] would be 

uninterpretable. The reading that [58b] gets requires that the implicit operator have 

wide scope relative to the overt adverb of quantification. The corresponding logical 

form representation is given in [137]. The domain of quantification of the adverb of 

quantification 'usually' is supplied contextually. 

[137] G'x (studentY (x), Usuallys (s: :ly (ghost(y) & be-on-campus(y,s))), be-aware(x,¢)) 

[91]. 
63Heim (1982) uses the term 'restrictive indefinite' "to cover all cases where an indefinite exhaus

tively constitutes the restrictive term of an operator, visible or not." (p. 191) 
64In terms of Chierchia's (1992) theory we will have to say that existential disclosure must obli

gatorily take place. In terms of de Swart's (1993) theory we will have to say that for restrictive 
indefinites the individuation of situations must concide with the individuation of individuals. Since 
the domain of quantification of extensionalized adverbs of quantification is contextually determined 
on independent grounds nothing would guarantee that the two sets would coincide hence the absence 
of the relevant readings. 
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Note that the logical form for [58b] in [137] can be derived only if we allow the bare 

plural NP to move out of its S-Structure [Spec, IP] position and adjoin to IP at LF. 

The assumption that indefinite NP's bound by an operator remain in [Spec, IP] at 

LF is explicitly made in Diesing (1992b). If upheld, it would exclude the functional 

reading in this case since it predicts that in case of stacked operators, the operator 

that the indefinite subject NP is bound by correlates strictly with the relative scope 

of the operators, namely, it can only be bound by the operator with the narrowest 

scope.65 So this in turn predicts that the functional reading arises only when the G' 

operator is the lowest operator, i.e., the one having narrower scope (which of course 

includes its being the sole operator). 

Like adverbs of quantification, overt generic operators such as typically or normally 

cannot be stripped of their modal dimension unless they bind situations,66 and for 

that reason they cannot be reduced to degenerate generic operators binding the bare 

plural. Therefore, [59b] is infelicitous because it involves vacuous quantification; 

The implicit operator takes wide scope but then there is no variable for the overt 

operators to bind. Generic operators, unlike modals, cannot simply quantify over 

worlds. [59b] becomes felicitous if the overt operators are taken to quantify over 

situations, parallelling the case with overt adverbs of quantification. 

65This is because of the following three assumptions: (i) adverbial operators adjoin to IP, (ii) 
non-quantificational NP's remain in (Spec, IP) at LF, (iii) operator indexing copies the index of an 
indefinite at (Spec, IP) onto the lowest c-commanding operator. 

66 It is not clear to me whether these operators can be stripped of their modal force even when 
they bind situations. It depends on what we think about what 'Last month, John normally walked 
to school.' Does it mean that on all the actual occasions in which things were normal (with respect 
to walking to school) John walked to school? What if there were only 3 normal occasions out of a 
total of a hundred? 
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The implicit generic operator is thus special in that, unlike overt adverbs of quan

tification and generic operators, it can directly bind variables corresponding to in

definite NP's when stripped of its modal dimension. I must emphasize that the 

assumptions about extensionalized adverbs of quantification and overt generic oper

ators are independent of the functional reading and we need to make them in any 

case since the relevant readings must be excluded. Of course, if it were not for the 

possibility of the functional reading, sentences like [58b] would be uninterpretable. 

With modals things turn out to be more complicated. Given that in the functional 

reading we need to quantify over actual students, it would seem that the implicit 

operator takes wide scope relative to the modal. However, the distributivity of the 

operator and its relative scope with the modal lead to problems. Consider [138], with 

an epistemic reading for the modal. 67 

[138] a. A ghost is haunting the campus. 

b. Students may /could be aware of the danger. 

The reading of [138b] can be stated as '(as far as we know) there is the possibility 

that each actual student (on campus) is aware of the danger.' [139] contains two 

possible logical forms for [138b], each corresponding to the relative scope of the two 

operators.68 I make no reference to contextual restrictions at this point but see below. 

[139] a. G'x (student(x), May (be-aware(x,cp))) 

b. May (G'x (student(x), be-aware(x,cp))) 

67The same point can be made with a necessity modal but it is more transparent with a possibility 
modal. 

68In the logical forms in [139] I have included only the second argument of the modal 'may' since 
its restriction is empty. , and their respective interpretation. The ordering source is trivial in this 
case. 
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Neither of the two representations captures the reading stated above, nor does [138b] 

have the readings corresponding to the logical forms in (139]. 

The reading corresponding to the logical form in (139a], where the extensionalized 

generic operator has wide scope, can be informally stated as follows: 'for each actual 

student there is the possibility that he or she is aware of the danger.' In slightly more 

technical terms, wide scope for the operator associated with the bare plural results in 

the choice of possible world being dependent on the choice of student. According to 

this interpretation, the discourse comprised of [138a] and (138b] would be true even 

if there is no epistemically accessible possible world in which all the students ( on 

campus) are aware of the danger as long as for each student there is an epistemically 

accessible possible world in which that student is aware of the danger. 

The reading corresponding to the logical form in [139b], where the extensionalized 

generic operator has narrow scope, under standard assumptions about the interpre

tation of NP's in the scope of modals, can be informally stated as follows: 'there is 

the possibility that each student (relative to that possibility) is aware of the danger.' 

In slightly more technical terms, wide scope for the modal results in not having quan

tification over actual students. According to this interpretation, (138b] would be true 

if there is an epistemically accessible possible world in which every student in that 

world is aware of the danger. 

The reading of [138b] requires that we have wide scope for the modal while ensur

ing that we end up with a generalization over actual students. The bare plural must 

be within the scope of the operator G' so as to inherit its force but the condition as

sociated with the nominal description must be evaluated relative to the actual world 

and not the active world of evaluation, which is determined by the modal 'may.' In 

fact, as we will see later, this is only part of the whole story. More generally, the 
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evaluation of the bare plural must be relative to the world with respect to which the 

licensing NP for the bare plural is evaluated, as for examplem, in the case when the 

licensing NP itself is within the scope of a modal operator such as the cases of modal 

subordination discussed in section 2.6.2. The active world of evaluation is determined 

by the modal because of the trivial modal dimension of G': a trivial modal dimension 

for an operator within the scope of another modal operator amounts to preserving 

the world of evaluation currently active under the previous operator. 

Under standard assumptions about the interpretation of NP's in intensional con

texts, the descriptive content of the NP is evaluated relative to the parameters ( e.g., 

world and time) supplied by that context. But as a growing body of work shows 

(Enc; (1986), Cresswell (1990), Farkas (1993)),69 the descriptive content of an NP can 

be evaluated relative to parameters that are independent of those determined by the 

intensional context. For example, according to standard assumptions, [140a) should 

have two readings depending on the relative scope of the NP and the modal. If the 

NP has scope over the modal, the choice of possible world depends on the choice of 

candidate and, therefore, that reading does not require the existence of a possible 

world in which all candidates win. If the NP has narrow scope with respect to the 

modal, then there must be a possible world such that every candidate in that world 

wins. 

(140) a. Every candidate may win. 

b. It is possible/might be the case that every candidate wins. 

But, as the works cited above argue, (140a] has a third reading according to which 

there is a possibility that every actual candidate wins. The modal takes scope over 

69Early work on the semantics of tense and indexicality, such as Kamp (1971 ), has provided similar 
insights for descriptions with indexical constituents. 
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the distributive 'every' but the descriptive content of the NP is evaluated relative to 

the actual world. Moreover, as Farkas (1993) argues, while a quantificational NP and 

a modal can scope freely with respect to each other if and only if they are clausemates, 

the evaluation of the descriptive content of such an NP can always be relative to the 

actual world. So [14Gb], in which the NP can only have narrow scope with respect to 

the modal, shares two readings with [140a]. 

Farkas (1993) proposes that NP's are optionally indexed with a modal address, 

that is a world or a set of worlds relative to which the descriptive content of the 

NP is evaluated. [141] gives the interpretation for a condition with a modal address. 

Conditions without a modal address are interpreted in the usual way, that is an NP 

would be evaluated relative to the parameters provided by its context. 

[141] a. (f, w) satisfies CN(x)w0 , where Wo is a possible world, iff f(x) E [CN]wo· 

b. (!, w) satisfies CN(x)w0 , where W0 is a set of possible worlds, iff for all w0 

E Wo, (f, wo) satisfies CN(x). 

According to this proposal, the third interpretation of [140a) can be had by indexing 

the NP to the actual world, as in [142a]. 

[142] a. May (everyx (candidate(x)w0 , win(x))) 

b. (f, w) satisfies [142a] iff there is some w1 epistemically accessible tow such 

that (!, w') satisfies every (candidate(x)w0 , come(x)), i.e., iff for every 

(f, w1
) such that f ~ f~ and f ( x) E [ candidate ]wo it is also the case that 

J'(x) E [win]w'• 

We can then exploit this proposal to account for the interpretation of [138b), by 

giving the bare plural a separate modal address, that is indexing it to the actual 

world. 
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[143] a. May (G'x (studentY(x)w0 , be-aware(x,1>))) 

b. [143a] is true with respect tow and g and relative to an epistemic modal 

base Rw iff there is w' E Rw such that for every g'=gx student(x) & x E 

Y is true with respect tow and g' be-aware(x,</>) is true with respect to 

w' and g'. 

The reading of [138b] comes about with the modal taking wide scope. G', having a 

trivial modal dimension, preserves the world of evaluation currently active under the 

previous operator but indexing to the actual world of the condition corresponding to 

the bare plural results in the description's being evaluated at the actual world. 

However, allowing an NP bound by G' to have its own modal address distinguishes 

the G' operator from other adverbial operators, including the regular implicit generic 

operator. Generic statements have the requirement that the domain of individuals 

the generic operator quantifies over should not be fixed independently of the choice 

of worlds. 70 We can state this more formally in the form of the felicity condition in 

[144]. 

[144] For any selection index x, Gx (c/>,'l/J), where q> contains a condition of the form 

CN(x), is felicitous only if for all f and w: if (J, w) satisfies </>, then f (x) E 

[CN]w-

[144] is of course commonplace under standard assumptions about the interpretation 

of NP's in intensional contexts. Once, however, we have the option of indexing an NP 

to a separate modal address, [144] does some real work by ensuring that this does not 

happen in the case of generic quantification. For example, we cannot have regular 

70This is one way of capturing the often stated intuition that generic operators quantify over an 
open set. 
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(non-degenerate) generic quantification over just a set of actual entities: [145a] does 

not have a reading equivalent to [145b].71 

[145] a. Pomegranates have a crowned end. 

b. If something is actually a pomegranate, then it has a crowned end. 

[145a] is stronger than [145b] in that it does not suffice that in the alternative worlds 

we are considering anything that happens to be a pomegranate in the actual world 

has a crowned end in some maximally ideal ( with respect to certain stereotypical 

facts about pomegranates) alternative world. Rather [145a] requires that for each 

alternative worlds we are considering everything that is a pomegranate in that world 

has a crowned end in some maximally ideal world. 72 

Although we have been able to account for the reading that [138b] has, we have 

not excluded the readings that [138b] lacks, namely those represented by [139a] and 

[139b]. An adverbial operator may even have scope over a modal if it c-commands it 

at surface structure, as in [146b]. 

[146] a. John may have always cheated on his exams. 

b. John always may have cheated on his exam(s). 

This will remain an open problem for the operator analysis. We must keep in mind, 

however, that wide scope for the bare plural relative to the modal is a problem only 

if an operator, such as G', is associated with it. 

71 (145b] is as close as I can get to a sentence of English expressing the absent reading of [145a]. 
72The same is true for adverbs of quantification and conditionals: while (a) might entail (b) (if 

the conditional is taken to have a realistic modal base), it does not have an interpretation equivalent 
to it. 

a. If a lion is intelligent, it always roars a lot. 

b. All actually intelligent lions roar a lot. 
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3.3 Stage-Level Predicates 

The empirical generalization that has formed the basis of all exisiting accounts of bare 

plurals, namely that a bare plural with a stage-level predicate has only an existen

tial reading, was based on data that precluded degenerate genericity. The approach 

pursued here entails that degenerate genericity will also be present with stage-level 

predicates and will result in a universal reading for the bare plural but no generaliza

tion over episodes. 

However, this analysis has an unwelcome consequence: it predicts that a bare 

plural on its functional reading with a stage-level predicate should give rise only to 

distributive predications. The existential reading of the bare plural and the func

tional reading are predicted to differ crucially in this respect: whereas the former is 

compatible with either a collective or distributive predication, the latter is predicted 

to be compatible only with a distributive predication. However, both [69] and [147], 

which contains a purely collective predicate, can be interpreted as involving a single 

group and a single eventuality. 73 

[147] Proponents met to discuss their strategy. 

The problem might be more general since there are sentences with a distributive 

nominal quantifier and a group-level predicate, such as [148). 

[148] Most students met to discuss their fears. 

Whatever mechanism we might invoke for accounting for [148]74 the problem for 

distributive quantificational NP's is more general while the same problems do not 

73 A similar argument can be made with respect to individual-level collective predicates. 
74This could end up meaning that there exists a set of students which includes most of the 

(contextually relevant) students and whose members met. 
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arise for the bare plural. For instance, when the G' operator takes wide scope realtive 

to a an adverb of quantification and the main predicate is a group-denoting predicate, 

as in [149], then we run into trouble because of the distributivity of the operator. 

[149] a. Students usually met to discuss their fears. 

b. The students usually met to discuss their fears. 

c. ??Most students usually met to discuss their fears. 

The operator analysis also leads to problems for particular theories that try to 

account for the correlation between the possibility of an existential reading for the 

bare plural and the type of predicate involved, such as those of Kratzer (1989) and 

Diesing (1990, 1992a). I have chosen this theory for two reasons. One is that it is the 

most articulated theory at present, apart from Carlson's, on the interaction between 

indefiniteness and the individual/stage-level contrast. The other reason is that, as 

far as I can see, degenerate genericity is the only resource such a theory would have 

for the functional reading. The relevant assumptions of that theory are as follows: 

( i) if a predicate is stage-level, it contains a davidsonian variable, ( ii) the presence 

of a davidsonian variable affects the D-Structure position of the subject NP,75 (iii) 

VP's are existentially closed. These assumptions interact to give us the following 

consequences: (a) in order for an indefinite not to receive an existential reading it 

would have to move out of the VP, which is the domain of existential closure, (b) 

subject NP's of stage-level predicates originate within the VP and move to [Spec,IP] 

at S-Structure. 76 

75Kratzer and Diesing differ on how this comes about. 
76This is true for English, where the external argument must move to (Spec,IP] in order to receive 

case. Diesing (1990, 1992) argues that such movement is optional in German with a concomitant 
effect on the interpretation of the NP. 
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The difference in interpretation of indefinite subjects of stage-level predicates de

pends on whether the NP is reconstructed into its original position ([150a]) or is 

interpreted in situ in its [Spec, IP] position ([150b]). 

More concretely, [150a] is the logical form representation for [69] corresponding 

to the structure in which the indefinite subject has remained within the domain of 

existential closure. [150b] is the logical form representations corresponding to the 

structure in which the indefinite subject has moved outside the domain of existential 

closure. 77 

[150] a. before-now(l) & :lx (proponents(X) & demand-vote(X,l)) 

( distributive and collective reading) 

b. (G'x: proponent(x) & before-now(l)) :ll' (l' ~ l & demand-vote(x,l')) 

( distributive reading) 

In [150a] the indefinite is caught by existential closure hence the existential inter

pretation of the bare plural. Depending on the predicate, we can have a distributive 

or a collective reading. An indefinite outside the domain of existential closure must 

be bound by an operator; otherwise, the sentence would be uninterpretable since in

definites cannot be given a value by the context of use. Therefore, once an operator 

is present, there is quantification over the atomic individuals comprising the group 

and a collective interpretation for the predicate is excluded, contrary to fact. 78 

77These representations reflect the assumptions outlined above. l is a variable over spatio-temporal 
locations and corresponds to the davidsonian argument. Uppercase variables denote plural entities. 

78For cases with no iterative reading we would, in addition, have to ensure that the operator binds 
only the variable of the indefinite and not the davidsonian variable. This is an additional problem for 
theories that rely on truly unslective binding (operator indexing in Kratzer's and Diesing's analysis 
does not depend on indefiniteness but structural position in logical form) to account for the range 
of readings exhibited by indefinite NP's and the davidsonian argument. 
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3.4 Positive Contextual Sensitivity 

A bare plural on its functional reading is crucially context-sensitive and, contrary 

to other indefinites, the contextual restrictions are picked rigidly. As shown in sec

tion 2.7, the implicit contextual restrictions are non-cancellable and are presupposed. 

Therefore, the context-sensitivity of the bare plural on its functional reading cannot 

be a matter of pragmatics alone. 

In general, the context-sensitivity of NP's can be taken to be either a pragmatic 

phenomenon or a combination of a semantic and a pragmatic phenomenon. The 

purely pragmatic approach capitalizes on the distinction between sentence meaning 

and speaker meaning; the implicit contextual restrictions are incorporated only into 

speaker meaning. The semantic approaches all have in common that they supplement 

the interpretation of the description in some way but differ on how this is done. The 

semantics makes available some parameter which the role of pragmatics is to help fix. 

In section 3.2.1 I considered two such alternatives as applied to indefinite NP's: one 

alternative supplements the description with some property variable whose value is 

supplied by the context of use, the other relativizes the interpretation to a context set. 

I also argued that there are good reasons, independently of the functional reading, for 

building the context-sensitivity into the interpretation. This way we can, among other 

things, make sense of the possibility or impossibility of implicit contextual restrictions 

in generic sentences. Having established that contextual restrictions must be given a 

semantic account in any case, let us now consider the question of why the functional 

reading requires contextual restrictions. 

Recent theories of indefinites have emphasized the context-sensitivity of indefi

nites and have proposed ways to capture it. As discussed in section 3.2.1, according 

to some proposals, context-sensitivity can be construed as relativization to a context 
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set, which is taken to be an accessible discourse referent. As Enc,; (1991:11) puts 

it, "it is reasonable to assume that contextually relevant means 'already in the do

main of discourse,' since the contextually relevant individuals are those that have 

been previously established in the discourse." Relativization of an indefinite NP to 

an accessible discourse referent implies that the NP presupposes the existence of a 

discourse referent to which its own discourse referent is related and results in the NP 

having a 'subsectional anaphoric interpretation' or a relational interpretation. Enc,; ar

gues, moreover, that partial anaphoricity is a basic dimension along which indefinites 

may vary and that certain indefinites may have the partially anaphoric interpretation 

obligatorily. 79 

Now the fact that indefinites may appear as partially anaphoric is not problematic 

for the standard theories of indefinites. In the analysis of indefinites as existentially 

quantified nothing prevents the entities in a model that verify, e.g., [124b] to be in the 

set of entities that verify [124a]. Similarly, the quantifier-free analysis of indefinites 

79Ern; calls the indefinite NP's that are context-sensitive 'specific' and attempts to reduce all 
specificity phenomena that have been discussed in the literature to partial anaphoricity: the pre
supposition of specific indefinites (like that of definites) is a presupposition about the existence of a 
discourse referent. Therefore, specificity is analyzed as a semantic phenomenon, linked as it is to the 
presence of a certain felicity condition. However, not all notions of specificity can be so reduced. The 
term 'specific' has been used in a variety of ways in the literature----such as specificity as asserting 
existence in the actual world, i.e., as having wide scope relative to intensional operators; specificity 
as referentiality (Fodor & Sag 1982); specificity as a pragmatic notion (Ludlow & Neale 1991)-and 
it is not the case that any one of them can be reconstructed in terms of some other. For example, 
the indefinite in (i) can be understood as specific in use - i.e., I might have a particular individual 
in mind and I might intend you to understand that I have that particular individual in mind - in 
contexts which do not entail the existence of a group of individuals of which that man is a part of. 

( i) A man who I met yesterday/ with connections in the administration will come to 
see me soon. 

Specific indefinites in modal or attitudinal contexts require more detailed discussion but the same 
conclusion can be drawn: specificity arises in contexts which do not entail the existence of a group, 
necessary for partial anaphoricity. In general, we can have specific use without specific interpretation 
and specific interpretation without specific use. Also, an indefinite can have wide scope relative to 
an intensional operator without having a specific interpretation, and (as acknowledged by Enc;) it 
can have a specific interpretation while having narrow scope relative to an intensional operator. 
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capitalizes on the fact that the mapping from discourse referents to entities in the 

model is not necessarily one to one or subject to a total disjointness requirement. 

En<_;'s argument derives its force from the fact that partial anaphoricity is not a free 

option for all indefinites and that it is the only available interpretation for others. She 

argues that Turkish has indefinites of these two kinds and, extrapolating from there, 

claims that English indefinites are ambiguous in this respect. On one interpretation 

they have the felicity condition requiring the presence of an accessible antecedent 

functioning as a context set, on the other interpretation they do not. 

En<_; (1991) moreover hypothesizes that all quantifiers are specific, meaning that 

all quantifiers require the existence of an accessible discourse referent which would, in 

conjunction with the restriction of the quantifier, determine the domain of quantifi

cation. En<_; considers only nominal quantifiers but perhaps adverbial quantifiers are 

similar. So we can exploit this proposal in order to account for the necessary presence 

of contextual restrictions with the functional reading and we can use the apparatus 

· of the context sets introduced in section 3.2.1 to account for this requirement. 

Ideally then, the positive contextual sensitivity of the bare plural in its functional 

reading would not even have to be stipulated but would follow from the fact that it is in 

the scope of an ( extensional) quantifier and that quantifiers require the relativization 

to a restricting set. Otherwise, we would have to stipulate that on its functional 

reading a bare plural is a specific indefinite. However, the analysis of specificity /non

specificity of indefinites is not without problems and the claim that quantifiers require 

the relativization to a restricting set is simply incorrect. Let us consider these two 

points in turn. 

As formulated by En<_;, the analysis makes non-specific indefinites have an inter

pretation that is not in complementary distribution with that of specific indefinites 
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but rather one that subsumes the interpretation of specific indefinites. Let us see why. 

Specific indefinites translate as in [151a] and non-specific indefinites as in [151c]. Let 

us now assume that the two types of indefinites occur in precisely the same context, 

i.e., they occur in a logical form preceded by identical material, as in [151b] and [151d] 

( ¢[Y] stands for some formula containing conditions on Y). 

[151] a. specific indefinite: ot(x) 

b. :ly,x (¢[Y] & ot(x)) 

c. non-specific indefinite: a( x) 

d. :ly,x (¢[Y] & a(x)) 

Although a pair (f,w) satisfying aY(x) is such that f(x) E/<;;. f(Y) (by definition), 

a pair (J, w) satisfying a(x) is not required to be such that f(x) ~/<l f(Y). The 

discussion of particular Turkish examples in Ern;(1991) implies that non-accusative 

marked indefinites have a strictly non-subsectional interpretation. The only way 

the strictly non-subsectional interpretation can be achieved is through a pragmatic 

implicature. 

If the interpretation of non-specific indefinites subsumes that of specific indefinites, 

there is no reason to posit ambiguity in English. And if the facts of Turkish demand 

that non-specific indefinites be analyzed as requiring a strictly non-subsectional in

terpretation, then a more elaborate analysis is needed, where the discourse referent 

corresponding to such an indefinite is asserted to not be in, or not be a subset of, any 

other already introduced discourse referent. 80 Assuming the facts of Turkish turn out 

to be that way, is there a reason to believe that we must posit ambiguity in English 

80The framework of file change semantics, discussed in the next chapter, would be much more 
amenable for such an analysis. 
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that would mirror the ambiguity of Turkish? I think the answer is no. Consider the 

discourse in [152]. 

[152] a. Several boys danced on the piano. 

b. A silly boy danced on the fireplace. 

c. He was in fact one of the boys that danced on the piano. 

If the indefinite a silly boy is interpreted as specific, then [152c] would be totally 

uninformative. If it is interpreted as non-specific, then [152c] would lead to a contra

diction. Yet the intuition is that [152c] is neither contradictory nor uninformative. In 

general, language should give the option of introducing discourse referents for which 

one doesn't have information about their relation to other discourse referents. 

Van Deemter, in contrast, does not claim ambiguity; he assumes that indefinites 

that do not appear to be contextually restricted are relativized to a context set whose 

value is the entire universe of discourse. In other words, all indefinites translate 

as [151a] and there is always some discourse referent corresponding to the entire 

universe of discourse. Between these two positions the ambiguity position seems 

prima facie preferable. To begin with what introduces a discourse referent with the 

entire universe of discourse as its value? Since indefinites can be uttered without any 

prior context, we would have to say that such a discourse referent is always available. 

More seriously, while this approach has the advantage of not introducing ambiguity, it 

has the disadvantage of not having any natural means of characterizing the difference 

between indefinites that must be relativized to a context set and those that must not 

be so relativized. Even if one were to assume that for those languages, no discourse 

referent is accommodated that takes the universe of discourse as its value, this can 

only work for languages in which all indefinites either require a context set or not. It 
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cannot account for languages like Turkish, where only some indefinites are necessarily 

partially anaphoric or necessarily non-anaphoric. 

We cannot say that adverbial quantifiers in general require the existence of an 

accessible discourse referent which would, in conjunction with the restriction of the 

quantifier, determine the domain of quantification. To begin with, adverbial quanti

fiers are, in general, modal and as we saw a lot of modal dimensions exclude relativiza

tion to an outside discourse referent because of condition [128]. Moreover, generic 

statements, such as [153a], can be uttered perfectly felicitously out of the blue. What 

the requirement for relativization to an accessible discourse referent demands is that 

in order for [153a] to be felicitous we must accommodate discourse referents such that 

they take as value the denotation of the CN. 

[153] a. Pirate ships fly a black flag. 

b. Gx (pirate-shipY(x), :ly (black-flag(y) & flies(x,y)) 

These considerations apply also to attempts to connect implicit partitive readings 

of indefinites to generic readings by attributing to both a restrictive clause such as 

in [153b] (Diesing (1990, 1992a). According to Diesing, the only difference between 

the implicit partitive reading and the generic reading of an indefinite is the operator 

involved; in the former case, there is an existential operator ( associated with the 

indefinite) in the latter, an adverbial generic operator. In general, Diesing assumes 

that we always accommodate Y and its associated conditions since she dispenses 

with dynamic binding and assumes that indefinites not bound by existential closure 

are presuppositional. She assumes a syntactic version of accommodation, whereby 

accommodating involves copying pieces of LF structure into the restriction of an 

operator. Such a move commits one to saying that a discourse referent such as the 

Y in [153] is involved in the interpretation of all generic sentences. However, this 
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essentially brings us full circle back to van Deemter's position of having a discourse 

referent with the universe of discourse as its value, and therefore predicting that 

partially anaphoric indefinites can be felicitous if uttered without any prior context 

since such a discourse referent can always be accommodated. This is not to deny 

that a lot of empirical factors point to the need for some unified analysis of the two, 

such as accusative case-marked object NP's in Turkish or VP-external subjects in 

Dutch; I am simply pointing out that the existing attempts, successful though they 

might seem do not really achieve this. Moreover, Diesing's assumptions have other 

problems. The general strategy of always accommodating presupposed material into 

the restriction of an operator will get into trouble in the general case. Accommodating 

presupposed material into the restriction is a good strategy only for presuppositions of 

the nuclear scope (recall the discussion in section 2.7). Also, we cannot have [128] (or 

an appropriately reformulated condition) anymore because, per assumption, we must 

accommodate both Y and a(Y). There is no sense that the restriction can be such 

that it might entail a(Y); given that the conditions a(Y) are built in as part of the 

restriction, the restrictor will always entail a:(Y) (i.e., any assignment function-world 

pair that satisfies the restriction will also satisfy a(Y)). 

The claim is in any case incorrect for nominal quantifiers. The assumption that 

a quantifier like 'every' is specific predicts that the anaphora in [154a] below should 

be OK as long as quantification is felicitous. 81 

[154] a. Every [man in this room]i,j thinks theyj are obnoxious. 

b. Every [man in this room]i,j thinks hei is obnoxious. 

81 Van Deemter (1992) has a similar problem because the semantics he gives to universally quanti
fied NP's is such that 'they' would find an accessible antecedent in the reference marker for the set 
of men in this room that is introduced at the top-level DRT. 
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In cases where nothing else has been mentioned about the men in the room quan

tification is felicitous, as witnessed by the acceptability of [154b], but the anaphora 

indicated in [154a] is not. Note that in this case we cannot appeal to failure of ac

commodation for pronouns given that the discourse referent has been accommodated 

in order to make the quantification felicitous. 

Van Deemter (p.c.) suggests that this might be due to a requirement for surface 

agreement. However, the empirical evidence seems to suggest otherwise. Crucial 

cases are the sentences in [155]. 

[155] a. Each one of the men in the room thinks they are obnoxious. 

b. All men in the room think they are obnoxious. 

The agreement story would predict that 'they' in [155a] cannot be interpreted as 

the set of men in the room. A more semantic story would predict that this kind of 

anaphora is OK because there is an accessible antecedent for the pronoun, the very 

one that licenses the definite in the partitive 'of'-phrase. Intuitions seem to agree 

with the predictions of the semantic story. The predictions would be the opposite 

for [155b]. On the agreement story this type of anaphora should be OK because 

the common noun of the antecedent is plural. On the semantic story it should not, 

assuming that 'all men in the room' amounts semantically to the same as 'every man 

in the room.' Again, intuitions side with the semantic story. 

What all this amounts to is that quantified NP's in English, like standard in

definites, can but do not have to be relativized to a context set. The same is true 

for adverbial quantifiers, as we saw in section 3.2.1, although certain complicating 

factors, such as the fact that they are in addition modal operators and the effect of 

condition [128], obscure the presence of that possibility for most cases. 
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The situation is even worse in that we should not attach the requirement for 

relativization to a context set to the bare plural. If we did, this would predict that 

the bare plural is ambiguous and, as a result should manifest that interpretation, in 

cases where no operator is present. Specifically, we should expect the bare plural to 

have an existential, partially anaphoric reading. However, quite the reverse is the 

case. A bare plural can never have a partially anaphoric reading. 

To sum up this section, in order to account for the positive contextual sensitivity 

of the functional reading, I incorporated to the analysis of the functional reading 

certain assumptions about the context-sensitivity of operators and of indefinites on 

a certain interpretation. I then showed, however, that these assumptions are prob

lematic to begin with and in ways that do no ultimately ellucidate the requirement 

of the functional reading for contextual restrictions. 

3.5 Summary 

Let me summarize the main points of the operator analysis and how it accounts 

for the facts associated with the functional reading. The operator responsible for 

the functional reading must have a trivial modal dimension and it must admit of 

contextual restrictions. While it is generally assumed that G' is like the adverbs of 

quantification always or usually, we have seen that in certain instances it behaves like 

a contextually restricted adverbial that does not need to quantify over situations. 

The universal force and the actual (non-modal) nature of the generalization ex

pressed follow from assuming degenerate genericity. To account for the implicit 

contextual restrictions we introduced context sets and showed that under certain 

assumptions about the interaction of NP relativized to context sets and modal oper

ators contextual restrictions can be present with a degenerate generic operator. The 
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implication of existence follows from the trivial modal dimension of the operator. The 

absence of the functional reading for other indefinites follows from the assumption 

that they not accept an operator with a trivial modal dimension. The scopal inter

action follows by assuming that the implicit oprator is not a default kind of operator 

but is present along with other operators and scopes freely with them. All these facts 

then can be accounted for fairly straightforwardly by assuming degenerate genericity 

plus some additional assumptions about the contextual restrictions of NP's. One 

problem that remained open was the problem of distributivity which manifests itself 

with collective predications and with the interaction of the functional reading and 

overt modals. 

For the other facts, degenerate genericity alone does not suffice and we must accept 

that the functional reading is something over and above a degenerate generic reading. 

To account for the positive contextual sensitivity we made the relativization to a 

context set obligatory, in other words we built it in as a felicity condition in the spirit 

of En<;. To account for the negative contextual sensitivity we would have to modify 

the felicity condition posited for the positive contextual sensitivity. Finally, we must 

associate the presupposition of existence with the operator and we combine it with 

the felicity condition needed for the positive and negative contextual sensitivity. All 

this amounts to positing an operator with properties all of its own and therefore we 

have not avoided positing ambiguity. 

4 Conclusion 

In section 2 I laid out the full range of facts associated with the functional reading 

and established that the functional reading is a distinct interpretation and that no 
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genericity is involved. In section 3 I developed an analysis keeping the standard 

assumptions about indefiniteness in place. One conclusion I reached is that if we are 

to account for the functional reading under the usual assumptions about genericity 

and indefiniteness we need more resources than are currently available. But even if 

one were to provide the additional resources needed, the three central properties of 

the functional reading, namely the universal force of the indefinite, the particular 

kind of its contextual sensitivity, and the presupposition of existence it is associated 

with, are not given a unified analysis. This kind of analysis cannot but treat them as 

independent properties which accidentally converge on one type of NP. The analysis 

I will present in the next chapter, on the other hand, treats them as interdependent 

and derives them from a more basic property of the English bare plural. 



Chapter 4 

Strong and Weak Novelty 

1 Introduction 

. In the previous chapter I established the existence of a special class of indefinite NPs. 

I showed that these indefinites, in one of their readings, do not have existential force 

and presuppose rather than assert existence. I argued that such indefinites are not 

necessarily in the scope of an operator and, even when they are, they do not inherit the 

force of the operator but rather affect the domain of quantification in ways consistent 

with the presuppositional part of their meaning. 

In presupposing their descriptive content, such indefinite NP's share a substantial 

property with definites. On the other hand, they have the whole range of interpreta

tions of standard indefinites, while having in addition the functional reading in con

texts with the special properties described in the previous chapter. At the same time, 

they do not share the full range of readings of definites as they are never anaphoric. 

The real challenge, therefore, is to account for the properties of the functional reading 

while maintaining that the bare plural is an indefinite NP. The question then is in 

176 
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what way the theory of indefiniteness should be revised in order to accommodate the 

functional reading. 

Heim (1982) characterizes familiarity /novelty theories of definiteness and indefi

niteness as follows: "the label 'familiarity theory of definiteness' [should be] reserved 

for theories which purport to show that all other systematic contrasts between def

inites and indefinites are secondary to, if not derivative on, the familiarity-novelty 

contrast." (p. 301-302) Can we preserve novelty and familiarity as the fundamen

tal distinction between definites and indefinites and still account for the functional 

reading? Although it would appear at first sight that indefinites with the functional 

reading undermine the novelty theory of indefiniteness, it will turn out that they 

are not only compatible with it but fundamentally support it. The theory already 

contains the ingredients necessary for an account of the functional reading. 

In this chapter, I will develop an analysis of the functional reading within the 

framework of a novelty theory of indefiniteness. I will argue that the functional read

ing arises when an indefinite is evaluated with respect to a file entailing its descriptive 

content, in a sense to be made precise. In order to characterize the distinction be

tween standard indefinites, which exclude the functional reading, and bare plurals 

which allow it, I will develop a more fine-grained theory of novelty, specified in terms 

of two conditions: a novelty of index condition and a familiarity of decsriptive content 

condition. Formally, the distinction between the two types of indefinite NPs will be 

characterized in terms of the types of felicity conditions they are associated with. 

Strongly novel NP's are indefinite NP's which are associated only with a novelty con

dition with respect to their index. Weakly novel NP's are indefinite NPs which are 

associated with a novelty condition with respect to their index and a familiarity con

dition with respect to their descriptive content. Although the domain of indefinites 
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is not uniform, we can still characterize the class of indefinite NP's as those which 

are associated at least with a novelty condition with respect to their index. Indef

inites can, therefore, be distinguished from definites in a principled manner along 

the lines of the novelty-familiarity theory. Although the domain of indefinites is not 

uniform, one can still characterize the class of indefinite NPs and distinguish them 

from definites in a principled manner along the lines of the novelty theory. 

More generally, the proposal can be seen as an argument in favor of ( i) a dynamic 

theory of meaning, as opposed to the classical truth-conditional theory, ( ii) a presup

positional analysis of descriptions and ( iii) a strong interaction between semantics 

and pragmatics, whereby background knowledge directly affects interpretation in a 

way that cannot be factored away as a Gricean effect. 

In section 2 I present some of the general characteristics of and motivations for 

dynamic theories of meaning and outline how theories of assertion and presupposition 

can be incorporated within them. In section 3 I present the necessary background 

on the novelty and familiarity theory of definiteness and indefiniteness. In section 4 

I propose an analysis of the functional reading and spell out the more fine-grained 

theory of novelty. 

2 The Dynamic View on Meaning 

Heim's novelty /familiarity analysis of (in)definiteness is couched within a theory of 

meaning in which the meaning of a linguistic element is specified in terms of the 

effect it has on a given body of information. Extending proposals by Stalnaker and 

Karttunen, Heim construes this body of information as a file and specifies the inter

pretation of definite and indefinite NPs in terms of their file change potential. One 
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of the advantages of this conception of meaning is that both the assertive and the 

presuppositional content of a given element can be formulated in terms of the same 

theoretical construct, i.e., the file. Assertions update files, whereas presuppositions 

are checks on files. 

The essentials of the dynamic view on meaning can be cast independently of the 

specifics of the analysis of descriptions. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 establish the following 

three points, which are central to the discussion in the rest of the chapter: ( i) growth of 

information as elimination of alternatives, ( ii) meaning as an operation on information 

states, ( iii) satisfaction of a presupposition as a precondition for such an operation 

to take place. 

2.1 Assertions and Contextual Update 

As part of a formal theory of pragmatics, Stalnaker (1972, 1973, 1974, 1976, 1978) 

developed a theory of assertions and presuppositions incorporating an essentially 

dynamic view. 1 Assertions are speech acts which have content and which change 

the context in which they are made by adding to it the information given by their 

content. The content of an assertion is the proposition expressed in the relevant 

utterance context. 

Stalnaker (1978) emphasizes both the context-dependence of assertions and the 

effect assertions have on the context. An assertion takes place against a background of 

mutually held beliefs of some agents (such as the participants in a conversation) and, 

once accepted, its effect is to increment the background assumptions of the agents. 

Taking these background assumptions to be information shared by the agents about 

what the actual world is like, we can see informative assertions as increasing that 

1Related are Lewis' (1978) proposals about the conversational scoreboard and its kinematics. 
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information by virtue of their content. Uninformative assertions are then the limiting 

case in which the background assumptions remain the same. 

Formally, contexts can be construed as tuples of the form c = (cg(c), W(c), s, n, h, 

w0 , f, ... ), wheres, n, h are the individuals corresponding to the speaker, time and 

place of a given utterance, w0 the world in which the utterance takes place and f a 

function assigning values to free variables. I will call these parameters the Kaplanian 

parameters of the context. The common ground, cg(c), and the context set, W(c), are 

among what I will call the informational parameters of the context. 2 The common 

ground is the set of propositions corresponding to the background assumptions the 

agents are willing to take for granted up to a given point. The context set is the set of 

worlds in which all the propositions in the common ground are true. In other words, 

it is the set of worlds compatible with what is assumed by the agents prior to any 

assertion ( assuming, realistically, that the common ground prior to any assertions 

is, in general, non-empty) and what has been asserted up to that point. Given the 

information that the agents (presume to) have, any one of the worlds in the context set 

are candidates for being the actual world. If the common ground and the context set 

are realistic, as assumed, then w0 is one of the worlds of the context set. The context 

set can be defined on the basis of the common ground if we construe propositions 

as sets of worlds: it is the intersection of all the elements of the common ground. 

Since the context set rather than the common ground will play the central role in the 

discussion to follow I include it as a parameter of the context. 

Kaplanian parameters fix the interpretation of some context-dependent expres

sions, such as indexicals, demonstratives and deictics, informational parameters fix 

2Informational parameters also include modal bases distinct from the context set and ordering 
sources, as discussed in chapters 2 and 3, but these will not figure in the discussion to follow. 
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the interpretation of others, such as overt and implicit modal operators.3 Assertions 

have their essential effect on the informational parameters of the context: the way 

these parameters change as a result of an assertion is a function of the way they 

were prior to the assertion and of the content of the assertion in that context. 4 The 

essential effect of an assertion on the common ground and the context set is thus an 

updating effect. From here on, I will concentrate on the essential effect of assertions. 

An assertion updates the context by adding to the common ground the propo

sition constituting its content and, as a result, by eliminating from the context set 

those worlds which are not compatible with its content. One of the main insights of 

Stalnaker was to see information growth as the elimination of alternatives, as narrow

ing down the possibilities of how things actually are. Gaining information amounts 

to being able to eliminate possible alternatives which up to that point were still vi

able candidates for being the way things actually are. As Stalnaker (1978:323) puts 

it: "To make an assertion is to reduce the context set in a particular way ... The 

particular way in which the context set is reduced is that all of the possible situations 

incompatible with what is said are eliminated. To put it in a slightly different way, 

the essential effect of an assertion is to change the presuppositions of the participants 

in the conversation by adding the content of what is asserted to what is presupposed." 

As we will see below, these two ways of formulating the way contextual update works 

are equivalent only under certain assumptions. 5 

Given this general conception of information and information growth, it is easy to 

3The common ground and the context set may supply values for the contextual parameters of 
epistemic modals (Kratzer 1979, 1981) and indicative conditionals (Stalnaker 1976). 

4Non-essential effects include, for example, change of speaker or place, the inevitable change of 
time as a conversation unfolds, etc. 

5The latter is explicitly formulated in Stalnaker (1976) as intersection of the context set of a 
context with the content of the assertion relative to that context. 
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see that the state of having no (contingent) information in a given context c ( often 

referred to as the empty context) is the case where all possible alternatives are still 

available, hence W(c) = W, where W is the set of all possible worlds (in a given 

model). A state of having maximal (realistic) information in c is the case where all 

but one possible alternatives have been excluded, hence W(c) = {w0 }, where w0 is 

the world parameter of c. The state of having inconsistent information in c is the case 

when W(c) is the empty set. Not having information as to whether</> holds amounts 

to including both alternatives (possible worlds) in which </> is true and alternatives 

in which it is false. Having information that </> holds amounts to having eliminated 

those alternatives in which </> is not true. 

Let us now see concretely how the content of an assertion determines its context 

change effect. Let </> be ( the logical form of) a sentence uttered in a given context c. 

Its meaning, symbolized as [</>], is a function from contexts to functions from worlds 

to truth values. 6 Its truth-conditional content relative to c, symbolized as [<l>]c, is a 

function from worlds to truth values and [</>]c,w is its truth value in w relative to c.7 

Both [</>] and [<l>]c may be partial. [</>] is defined only for those contexts relative to 

which </> is felicitous, that is for those contexts that provide values for all the context

dependent elements of</> and satisfy their contextual presuppositions.8 [</>]c is defined 

only for those worlds w in which any proposition presupposed by </> is true in w. Let 

us take p to be the proposition expressed by a (felicitous) utterance of</> in context 

6It corresponds to Stalnaker's (1978) notion of the propositional concept. 
7For the sake of simplicity I have suppressed reference to all other relevant parameters. 
8 Contextual presuppositions are presuppositions associated with expressions whose value depends 

on the context and constrain the relevant value assigments. For instance, 'that man' should be 
assigned as value by the function parameter of the context an individual who is a man (pointed at 
by the speaker) in the world parameter of the context (see, e.g., Kaplan (1978), von Stechow (1981)) 
or even in all worlds of the context set of the context (see, e.g., Stalnaker (1972) and Heim (1982, 
ch. II) on deictic definites). Soames (1989) calls them 'expressive presuppositions.' 
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c. The updating/ context change effect of an assertion can be modelled as a function 

from utterances and contexts to contexts. Let Ube such a function. If c' = U(c/>,c), 

then: 

[156] a. cg(c') = cg(c) U {p} 

b. W(c') = W(c) \ {w E W(c): [c/>]cw,w = O}, where Cw is a context exactly 

like c in its informational parameters but whose world parameter is w ( of 

course, other Kaplanian parameters might be different as a result of this 

change). 

As can be seen by [156a] and [156b], the updating effect on the common ground is 

incremental-a proposition is added-while the effect on the context set is eliminative

all those worlds incompatible with what has been asserted are removed from the con

text set. 'Incompatible' here is taken to mean 'false' and not just 'not true,' which 

would include both false and undefined. In general, ¢ may be felicitous with respect 

to c but not with respect to some Cw. If, however, ¢ contains no context-dependent 

elements or if it only contains elements dependent on the informational parameters 

of the context, then ¢ is felicitous with respect to c iff ¢ is felicitous with respect to 

Cw, for any w E W(c). If¢ has no presuppositions, then [¢]c is defined for any world 

w E Wand therefore¢ is either true or false in any world. 

By definition, U applied to some ¢ and c yields a context c' whose context set 

W(c') is a subset of the context set of c. Whether the context is updated non

trivially, or whether the resulting context set is empty depends on the information 

already contained in c and the meaning of ¢. Let us call an utterance informative 

with respect to a context if it can update the context non-trivially without reaching 

inconsistency: 
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[157] An utterance of¢ is informative with respect to context c iff 

W(U(</>, c)) c W(c) and W(U(¢, c)) i= 0 iff 

cg(c) C cg(U(</J, c)) and cg(U(¢, c)) is not inconsistent. 

184 

Sometimes the context may already contain enough information so that an utterance 

is either uninformative relative to it or inconsistent with it. We can then say that the 

utterance is true in the context in the first case and that it is false in the context in 

the second case. According to the definition given in [158], </> is true in c iff </> trivially 

updates c and ¢ is false in c iff updating c with ¢ results in inconsistency. 

[158] ¢ is true inc iff W(U(¢, c)) = W(c). 

</> is false inc iff W(U(¢, c)) = 0. 

An assertive utterance may be neither true nor false in a context c. This is precisely 

the case for informative assertions relative to c. 

The updating effect, for example, of an utterance of [159] on the context set of a 

context c is given in [160], taking both obstinate and bill to be basic expressions and 

the sentence to have no presuppositions. 9 

[159] Bill is obstinate. 

[160] W(U(obstinate(bill), c)) W(c) \ {w E W(c): [obstinate(bill)Lw,w = O} 

{w E W(c): [obstinate(bill)Lw,w = 1} 

W(c) n { w E W : [obstinate(bill)L w = l} , 

Suppose [159] is informative in c. Then prior to its utterance the agents of c have 

no information as to whether Bill is obstinate or not. Since ignorance of this kind is 

9Relative to a model M = (D, W, I), where D is a set of individuals, W a set of possible 
worlds and I an interpretation function for the basic expressions of the language, mapping individ
ual constants into D and and n-place predicates into Dn, [obstinate(bill)]c,w = 1 iff J(bill)(w) E 
I(obstinate)(w) and [obstinate(bill)]c,w = 0 iff l(bill)(w) ff_ I(obstinate)(w). 
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modelled as allowing for either possibility, the context set of c contains both worlds 

in which Bill is obstinate and worlds in which he is not. According to the definition 

in [156b], the context change effect of the assertion of [159] is to remove from the 

context set of c all those worlds in which it is not the case that Bill is obstinate. 

[159] is not context-dependent (abstracting away from tense); hence, it is felicitous 

with respect to any context. Moreover, because [159] has no presuppositions and 

is therefore either true or false for all worlds, the resulting set is that subset of the 

context set of c whose worlds are. all such that Bill is obstinate. Since [159] is not 

context-dependent, its content relative to c is the same as its content relative to any 

other context. Therefore, the context change effect is equivalent to intersecting the 

context set of c with the content of (159] relative to c. 

In general, however, the three ways of defining contextual update given in [161] 

are not equivalent. 

[161] a. W(c') = W(c) \ {w E W(c): [¢]cw,w = O} 

b. W(c') = {w E W(c): [<P]cw,w = 1} 

C. W(c') = W(c) n {w E W: [¢]c,w = 1} 

The reason may be infelicity of an utterance with respect to some cw, or undefinedness 

of [¢]c for some world in the context set, or non-constancy of the content of¢ relative 

to different cw's. If¢ is infelicitous with respect to some cw, where w E W(c), then 

w E W(c'), by [161a] but w rt. W(c'), by [161b]. Similarly if [c/J]c is undefined for 

some w E W(c). To see that the non-constancy of content makes [161a] and [161c] 

non-equivalent, consider a context c with w0 as its world parameter and W(c) = {w0 , 

w1} as its context set and some (context-dependent) ¢ whose meaning is such that 

[c/J]c,wo = 1, [c/J]c,w1 = 1, [¢]cw
1 

,wo = 1, [¢]cw
1 

,w1 = 0. Then, as shown in [162}, the 
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updates as defined by [161c] and [161a] are not equivalent. 

[162] a. W(U(</>, c)) = W(c) n { w E W: [<l>]c,w = 1} = { Wo, w1} 

b. W ( U ( </>, c)) = W ( c) \ { w E W ( c): [</>]Cw, w = 0} = { Wo} 

In order to connect the information available in a context, the content of an 

assertion and its context change effect, Stalnaker (1978) postulated the following 

three principles as governing assertions: 

Pl: A proposition asserted is always true in some but not all of the possible worlds 

in the context set. 

P2: Any assertive utterance should express a proposition, relative to each possible 

world in the context set, and that proposition should have a truth value in each 

possible world in the context set. 

P3: The same proposition is expressed relative to each possible world in the context 

set. 

Stalnaker motivated these principles on intuitive grounds of how contextual update 

should be regulated and used them to connect semantic and pragmatic presupposi

tions and to account for the informativeness of necessarily true or false propositions. 

Pragmatic presuppositions are requirements that utterances of sentences place on the 

informational parameters of the context in which they occur: the proposition presup

posed by the utterance must be information already present in the context, in other 

words, it must be true in every world of the context set of the context. 

In more formal terms, these principles guarantee the felicity of assertions, the 

constancy of their content across different contexts and a truth value in each world 

of the context set, all necessary for the three definitions of contextual update to be 
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equivalent. They can be reformulated as in [163] and contextual update should then 

be formulated as a partial function. 

[163) 4> is assertable in c only if: 

Pl: 4> is informative with respect to c 

P2: For any w E W(c), (a) </> is felicitous with respect to Cw and (b) [4->]c is 

defined for w 

P3: [</>]cw = [¢]cw, for any W, w' E W(c). 

[164] U is defined only for those 4> and c such that 4> is assertable in c. 

Since the world parameter of c is in W ( c), if 4> is assert able in c, then it is felicitous with 

respect to c and [4->]c = [</>]cw, for any w E W(c). P2 is necessary in order for [161a] 

and [161b] to be equivalent. 10 P3 is necessary for the equivalence between [161a] and 

[161c] to hold. Pl plays a different role: it is invoked by Stalnaker in order to account 

for the informativeness of necessarily true or false propositions. Violation of P2 or 

Pl leads to readjustment of the context, violation of Pl and P3 to reinterpretation 

of the sentence. 11 

10This reasoning for the need of P2 answers Soames' (1989) objection against Stalnaker's (1978) 
proposal for connecting semantic and pragmatic presuppositions. 

11 Pl is a stronger condition than it might appear at first sight. In general, it is violated by any 
sentence <p which is either true or false in a context c. Sentences which are not informative with 
respect to any context are not limited to those which express necessarily true or false propositions. 
Indicative conditionals under a particular analysis and choice for their contextual parameters turn 
out to not be informative with respect to any context: if we follow Kratzer's (1979, 1981) analysis of 
conditionals as involving implicit necessity and take the modal base of indicative conditionals to be 
the context set and the ordering source to be, at least in some cases, trivial (see, e.g., Heim (1982) 
and Roberts (1989)), then for any context c, such a conditional is either false in c (if the context 
set of c contains world in which the antecedent is true but the consequent is false) or it is true in 
c (if all worlds in the context set of c in which the antecedent is true are such that the consequent 
is true as well). Therefore, such an indicative conditional will always violate Pl and will never be 
assertable in any context. It is unclear what kind of reinterpretation should be invoked in this case. 
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Contextual update relies on the, independently defined, truth-conditional content. 

Moreover, at least as standardly assumed, in determining the content of a complex 

assertion relative to some context each one of its constituent parts is evaluated relative 

to that same context, which is not updated in the compositional determination of the 

content of the assertion. 12 Stalnaker thus maintains the standard truth-conditional 

view of meaning and the traditional division between semantics and pragmatics. 13 

The dynamic effect of an assertion on the context is a pragmatic matter, while the 

proposition constituting the content of an assertion is determined independently by 

the semantics. The conceptual innovation of dynamic semantics, which I will adopt 

in my analysis of the functional reading, is to make the updating effect on context 

the central aspect of meaning. 

Before going on to elaborate on this view, let me point out briefly that the no

tion of contextual update presented above is crucially tied to particular assumptions 

about the range of context-dependency and rests on a semantics that associates truth 

conditions with individual sentences. As a consequence, it is inconsistent with certain 

semantic theories and problematic in view of certain empirical facts. It is inconsis

tent with semantic theories that assign truth conditions to entire texts (Heim 1982, 

Ch. II) or to DRS's in the manner of Kamp (1981) because in such theories there 

is, in general, no way to extract truth conditions for individual sentences. A related 

12 Although much of the discussion in Stalnaker (1978) presupposes that contextual update is 
globally defined, part of the discussion on reinterpretation, prompted by violation of P3 and Pl, and 
the account of the presupposition projection properties of conjunctions and conditionals in Stalnaker 
(1974) presuppose a recursive definition of contextual update. 

13Stalnaker (1976) is particularly clear on this issue. He makes the distinction between semantic 
interpretation and pragmatic interpretation. Semantic interpretation is defined in terms of a static 
semantics. Pragmatic interpretation is defined in terms of a dynamic semantics. Furthermore, 
the crux of his solution to problems such as presupposition projection (Stalnaker 1974), reasonable 
inference (Stalnaker 1976), the informativeness of utterances of necessarily true or false propositions 
(Stalnaker 1978) is to move the burden of explanation away from semantics to pragmatics. 
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point is that since intersentential anaphora with indefinite antecedents or the implicit 

dependence of NP's on a set of individuals introduced in prior discourse ( discussed 

in the previous chapter) fall outside the assumed range of context-dependency, a so

lution conforming to this idea of contextual update will have to rely on an E-type 

strategy. Finally, although this notion of contextual update already makes a distinc

tion between the Kaplanian and the informational parameters of a context in that 

the latter but not the former are updated as a result of an assertion, the difference 

between the two appears to be more fundamental: the informational parameters of a 

context are updated in the compositional interpretation of the content of a complex 

assertion. Presupposition projection phenomena, which make a compelling case for a 

recursive contextual update (Karttunen 1974, Stalnaker 1974), have to be relegated 

to pragmatics. Evidence which bears directly on semantic interpretation can be found 

in the interpretation of conditionals, modals and generics.14 Consider, for example, 

[165]. 

[165] It is raining today and if it rains tomorrow, there will be a flood. 

Relative to a context where it has been established that if it rains for two days in a row, 

there is a flood, and that if it rains only for one day, there might be a flood but where 

it has not been established that it is raining today, [165] is judged to be true. However, 

if the conditional is evaluated relative to the same context as the first conjunct, [165] 

is predicted to be false assuming Kratzer's (1979, 1981) analysis of conditionals and 

taking the modal base of the implicit operator of indicative conditionals to be the 

context set and the ordering source to be trivial in this case.15 Of course, this case 

14The 'turtle problem' constitutes such a case with regard to genericity, given the 0 operator 
analysis in the appendix of ch. 2. 

15For instance, let <p be the logical form of the sentence 'it rains today', '1/J the logical form of 'it 
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relies on a particular analysis of the conditional but it is an analysis that has otherwise 

been useful in a variety of phenomena relating to conditionals. 

In dynamic semantics the meaning of a sentence is determined on the basis of the 

effect it has on a given body of information, what has been called an information state 

(see Groenendijk & Stokhof (1990, 1991a, 1991b), Veltman (1991), Dekker (1993), 

Beaver (1992), Rooth (1987), Chierchia (1992)). 16 Its truth-conditional content can 

then determined on the basis of its informational updating effect. Meaning is thus 

an operation on information states. However, it cannot be identified with the contex

tual update function U because that already presupposes a way of defining meaning, 

namely in terms of truth-conditional content. If the operation on information states 

is the basic notion of meaning, then meaning should be defined recursively in terms 

of updating operations on information states. 

Specifically, meaning can be construed as a function from information states to 

information states. Let us take s to be an information state and +¢ to be the 

(dynamic) meaning of a sentence. +¢ is then a function from information states to 

information states; +¢ applied to s, symbolized ass+¢, yields an information states' 

that has at least as much information ass, if not more. The informational parameters 

of a context are thus a special case of the more general notion of information state 

and the meaning of a sentence relative to a context is specified in terms of the way 

the sentence updates the context's informational parameters. 

rains tomorrow', and x the logical form of 'there is a flood.' Consider a context c whose W(c) = 
{w1, w2, Ws, w4, W5, wa, W7} and assume that¢ is true in w1, w2, W3, and false in the remaining 
worlds of the context set, 'ljJ is true in w1 , w4 , w5 , and false in the remaining worlds of the context 
set, xis true in W1, w2, W4, wa, and false in the remaining worlds of the context set. Then -'ljJ-; xis 
false relative to every world in the context set because of w5 and therefore so is</> & ('¢-+ x). But 
if '¢ --. x is evaluated relative to the context that is the result of having updated with ¢, then 'ljJ --. 
x is true in all worlds of the context set of that context, more in accord with intuitive judgements. 

16 Although all of these works develop a dynamic semantic system, not all of these systems are 
compatible with the version presented here. 
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If we take information states to be sets of possible worlds, then the meaning 

of a sentence will be specified in terms of update conditions on information states, 

determining a way for eliminating worlds from a given set of possible worlds. For 

example, the meaning of [159] would be specified as in [166], taking both obstinate 

and bill to be basic expressions, s to be an arbitrary information state and a model 

to be a triple (D, W, I), where D is a set of individuals, W a set of possible worlds 

and J an interpretation function for the basic expressions of the language. 

[166] s +obstinate(bill) = {w Es: I(bill)(w) E I(obstinate)(w)} 

The meaning of a complex sentence¢ should be determined compositionally in terms 

of the update conditions of its constituent parts. 

Instead of first determining compositionally the truth-conditional content of a sen

tence and then on the basis of that the change that it brings about to an information 

state, we first compositionally determine the change that the sentence brings about 

to an information state. Its truth-conditional content can then be recovered from its 

information change effect: 

[167] ¢ is true in w relative to a non-empty information state s iff if w E s, then w 

E s +</>. 

¢ is false in w relative to a non-empty information state s iff if w E s, then w 

(/: s +</>. 

The dynamic perspective brings along a major change in the way context is sup

posed to determine truth-conditionalcontent (the proposition expressed). In the stan

dard picture, context affects content to the extent that it supplies values for context

dependent expressions in the sentence. In the dynamic view, truth-conditional content 
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is context sensitive in a more fundamental sense: the proposition expressed is a con

textually restricted proposition, that is, a function from worlds to truth values defined 

at most on the worlds in the context set of a context. If we construe a propositions 

as the set of worlds in which it is true, then the proposition expressed relative to a 

given context is a subset of the context set of that context. 

[168a] and [168b] specify the truth-conditional content of a sentence relative to a 

given context under the standard and the dynamic perspective, respectively ([<P]c,w 

= 1 in [168a] is determined by the standard interpretation rules, [<P]c,w = 1 in [168b] 

is determined according to [167]). 17 

[168] a. [<P]c = {w E W: [¢]c,w = 1} 

b. [ef>]c = {w E W(c): [¢]c,w = 1} = {w E W(c): w E W(c) +¢} 

Clearly, [168a] and [168b] determine distinct truth-conditional contents. For instance, 

according to [168b], ¢ expresses no proposition relative to a context c whose W(c) = 

0, but ¢ may express a proposition relative to such a context according to [168a]. 

The contextual update function U is partial and is defined only for those ¢ and 

c such that ¢ is assertable in c. Do any of the conditions determining assertability 

affect meaning? There is clearly a pragmatic requirement for informativeness: do 

not assert that which is known (or taken for granted) already and do not assert 

something which is known ( or taken for granted) to be false. Semantically, there 

should be no general requirement for informativeness. A given expression may be 

17The relevant definitions are as expected: 

¢ is true in w relative to context c with a non-empty W(c) if£ if w E W(c), then w E 
W(c +</>). 
¢ is false in w relative to context c with a non-empty W(c) if£ if w E W(c), then w </. 
W(c +¢). 
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uninformative relative to a given information state, that being the case when the 

expression updates the information state trivially (i.e., maps it to itself); or it may be 

uninformative relative to all information states that satisfy certain conditions (purely 

presuppositional expressions are of that type); or it may lead to inconsistency relative 

to a given information state (i.e., maps it to the empty set). Felicity (expanded so 

as to include satisfaction of presuppositions and appropriately reformulated), on the 

other hand, is crucial for meaning to be defined, as we will see in the next section. 

2.2 Presuppositions and Contextual Admittance 

Heim (1982, 1983, 1992), building on Karttunen (1974), has ,developed an approach 

to presuppositions that construes them as a component of meaning, unifies them with 

other types of context-dependency and accounts for their projection properties. It 

does so by expanding the notion of felicity to cover cases of non-contextual presup

positions and by connecting the need for contextual satisfaction of presuppositions 

with partiality of meaning. 

In general terms, Heim's approach can be characterized as follows: if a sentence 

presupposes a proposition, then the context in which that sentence is uttered must 

contain the information corresponding to the presupposed proposition in order for 

the utterance to have meaning in that context It thus incorporates both the infor

mational perspective of Stalnaker-a proposition presupposed in a context is infor

mation already available in the context-and the Strawsonian perspective-truth of 

the proposition in the world parameter of the context is necessary for the meaning of 

the sentence in that context to be defined.18 

Karttunen (1974) took the relation of admittance between a sentence and a context 

18 See Soames (1989) for a useful overview of different approaches. 
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as central for an analysis of presuppositions and presupposition projection phenom

ena: felicity of an utterance relative to a context is dependent upon its admittance in 

that context and admittance in a context depends upon the presupposition's contex

tual satisfaction. He provided a recursive definition of admittance but the admittance 

conditions associated with particular linguistic expressions did not relate to other as

pects of interpretation, such as truth-conditional content. 

Taking meaning to determine update operations on information states, Heim spec

ifies admittance as a relation between an information state s and a sentence ¢ that 

is interdependent with the definedness of the meaning of¢ for s: 

[169] s admits ¢ iff s +¢ is defined. 

Presuppositions are then conditions that information states must satisfy in order to 

admit some ¢, or looking at it from the opposite side, in order for some ¢ to suc

cessfully update them. Taking presuppositions to be relations between sentences and 

propositions and information states to be sets of possible worlds, the relation of pre

supposition holds between a sentence and a proposition if and only if any information 

state that admits the sentence entails the proposition. 

[170] A sentence ¢ presupposes p iff any information state s that admits ¢ is such 

thats~ p. 

Since meaning is specified in terms of+ and presuppositions as conditions that must 

be satisfied in order for + to be defined, presuppositions become part of the meaning of 

a linguistic expression (in the technical sense). A recursive definition for+ determines 

the local information states that are updated by the constituent parts of some ¢ 

and must therefore satisfy the presuppositions of those parts. The solution to the 

projection problem is part and parcel of compositional interpretation and no separate 
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recursion is needed to calculate the presuppositions of a complex expression in terms 

of the presuppositions of its parts (as in, e.g., Karttunen & Peters (1979)). 

To see how this works in a simple case consider [171]. [171a] presupposes the 

proposition expressed by [171 b] since £active predicates presuppose the truth of their 

complement. 

[171] a. John knows that Bill is obstinate. 

b. Bill is obstinate. 

The meaning of a sentence like [171a] is specified in such a way that it is defined only 

relative to information states that entail its presupposition, as in [172] .19 

[172] s +knows(john, obstinate(bill)) is defined only ifs ~ { w E W: Bill is obstinate 

in w} 

In this case, it is easy to see that presuppositions can also be construed as relations 

between sentences. 20 The meaning of [171a] is defined only for those information 

states s such that s +obstinate(bill) = s, that is only for those information states 

such that updating with obstinate(bill) would result in no more information than that 

already contained in s. In general, the presupposition relation between sentences is 

characterized in terms of their meaning: the meaning of the presupposing sentence is 

defined only for those information states that are fixed points for the meaning of the 

presupposed sentence, as in [173]. 

[173] A sentence </; presupposes a sentence 'I/; iff any information state s that admits 

¢ is such that s +'I/; = s. 

19 {172] gives just the definedness conditions, not the full meaning specification. 
20 See also von Stechow (1981), who defines a notion of presuppositions as a relation between 

sentences in a truth-conditional framework. 
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Formally, presupposition failure leads to undefinedness of meaning for a particular 

information state. Although, practically, presupposition failure should consequently 

lead to a breakdown of communication, not all cases of ( at least apparent) presup

position failure make a conversation come to a halt. Presupposition failure can be 

avoided by accommodation, a process by which the information necessary for the 

information state to satisfy the presupposition is added to it (Lewis (1979), Stalnaker 

(1978)). 

[17 4] If ¢ presupposes p and some s does not admit ¢, then enrich s with the nec

essary information so that the new information state s' is such that s' c p and 

therefore admits ¢. 

Given our assumptions so far, informational enrichment amounts to removing from 

s those worlds in which p is not true. That is, s' is informationally richer than s 

iff s' ~ s. It is clear that accommodation can only work if p is not false in s since 

accommodation is enrichment of information, i.e., elimination of alternatives, not 

rev1s10n. 

Since admittance is a relation between sentences and information states, when we 

take contexts into account it is primarily a relation between utterances and context 

sets and derivatively a relation between utterances and contexts. 

[175] ¢ is felicitous with respect to c iff c provides values for all context-dependent 

expressions in¢ and c admits ¢. 

[176] c admits¢ iff W(c) admits¢. 

In order to take into account dependency on the Kaplanian parameters of a context, 

dynamic meaning has to be construed as a function from contexts and information 
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states to information states. This also allows us to generalize felicity so as to account 

both for contextual and non-contextual presuppositions. 21 

On various accounts of (various types of) presuppositions, the existence of presup

posing expressions in a language results in partiality-partiality of meaning, content, 

or contextual update. 

[177] If </> presupposes a proposition p, then: 

Strawsonian Contextual Presupposition: [</>] is defined for some c only if 

{ w0 } ~ p, where w 0 is the world parameter of c. 

Fregean Semantic Presupposition: for any c, [</>]c is defined for some w 

only if {w} ~ p. 

Stalnakerian Pragmatic Presupposition: U is defined for </> and some c 

only if W(c) ~ p. 22 

Heimian Semantic Presupposition: +</> is defined for some information state 

s only if s ~ p. 

Within a dynamic system of interpretation, presuppositions result in both partiality 

of meaning and truth-conditional content. In order for </> to be true or false in w 

relative to c, w must be in W(c) and+</> must be defined for W(c). Hence, W(c) ~ p 

and since w E W(c) it follows that {w} ~ p. Moreover, if an assertive utterance of a 

sentence ¢ is to increment the set of background assumptions of the agents in some 

context, the meaning of </> must be defined for the information state corresponding 

21 These ideas are developed in Condoravdi & Gawron (1993) and are used to give a uniform 
account for expressions with indexical and anaphoric readings. 

22We can construe pragmatic presuppositions as relations between sentences, in a fashion similar 
to (173], in terms of contextual update: </> presupposes 'I/; iff for any context c, U ( </>, c) is defined only 
if 'I/; is true in c. 
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to the conversational background of that context. If +¢ is undefined for that in

formation state, no incrementation takes place. So if cp semantically presupposes a 

proposition p, an utterance of </> pragmatically presupposes p. Thus, Heimian seman

tic presupposition brings together the other three types and results in a more radical 

partiality of meaning. 

To appreciate the way in which presuppositional expressions result in a more 

radical partiality of meaning, let us compare Stalnaker's and Heim's approaches with 

respect to [178]. 

[178] a. John is not married. 

b. John's wife is tall. 

Let c be the context in which the (true) assertion that John is not married has been 

made. Let us assume that [178b] does not have a truth value in worlds in which John 

is not married, taking the definite description to be associated with a presupposition 

of existence ( and uniqueness). Then the context set of c consists of worlds for which 

the proposition that John's wife is tall has no truth value. For Stalnaker, [178b] 

is not context-dependent since meaning is relativized to context only to the extent 

that context provides values for context-dependent expressions. [178b] expresses a 

proposition relative to c but it is not assertable relative to c. (178b] is not assertable 

relative to c because such an assertion would violate P2b (given in (163]). For Heim, 

on the other hand, (178b] expresses no proposition relative to c, since the update of 

W(c) with (178b] is not defined. The truth-conditional content of (178b] relative to c, 

according to the definition of truth in (167], would be that subset of the context set 

of W ( c) which is identical with the context set of the context resulting from updating 

W(c) with [178b]. But since this update is not defined, no such context and therefore 
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no context set of such a context exist either. 23 

Both theories are coupled here with the standard presuppositional ( existence and 

uniqueness) analysis of definites. The difference between the two conceptions regard

ing [178] does not rely on the familiarity theory of definiteness but rather on the more 

general dynamic view of meaning. In general, for Stalnaker, any¢ has a truth value 

in w relative to c if¢ is felicitous with respect to c (in the sense of section 2.1) and 

the propositions presupposed by ¢ are true in w. This is so even if ¢ violates P2b 

(given in [163]), that is, even if ¢ has no truth value in all worlds of the context set 

of c. For Heim, by contrast, ¢ has no truth value in w relative to c if not all worlds 

in the context set of c satisfy its presuppositions. 

3 The Novelty-Familiarity Theory of Definiteness 

and Indefiniteness 

3.1 Files as Information States 

In section 2 we saw how meaning can be seen from an information-based perspective. 

The assertive part of the meaning of a linguistic element is formulated in terms of an 

updating operation on information states and its presuppositional part is formulated 

as a definedness condition for that operation. 

Heim's analysis of definite and indefinite NP's takes the dynamic view of meaning 

as basic. It, moreover, incorporates Karttunen's (1976) notion of discourse referents 

as an essential ingredient of the theory. The main points about the theory can thus 

23Ideally, (167] should have been formulated in such a way as to relativize truth or falsity of ¢ 
in w to a context that admits it. I did not do that because at that point I had not introduced the 
notion of admittance. 
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be summarized as follows. 

• Information states relevant for natural language interpretation are constructs 

that contain information about what the world is like and the value of discourse 

referents. Therefore, they are not just sets of worlds but richer constructs that 

also keep track of assignments to variables. Such information states are called 

files. 

• Information growth is modelled as the elimination of possible alternatives and 

as the incrementation of the set of discourse referents. 

• Meaning is specified compositionally in terms of updates on files. Such updates 

are called file change potentials. 

• File change potentials are possibly partial functions from files to files. Par

tiality is the characteristic feature of the meaning of presupposition triggering 

elements. 

These points should be familiar from the discussion so far except for the enriched 

concept of information state and the renewed view of information growth as compris

ing both elimination and incrementation, necessitated by the addition of discourse 

referents. 

Specifically, files are construed as pairs consisting of a set of natural numbers, 

called the domain of the file and symbolized as Dom(F), and a set of assignment 

function-possible world pairs, called the satisfaction set of the file and symbolized 

as Sat(F). Models M are taken to be triples of the form (D, W, [ ]), where D is a 

set of individuals, W a set of possible worlds and [ ] a basic interpretation function, 

assigning to each n-place predicate a function from W to Dn. Files can thus be 

specified as in [179]. 
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[179] F = (Dom(F), Sat(F)), where 

Dom(F) ~ N and 

201 

Sat(F) = { (!, w): w E W and f a total function from variables xi, i E N, to 

D} 

Discourse referents correspond to variables whose index is in the domain of the file. 

The information contained in a file may be in accord with the facts of a possible 

world or not. In the former case, the file is true in that possible world, in the 

latter, the file is false in that possible world. For a file to be true in a world, each 

discourse referent must be matched up with at least one individual in that world with 

properties corresponding to the conditions imposed on the discourse referent. The 

formal definition is given in [180]. 

[180] F is true in w iff there is some f such that (!, w) E Satw(F); 

F is false in w otherwise. 

As can be seen from (180], a file is either true or false in a possible world. Every file, 

therefore, determines a set of worlds in which the file is true. This set is called the 

world set of the file and is symbolized as W(F). 24 

[181] W(F) = {w E W: there is some f such that (!, w) E Sat(F)} 

From the satisfaction set of a file we can extract its satisfaction set relative to a 

given world w, which is symbolized as Satw(F). Such a set will be a set of assignment 

functions, as specified in [182]. 

[182] Satw(F) = {/: (!, w) E Sat(F)} 

24The world set of a file corresponds to Stalnaker's context set discussed in section 2.1. However, 
whereas in that section meaning was taken to operate on context-set-like information states, here it 
is taken to operate on file-like information states. 
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The file change potential of a formula</>, symbolized as +</>, is a function from files 

to files defined only for those files that admit ¢. A file that admits ¢ is thus in the 

domain of +¢; I will call such files admissible for +¢. Felicity of a formula relative 

to a file, admittance of a formula by a file and admissibility of file for the file change 

potential of a formula are interdependent: 

[183] ¢ is felicitous with respect to a file F iff 

F admits </> iff 

F is admissible for +¢. 

Therefore, each one of the following types of conditions is defined in terms of any 

one of the others: felicity conditions of¢, definedness conditions for+¢, admissibility 

conditions for F with respect to +</>. 

In section 2.2 we saw that the felicity conditions of a linguistic expression depend 

on the presuppositions it is associated with. The two notions of the presupposition 

relation formulated in [170] and [173] can be transported in a file-based system as in 

[184] and [185], respectively. 

[184] If ¢> presupposes a proposition p, then ¢ is felicitous with respect to a file F 

only if W(F) ~ p. 

[185] If¢ presupposes 'lj;, then ¢> is felicitous with respect to a file F only if for every 

(f, w) E F there is some f' such that (!', w) E F +'lj; (i.e., W(F) = W(F +'lj;)). 

However, given the richer structure of files, felicity of a formula relative to a file may 

depend on properties of the file other than the information contained in its world set. 

This richer structure is exploited in the analysis of the semantics of NP's, as we will 

see in section 3.3. 
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Updating a file F with some 1> adds new information and results in a more in

formative file or adds no new information and results in the same file F. Adding 

information amounts to either specifying extra conditions on the available discourse 

referents, which would exclude pairs in the satisfaction set of a file, or introducing a 

new discourse referent fulfilling certain constraints, or both. Applying +1> to a file, 

therefore, has the effect of incrementing the domain or keeping it the same and of 

reducing the satisfaction set or keeping it the same. File change potentials, and hence 

linguistic meaning, have the property in [186], which, following Veltman (1991), we 

can characterize as the update property. 

[186] For any formula 1> and any file F, Dom(F) ~ Dom(F+<t>) and Sat(F+¢) C 

Sat(F). 

In other words, the information we get by updating F with ¢ is at least as specific as 

that contained in F. Given (186], we can refer to the file that is the value of applying 

+1> to F as the update of F with ef>. 

The proposition expressed by q> relative to F corresponds to the world set of the 

file that is the update of F with ¢>. 

3.2 Informativeness of Files 

Files encode factual information and information about discourse referents. Discourse 

referents mediate in incrementing factual information since they are matched with 

actual referents, i.e., entities in a possible world. 25 The factual information a file 

contains is compatible with all worlds in which the file is true. The kind of information 

a file may contain about a discourse referent includes whether that discourse referent 

25Heim (1982) reserves the term 'referent' for the case when a discourse referent is matched to a 
unique entity. I use it to mean any entity that a discourse referent is matched with. 
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has been set up or not, the range of its values ( entities it is matched with) in each 

possible world of the world set of the file, and whether it is uniquely matched with an 

entity in each world of the world set of the file or not. The first type of information 

is encoded in the domain of the file, the other two in its satisfaction set. 

Changes of factual information and of information about discourse referents go 

hand-in-hand. Gaining factual information with respect to a file F by the elimination 

of certain assignment function-world pairs from its satisfaction set that results in a 

smaller range of values for some discourse referent means that information has been 

gained about that discourse referent. Setting up a new discourse referent results in a 

larger domain and may result in the elimination of assignment function-world pairs 

from the satisfaction set and hence in growth of factual information. 

Since files encode both factual information and information about discourse ref

erents, the notions of minimal and maximal informativeness have to be appropriately 

relativized. [187] defines various absolute and relative notions of minimal and maxi

mal informativeness. 26 

[187] a. A file F is minimally informative iff Dom(F) = 0, W(F) = W and for any 

world w E W, Satw(F) = {f: f (xi) E D, for any i E N}. 

b. A file F is factually minimally informative iff W(F) = W. 

c. A file Fis minimally informative with respect to a set of variables A iff for 

every w E W(F), for every Xi E A and every d E D, there is f E Satw(F) 

such that f (xi) = d. 

d. A file F is maximally informative with respect to a set of variables A iff 

for every w E W(F), for every Xi EA and for any f, f' E Satw(F), /(xi) = 

26 The notions defined in (187] are not meant to exhaust all possible notions of relative maximal 
or minimal informativeness. 
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e. A file F is factually maximally informative iff W(F) 

wEW. 

205 

{ w }, for some 

f. A file F is maximally informative iff W(F) = { w }, for some w E W, and 

Fis maximally informative with respect to {xi: i E Dom(F)}. 

If a file is minimally informative (simpliciter), then its domain is empty, its world set 

is the entire set of possible worlds W, and for each w E W all possible assignment 

functions are in Satw(F). The minimally informative file has no (contingent) factual 

information and no information about any discourse referents. A factually minimally 

informative file has no (contingent) factual information but may have information 

about some discourse referents. If a file is minimally informative with respect to a set 

of variables, then it excludes no possible assignments for these variables, that is every 

entity in the domain of the model is a possible value for each one of these variables.27 

If a file is maximally informative with respect to a set of variables, then each variable 

in that set is matched with exactly one individual. If a file is maximally informative 

(simpliciter), then it is maximally informative with respect to the set of variables 

whose indices are in the domain of the file (i.e., it is maximally informative with 

respect to the discourse referents present) and all possible worlds but one have been 

excluded. If a file is factually maximally informative, then all possible worlds but 

one have been excluded but discourse referents may still be matched with multiple 

entities. 

As we will see in the next section, in order for a file to participate in semantic 

interpretation ( that is in order for a file to be admissible for any file change potential 

27The variables in A may or may not have indices in the domain of the file. 
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at all), it must be minimally informative with respect to the set of all variables whose 

indices are not in the domain of the file. 28 

Some of the information contained in a file is what I will call modalized infor

mation. For instance, a file may contain the information that a discourse referent 

satisfying certain constraints could be set up if the file were to be updated in a cer

tain way or that such a discourse referent would be matched up to appropriate entities 

for all worlds in the world set of the file. Modalized information will play a crucial 

role in the analysis of the functional reading. 

Files also stand in relations of relative informativeness with other files. One such 

relation, symbolized as ~' is defined in [188]. 

[188] F ~ F1 iff Dom(F) ~ Dom(F1 ) and Sat(F1) ~ Sat(F). 

If F 1 is the update of F with some ¢, then, by the update property stated in [186], F 

~ F1. 

Two files may have the same world set without having the same satisfaction set. 

For instance, if ¢1 is the logical form of [189a], ¢2 the logical form of [189b], F a file 

28It would seem that the domain of a file could be derived in a complementary fashion: using the 
notion of a minimally informative file with respect to a set of variables, one would then derive the 
domain of the file as the set of natural numbers such that the set of variables A indexed to them is 
such that the file is not minimally informative with respect to A: 

For any i E N and any file F: i E Dom(F) iff 3 w E W(F) and 3 d E D such that \:/ f 
E Satw(F), f(xi) i- d. 

The domain of the file can be so defined only under an additional assumption, namely that for 
each discourse referent introduced we have predicated a property that does not necessarily hold of 
every individual in the model. This assumption is necessary; for instance, suppose we start with the 
minimally informative file and update it with 'some entityi is an entity', this assertion would not be 
sufficient to give us the domain (assuming no possible worlds in entirely devoid ofindividuals). Then 
the domain of the resulting file cannot be derived on the basis of the definition above. According to 
the definition, the domain of the file is the empty set, whereas the domain of the file should be {i}. 
In any case, I will not accept this derivative definition of the domain of the file for a different reason: 
I want to have available a way of defining file change potentials in terms of minimally informative 
files with respect to a given variable whose index may belong in the domain of the file. 
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that contains no information about John's marital status, F1 = F +¢1 and F2 = F 

+<;b2 , then W(F1 ) = W(F2 ) but Sat(F1 ) #- Sat(F2). 

[189] a. John is married. 

b. <;b1 = john(xj) & married(xj) 

c. John has a spouse. 

d. ¢2 = john(xj) & spouse(xi) & has(xj,Xi) 

For all (!, w) E Sat(F 2), f(xi) must be the individual that is John's spouse in w, 

whereas F 1 places no restrictions on the value of xi since i is not in its domain. In 

that sense, F2 is more informative than F1 and, in fact, F1 ~ F2. In other words, F1 

is minimally informative with respect to {xi} but of course F2 is not. Although F1 is 

minimally informative with respect to {xi}, it contains modalized information about 

Xi, namely that Xi could be matched in every world of W(F1) with an individual who 

is John's spouse if F 1 were to be updated appropriately. 

3.3 The Felicity Conditions of Definites and Indefinites 

In the familiarity theory of definiteness developed by Heim (1982), definite and in

definite descriptions have identical logical forms: they both correspond to an open 

formula. The burden of the semantics of definites and indefinites descriptions and 

hence of their differences is carried by the felicity conditions they are associated with. 

For example, the sentences in [190a] and [190b] have the logical form given in 

[190c]. 

[190) a. The man came in. 

b. A man came in. 
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Applying the file change potential of man(xi) to some admissible file F yields a file 

whose domain includes the index i and whose satisfaction set constists of(!, w) pairs 

such that f(xi) is a man in w. Let F1 = F +man(xi) & came-in(xi), where Fis an 

admissible file for that file change potential. Then both [191] and [192] hold: 

[191] For every w E W(F1): if f E Satw(F1), then f(xi) E [mant n [came-int. 

[192] For every d E D: if d E [man]w n [came-int, then 3f E Satw(F1) such 

that f(xi) = d (assuming that F contains no more information about Xi except 

possibly that it must be mapped onto a man). 

Although the formula man(xi) may correspond either to a definite or an indefinite 

NP, the felicity conditions depend on the definiteness of the NP and, therefore, the 

set of admissible files as well as the truth conditions for that NP will turn out to be 

different. 

The felicity conditions associated with definite and indefinite NP's are covered by 

the Extended-Novelty-Familiarity-Condition, given in [193] (Heim 1982:369-70). 

[193] Extended-Novelty-Familiarity-Condition: 

For 4> to be felicitous with respect to a file F, for every NPi in 4> it must 

be the case that: 

a. if NPi is [-def], then i rt Dom(F) 

b. if NPi is [+def], then i E Dom(F) and if NPi is a formula, 29 F entails NPi. 

29 This is to distinguish between pronouns, which correspond to variables, and descriptions, which 
correspond to open formulas. 
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The novelty condition in [193a] is a definedness condition for the file change potential 

of an indefinite and consists only of an index condition. The familiarity condition in 

[193b] is a definedness condition for the file change potential of a definite and consists 

of both an index condition and a descriptive content condition. Index conditions 

and descriptive content conditions are conditions of a different type and, in general, 

independent of each other. 

The entailment relation between a file F and a formula </> is defined in [194] and 

amounts to the following: the update of F with</> contains no more information than 

F itself. 

[194] F entails </> iff Sat(F) ~ Sat(F + </> ). 

Given the update property of file change potentials (stated in [186]), if F entails </>, 

then Sat(F) = Sat(F +</>). 

Definites are thus purely presuppositional: applying the file change potential of 

some definite NP with logical form a(xi) to a file F consists of checking whether i is 

in the domain of F and whether F entails a(xi) and then mapping F onto itself, if 

these two conditions are satisfied, or not mapping it onto anything, if any of these two 

conditions are not satisfied, since in that case the file change potential is undefined. 

The descriptive content condition that is part of the familiarity condition captures 

the intuition that definites presuppose their descriptive content. 

What kind of presupposition does the familiarity condition correspond to? Accord

ing to the familiarity theory, definites presuppose that there are individuals satisfying 

their descriptive content and, moreover, that the range of values for their correspond

ing discourse referent is among those individuals. Thus the familiarity presupposition 

consists of an existential presupposition and, what we might call, an anaphoricity pre

supposition. As a result, there is no proposition that corresponds to the familiarity 
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presupposition. Although existence of an individual satisfying the descriptive content 

of the NP is a consequence of the familiarity presupposition, neither the simple exis

tential presupposition in the manner of [184] in [195] nor the file-sensitive existential 

presupposition in [196] capture the full extent of the familiarity presupposition. 

[195] a. Definites of the form cx(xi) presuppose the proposition corresponding to 

the set of worlds { w E W: there is an individual d who is a in w }. 

b. F +a(xi) is defined only if W(F) ~ { w E W: there is an individual d who 

is a in w }. 

[196] a. Relative to a file F definites of the form a(xi) presuppose the proposition 

{ w E W(F): there is an individual d who is a in w }. 

b. F +a(xi) is defined only if W(F) ~ { w E W: there is an individual d who 

is a in w }, i.e., only if { w E W(F): there an individual d who is a in w} 

= W(F). 

The familiarity presupposition imposes requirements on the satisfaction set of a file 

that cannot be reduced to requirements just on its world set. 30 

Indefinites are purely assertive: applying the file change potential of some indef

inite NP with logical form cx(xi) to a file F consists of checking whether i is in the 

domain of F and mapping F onto a file which contains the information that Xi is 

matched with an individual having the property corresponding to ex, if i E Dom(F), 

or mapping it onto nothing, if i (/:. Dom(F). Indefinites assert the existence of individ

uals satisfying their descriptive content and, moreover, assert that the range of values 

30The brief treatment of definite descriptions in Heim (1983) assigns to them an existential pre
supposition as opposed to (the stronger) familiarity presupposition. It seems that the criticisms 
advanced by van der Sandt (1992) against the Karttunen/Heim account are really criticisms of 
that version of the presuppositional account of definites rather than of the familiarity theory, which 
incorporates the anaphoricity presupposition. 
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for their corresponding discourse referent is among those individuals. The novelty 

condition guarantees that indefinites will be assertive in this second sense since if a 

file already has some information about their corresponding discourse referent, it is 

not an admissible file for their file change potential. 

Since the novelty condition requires that a file lack certain information while 

the familiarity condition requires that a file contain certain information, the set of 

files that are admissible for the file change potential of an indefinite NP with logical 

form a(xi) and the set of files that are admissible for the file change potential of 

an definite NP with logical form a(xi) are disjoint. Moreover, accommodation can 

render a definite NP felicitous, since it would add the necessary information to a file, 

while it can never render an indefinite NP felicitous, since that would require revising 

the information available in a file. 

A file that is admissible for the file change potential of an indefinite is minimally 

informative with respect to the variable corresponding to the indefinite. This follows 

from the novelty of their index, given a general condition that Heim imposes on files, 

Condition B, which is stated in [197] (Heim 1982:304).31 

[197] For every file F, any world wand every n ¢ Dom(F) : if f and g are two assign

ment functions that are alike except insofar as f(xn) -=/- g(xn), then f E Satw(F) 

iff g E Satw(F). 

Condition B is an intuitively well-motivated condition on files, ensuring that a file 

does not cross-reference to discourse referents not already introduced, or, in somewhat 

more technical terms, that a file does not impose conditions on a variable whose index 

is not in the domain. As no file change potential is ever defined for files violating 

31 [197] is a slightly modified version of the condition given in (Heim 1982:304), so as to accord 
with the construal of the satisfaction set of files as a set of assignment function-possible world pairs. 
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it, it introduces partiality that is not due to presuppositions. Condition B has as 

a consequence that a file must be minimally informative with respect to any set of 

variables with indices not in the domain of the file: 

[198] For any world w and every file F true in w, F is minimally informative with 

respect to {xn: n rf_ Dom(F)}. 

Given [198], a file F that is admissible for the file change potential of some indefinite 

with logical form a(xi) does not entail a(xi) unless a happens to correspond to a 

necessary property, that is a property that any individual whatsoever has in any 

world. 

Coupled with the definition of truth and the novelty condition associated with 

indefinites, [197] predicts that an indefinite not in the scope of an operator will always 

have existential force, as we will see in the next section. 

3.4 The Truth Conditions for Definites and Indefinites 

This dynamic view on definite and indefinite descriptions accounts for their anaphoric 

potential and can be used to derive their intuitively perceived quantificational force 

under a quantifier-free analysis. As Heim (1982:332-33) puts it: "Indefinites need not 

be bound in logical form for them to receive what strikes us as existential readings. 

How is this possible? The answer lies basically in the way the notion of truth is 

defined for files: a file is true iff there is a sequence that satisfies it. So, in a manner 

of speaking, existential quantification is built into the truth definition and therefore 

need not be explicitly expressed in logical form. Still-and this is just as important 

a point-we do not want to predict an existential reading for just any free variable, 

but only for those that are novel w.r.t. their file of evaluation, which means-thanks 
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to the Novelty-Familiarity-Condition-only to those which are indefinite." 

The truth conditions of a given sentence and, therefore, the truth-conditional 

co.ntent of a definite or indefinite NP within that sentence are derived from the file 

change potential of the sentence, which makes crucial reference to felicity conditions, 

and the general definition of truth given in [199]. 

[199} 4> is true in w with respect to a file F that is true in w and admissible for +4> 

if F +4> is true in w; 

4> is false in w with respect to a file F that is true in w and admissible for +4> 

if F +4> is false in w. 

According to the definition in [180}, in order for a file to be true in a world, there has 

to be an assignment function in the satisfaction set of the file relative to that world; 

that is, there has to be at least one way of matching up the discourse referents in 

the file with appropriate individuals in that world. Appropriate individuals are those 

that have all the properties corresponding to the conditions imposed on the discourse 

referents. 

In order for a given cp to be true in a world w relative to a file F, it is necessary 

and sufficient that certain facts obtain in w. These facts depend on the information 

contained in F, since F has to be true in w to assess the truth or falsity of ¢, and 

on the information change brought about by ¢. The felicity conditions of </> place 

constraints on the information contained in F and hence play a crucial role in what 

such facts should be. Consequently, felicity conditions affect truth conditions. 

Let us now see how these general considerations apply to derive the existential 

force of indefinites and the non-existential force of definites. The existence of an 

individual in a world w that is a man and that came in is necessary and sufficient for 

the truth of sentence [190b] in w relative to a (true and admissible) file F. Sufficiency 
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relies on the novelty condition associated with indefinites and Condition B. To see 

the need for Condition B consider some file F such that for all U, w) E Sat(F) j(xi) 

is not a man in w. Now assume further that i r;/. Dom(F) and that Fis true in some 

world w in which there is a man that came in. Then F is admissible for +man(xi) 

and therefore for +man(xi) & came-in(xi) but sentence [190b) is false in w relative 

to F. Because F violates Condition Bi the existence in w of a man that came in is 

not sufficient to guarantee the truth of the sentence. 

On the other hand, the existence of an individual in world w that is a man and 

that came in is not sufficient for the truth of sentence [190a] in w relative to a (true 

and admissible) file F. Since definites are associated with the familiarity condition, 

an individual that verifies [190a] has to be within the set of individuals that are men 

and have all the properties established by the file to be the properties of the values 

of the discourse referent corresponding to the definite NP. 

The truth conditions of associative anaphoric definites, which are the same as 

those of other definites, demonstrate an important fact about accommodation: ac

commodation is not minimal. Accommodation works in such a way as to link an 

accommodated dicourse referent to an already existing discourse referent. For in

stance, if the existence of individuals of a certain type is required for felicity, the 

information actually accommodated is somewhat richer; it is the information about 

the existence such individuals that are moreover connected to another entity that has 

been established by the file to be a value of some discourse referent. If accommodation 

were minimal, then associative anaphoric definites would have the truth conditions 

of indefinites: the existence of an entity satisfying the overt descriptive content of 

the NP and the main predicate would be sufficient to verify the relevant sentence. 

However, not any entity satisfying the (overt) descriptive content of the NP and the 
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main predicate entity is sufficient but one that is connected to another entity that 

is itself a value of some discourse referent. For example, suppose [222] is part of a 

discourse in which the first appearance of an NP with the common noun predicate 

'garden' is in [222b]. Then (the logical form of) [222b] is infelicitous with respect to 

the file that is the update of a file with ( the logical form of) [222a]. 

[200] a. John bought a house. 

b. The garden was spectacular. 

If we simply accommodated the information that there was a garden, then [222b] 

would be felicitous relative to the resulting file but it would be true as long as some 

garden or other was spectacular. However, in that context [222b] is true if the garden 

of the house that John bought was spectacular. The requirement for richer than 

minimal accommodation stated above leads to accommodation of the information 

that there was a garden in the house John bought and therefore to appropriate truth 

conditions for [222b]. This general requirement on accommodation will be important 

in the account of the functional reading presented in the next section. 

4 The Functional Reading 

In this section I will propose an analysis of the functional reading without positing 

any quantifier or making any appeal to degenerate genericity. The functional reading 

of bare plurals in English is due to their ambiguity as standard indefinites, on the 

one hand, and as indefinites with an additional felicity condition, on the other. The 

additional felicity condition requires familiarity of a special kind and thus captures 

the intuition that bare plurals on their functional reading presuppose their descriptive 
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content. Because of this felicity condition, a bare plural need not be in the scope of 

any operator in order not to receive an existential reading. 

The ambiguity of the bare plural resides precisely in the felicity conditions it is 

associated with. It is associated with a novelty condition for its index on one inter

pretation, and with both a novelty condition for its index and a familiarity condition 

for its descriptive content on the other interpretation. These felicity conditions taken 

together delimit a wider range of contexts in which the bare plural is felicitous and 

result in a wider range of readings. Like standard indefinites, a bare plural is felicitous 

in contexts that correspond to files lacking information about its descriptive content 

and discourse referent; in those contexts it receives the regular interpretation of in

definites. Unlike standard indefinites, it is also felicitous in contexts that correspond 

to files lacking information about its discourse referent but containing information 

about its desciptive content; in those contexts the functional reading arises. 

4.1 Weakly and Strongly Novel NP's 

The novelty-familiarity theory presented in section 3 makes the following two predic

tions about inherently non-quantificational NP's not within the scope of any operator: 

(a) an NP asserts existence iff it introduces a new discourse referent, (b) an NP pre

supposes existence iff it is anaphoric on an already existing discourse referent. The 

evidence from the functional reading argues that we must allow for NP's which do 

not assert existence but introduce a new discourse referent. 

As we saw in the previous chapter, a central fact about the functional reading 

is that the bare plural presupposes existence without being anaphoric. Within the 

file change framework, this means that the file prior to the update with the bare 

plural must entail the descriptive content of the NP, while, however, being minimally 
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informative with respect to the variable corresponding to the NP. Therefore, we should 

first make precise how exactly the entailment of the descriptive content is to be 

formulated and then we should specify how the analysis of indefiniteness should be 

revised. 

The familiarity condition for the descriptive content of definites in [193b] makes 

reference to the entailment relation between a file and a formula. The situation 

obtaining with definites can be characterized more generally with respect to a file F 

and a formula </; as follows. To determine whether F is admissible for +</; what is 

checked is whether the file already contains the information that would be brought 

about if it were to be updated with </;. The specification for the file change potential 

+</; thus includes the definedness condition in [201]. 

[201] F +¢ is defined only if F +</J = F. 

In order for the definedness condition in [201] to be satisfied, F must contain the same 

factual information and the same information about discourse referents as its update 

with ¢. This means that F must entail the proposition determined by the update 

of F with </;, that no matchings of discourse referents to referents are allowed by the 

information in F but excluded by the information in the update of F with¢, and that 

</; must contain no variables with novel indices with respect to F. If the definedness 

condition in [201] is satisfied, applying the file change potential +</; to F will result 

in trivial updating of information. 

Clearly, in order to account for NP's that presuppose their descriptive content but 

introduce a new discourse referent we must appeal to a weaker notion of information 

containment. If the NP has a novel index with respect to a given file, then the file 

cannot contain exactly the same information that is contained in its update with the 

NP. By Condition B, the file must be minimally informative with respect to any set of 
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variables with novel indices, as discussed in section 3.3, whereas its update with the 

NP will not be minimally informative with respect to the variable with the index of 

the NP ( except if the common noun predicate of the NP corresponds to a necessary 

property). 

The new notion of information containment that we need in order for a file F 

to entail the descriptive content of an NP while being minimally informative with 

respect to the variable corresponding to the NP is this: the file should entail that 

some individual has the property given by the common noun predicate of the NP 

without requiring that that individual be matched with any discourse referent in F. 

In more technical terms, all the worlds in the world set of F should be such that they 

contain some such individual but that individual need not be the value of a variable 

with an index in the domain of F. For a file F to have this property it should satisfy 

the condition in [202], taking the CN of the NP to be a simple predicate. 

[202] For every(!, w) E Sat(F) there is some f' agreeing with f on {x{ j E Dom(F)} 

such that for some k ti Dom(F), f'(xk) E [CN]w. 

More generally, this conception of information containment can be characterized 

as a relation of weak entailment between files. 32 The relation of weak entailment, 

symbolized by ~' is defined in [203]. See also Heim (1987, fn. 4), where a relation 

of entailment between files is defined in order to characterize in the framework of file 

change semantics weak and strong NP's, in the sense of Milsark (1974) and Barwise 

and Cooper (1981). 

321 call this relation weak entailment because other notions of information containment yield 
stronger notions of entailment. For instance, we can define a notion of entailment in terms of the 
relation!;;;, given in [188], as follows: F entails F' iff F' !;;; F. See Beaver (1992) and Dekker (1993) for 
various notions of information containment. Dekker (1993) also investigates the algebraic structure 
characterizing the relations of information containment on information states. 
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[203] F S F' iff for every (!, w) E Sat(F) there is some f' agreeing with f on {xt 

j E Dom(F)} such that (!', w) E Sat(F'). 

Then the file change potential of some c/> might be such that it checks whether a 

given file contains enough information so that it weakly entails its update with ¢. 

The specification for the file change potential of such a c/> will include the definedness 

condition in [204]. 

[204] F +</> is defined only if F S F +c/>. 

A c/> that requires of its file of evaluation F to weakly entail F +c/> may contain 

variables with novel indices with respect to F. If F weakly entails F', then F and F' 

determine the same proposition, i.e., W(F) = W(F'), but may differ with respect to 

the variables they have a fixed assignment for, i.e., Dom(F) ~ Dom(F') and Sat(F) g 

Sat(F'). Although Sat(F) g Sat(F'), since W(F) = W(F'), Sat(F) has the following 

property with respect to Sat(F'): if Sat(F) is partitioned into classes of assignment 

function-possible world pairs such that the assignment functions in each class agree 

on the values they assign to the variables with index in the domain of F, then each 

class has a survivor in Sat(F'). 

If an NP with logical form a(xi) introduces a new discourse referent but presup

poses its descriptive content, then its file change potential would be defined only for 

those files whose domain does not include i and which entail its descriptive content 

in the sense specified above: 

[205] F +a(xi) is defined only if: 

a. ii Dom(F), 

b. F S F +a(xi)-
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Such an NP is felicitous only relative to files that contain the following kind of modal

ized information: a discourse referent satisfying the descriptive content of the NP will 

successfully be set up if the file is updated with that NP, and, moreover, such a dis

course referent would be matched up with appropriate referents in all worlds in the 

world set of the file. Updating a file F that satisfies the definedness condition in [205] 

with a(xi) will then result in no addition of factual information, that is no elimination 

of worlds and no exclusion of matchings to referents for the discourse referents in F. 

The effect of applying +a(xi) to F will simply be to fix the assignment for Xi, which 

will result in the elimination of any (!, w) E Sat(F) such that the individual f (xi) 

does not have the property corresponding to a in w. 

Indefinites may then be distinguished in terms of the felicity conditions they are 

associated with. I call those indefinites that are associated only with a novelty condi

tion with respect to their index strongly novel and those indefinites that are associated 

both with a novelty condition with respect to their index and a familiarity condition 

with respect to their descriptive content weakly novel. The familiarity condition is 

equivalent to the definedness condition in [205b]. The felicity conditions of strongly 

and weakly novel NP's with corresponding logical form a(xi) are given in [206] and 

[207], respectively. 

[206] For a strongly novel NP to be felicitous with respect to a file F it must be the 

case that: 

i ¢ Dom(F). 

[207] For a weakly novel NP to be felicitous with respect to a file Fit must be the 

case that: 

a. i ¢ Dom(F) 
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Bare plurals in English are ambiguous: they are both weakly and strongly novel. 

The standardly recognized interpretations of a bare plural arise when it is interpreted 

as a strongly novel indefinite. The functional reading arises when it interpreted as a 

weakly novel indefinite, in which case it is felicitous only relative to files entailing its 

descriptive content. 

4.2 Contextually Salient Functions 

What gives rise to files entailing the descriptive content of some indefinite NP? More 

concretely, let us see how the functional reading arises for the bare plural in the 

familiar example from chapter 3 repeated below. 

[208] a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. Students were aware of the danger. 

Let [209a] and [209b] be the logical form representations of [208a] and [208b], respec

tively, and F a file obtained by applying the file change potential of [209a] to some 

file that contains just enough information to satisfy the felicity conditions of [209a]. 

[209] a. ghost(xm) & campus(xj) & haunt(xm,Xj,x1) & in-1985(x1) 

b. students(xi) & be-aware(xi,c/>) 

Since we are now dealing with plural NP's, let us assume that the assignment functions 

in the satisfaction set of a file assign sets of individuals rather than individuals to 

variables (i.e., they are total functions from variabl~s to the power set of D). 

The bare plural NP 'students' is ambiguous between a weakly novel and a strongly 

novel construal. The strongly novel construal is disallowed in this case because the 
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predicate is individual-level. (I will not discuss here what the reasons for this prohi

bition are; see section 4.4 for some pertinent remarks). In order for the bare plural 

on its weakly novel construal to be felicitous with respect to a file, its index must 

be novel with respect to the file and the file must entail its descriptive content. By 

assumption, F satisfies the index condition of the bare plural but not its descriptive 

content condition. If felicity is to be satisfied, accommodation must take place. 

Given that it is part of general background knowledge that campuses have stu

dents, we can assume the existence of a function sstudent which assigns to each pair of 

a world and a singleton set consisting of an individual that is a campus in that world 

a set of individuals who are students on that campus in that world (let us assume 

that it is undefined for campuses that do not contain any students in some world). 

Contextually salient functions of this type have been invoked for the analysis of E

type pronouns (Cooper 1979, Heim 1990, Chierchia 1992), interrogatives (Engdahl 

1986, Ginzburg 1992), and indefinite NPs with the modifier certain (Hintikka 1986). 

Given the existence of such a function, the file F may be updated as in [210]. 

[210] Dom(F1) = Dom(F) 

Sat(F1 ) = {(f,w) E Sat(F): there is some g agreeing with f on {xn: n E 

Dom(F)}, some sstudent and some k (/. Dom(F) such that g(xk) = sstudent(w,f(xj))} 

The update in [210] constitutes genuine increase in information. As long as some 

campus that is the value of Xj has students in some world of the world set of F, 

Sat(F1) would be non-empty. If Sat(F1) is non-empty, F1 contains the information, 

not contained in F, that any campus verifying [209a] relative to F1 has students. 

Since for all worlds in the world set of F 1 and any campus that is matched with the 

discourse referent Xj, it holds that there is some set of individuals who are students on 

that campus, F1 entails the descriptive content of the bare plural students (i.e., F1 ::; 
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F 1 +students(xi)) but it does not entail students(xi) since F 1 is minimally informative 

with respect to { xi}- In fact, F1 entails the descriptive content of the bare plural plus 

its implicit contextual restrictions (i.e, F1 ::S (F1 +students(xi)) +be-on(xi,Xj)), hence 

the positive contextual sensitivity of the functional reading. F 1 can then be updated 

with [209b], as in [211]. 

[211] Dom(F2) = Dom(F1) U {i} 

Sat(F2) = {(J,w) E Sat(F1): f(xi) = sstudent(w,f(xj)) and f(xi) is aware of the 

danger in w} 

The kind of accommodation involved in the update from F to F 1 is the result of 

informational accommodation. It is the kind envisaged by Lewis (1979) and Stalnaker 

(1978) and advocated by Heim (1982, 1983). It should be distinguished from repre

sentational accommodation, which involves the addition of a certain piece of structure 

into a given representation, such as an LF structure or a DRS. Representational ac

commodation has been proposed by several recent works, such as Kadmon (1987, 

1990), Roberts (1989), Kratzer (1989), Berman (1990), Diesing (1990, 1992a), van 

der Sandt (1992), and has been claimed by some to be the only type of accommo

dation needed to account for the semantics of linguistic expressions. The functional 

reading crucially shows the need for informational accommodation. 

In chapter 3 I argued that examples such as [212b] or [212c] are infelicitous if 

uttered in the context of [212a], assuming it is known that Yale has no fraternities, 

and are, therefore, neither true nor false in the actual world. 

[212] a. A ghost was haunting Yale last year. 

b. # Fraternity members were aware of the danger. 

c. # Fraternity members were not aware of the danger. 
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The analysis of the functional reading I am proposing captures both the infelicity 

and the lack of a truth-value for [212b] or [212c]. The functional reading is associated 

with a Heimian semantic presupposition and, as discussed in section 2.2, semantic 

presuppositions imply pragmatic presuppositions and presupposition failure results 

in truth-value gaps. 

4.3 Negative Contextual Sensitivity 

The negative contextual sensitivity of the functional reading is due to the non

anaphoricity of the bare plural, a consequence of the novelty of its index. Let us 

consider the discourse in [213]. 

[213] a. There is a ghost haunting the campus. 

b. There are 500 students in this dormitory. 

c. Students are aware of the danger. 

If the NP 'students' in [213c] is assigned the same index as the NP '500 students' in 

[213b], then [213c] would be infelicitous relative to any file that is the result of an 

update with [213b]. In order for the novelty condition with respect to its index to be 

satisfied, the bare plural in [213c] must be assigned an index distinct from the index 

of any NP preceding it.33 

Similarly for deictic examples, as in [214], where the bare plural is not presumed 

to be identical with the perceptually salient students. 

[214] Context: We know that there is a ghost haunting the campus. We are standing 

in front of the library and we can both see several students. 

33Simplifying somewhat; inherently quantificational NP's or NP's within the scope of some quan
tifier would not result in infelicity for the bare plural even if they are co-indexed with it. 
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Students are afraid to enter the library. 

I am assuming that in this case the file of evaluation for the bare plural contains 

information about the perceptually salient individuals; in other words, it contains a 

discourse referent that is matched with the individuals that are perceptually salient. 34 

It is important to note that the novelty of the index excludes presupposed coref

erence. If it so happens that some dormitory verifying [213b] relative to the file of 

evaluation of [213c] turns out to contain all the students on campus, we will have 

accidental coreference. 35 [213c] can be uttered felicitously in contexts where, for all 

that is known ( or taken for granted), the 500 students in this dormitory may or may 

not be identical with the totality of students on campus. As discussed in section 

2.1, lack of information amounts to allowing for both alternatives in this case. An 

utterance following [213c] may, in fact, subsequently assert the identity of the 500 

students in this dormitory with the totality of students on campus, thus providing 

additional information. To exclude presupposed coreference and hence the anaphoric 

reading for the bare plural, it suffices that some world in the world set of its file of 

evaluation contain a set of individuals satisfying the descriptive content of the NP 

and are distinct from those individuals verifying [213b] relative to that file. 

The explanation for the negative contextual sensitivity analysis offered here con

trasts with the account that would be necessitated by the type of analysis proposed in 

chapter 3. In order to capture the negative contextual sensitivity of the bare plural, 

we would have to impose a disjointness requirement between the discourse referent 

34This is regardless of whether deictics are treated descriptively, as in Heim (1982, ch. III), or as 
directly referential, in the manner of Condoravdi & Gawron (1993). 

35See also Heim (1982) for the distinction between presupposed and accidental coreference and 
Dekker (1993) for discussion on partial objects. 
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corresponding to the summation of the elements in the restriction of the degenerate 

generic operator (see Kamp & Rohrer (1993) on summation) and that corresponding 

to any preceding NP. While the analysis proposed in this chapter relies on non

stipulated coreference in its account of negative contextual sensitivity, the analysis 

of chapter 3 would have to rely on stipulated non-coreference. As discussed above, 

an analysis relying on non-stipulated coreference is empirically superior since it al

lows for subsequent utterances to assert identity. An analysis relying on stipulated 

non-coreference makes exactly the opposite prediction since subsequent assertion of 

identity would lead to inconsistency. 

4.4 Strong and Weak Novelty and NP Strength 

In chapter 2 we saw that individual-level predicates select for a special class of NP's. 

Milsark (1974) called those NP's that co-occur with individual-level predicates strong 

and those NP's that do not weak. Since then there have been a number of attempts 

to characterize the distinction either semantically or syntactically. 

Here I will adopt Heim's (1987) proposal for capturing the weak/strong distinction 

in a file change framework. This proposal imports the characterization offered in 

Barwise & Cooper (1981) into the familiarity theory of definiteness. In our terms, it 

amounts to the following for an NP with logical form a(xi): 

[215] a. An NP is strong iff every file admissible for +a(xi) is such that F ::::; F 

+a(xi). 

b. An NP is weak otherwise. 

Given the notion of NP strength in [215], weakly novel indefinites are obviously 
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strong, while strongly novel indefinites are weak. To see that strongly novel indefi

nites are weak consider the indefinite 'a pomegranate' with corresponding logical form 

pomegranate(xi) and a factually maximally informative file F (in the sense of [187e]) 

such that i rJ_ Dom(F) and the sole world in W(F) does not contain any pomegranates. 

Such a file is admissible for +pomegranate(xi) but F i F +pomegranate(xi) since F 

+pomegranate(xi) = 0. 

Strength of an NP in these terms is a sufficient condition for co-occurrence with 

individual-level predicates so it is unsurprising that bare plurals on their functional 

reading can co-occur with individual-level predicates. Is it also a necessary condition? 

Given the proposals in this thesis, the answer is no. Strongly novel indefinites are 

weak NP's and yet they can combine with individual-level predicates if they are in 

the restriction of a generic operator or adverb of quantification. Offering a positive 

suggestion about what a necessary condition would be goes beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 

Some recent works, such as Diesing (1990, 1992a) and de Hoop (1992), propose 

to connect inherently strong NP's and NP's with a so-called strong reading to pre

suppositionality. They claim that NP's with a strong reading have an existential 

presupposition but do not formulate the presupposition explicitly so it is hard to 

compare their proposals with the proposals made here. In any case, given the dif

ferences between weakly novel NP's and strongly novel NP's in the restriction of 

generic operators and adverbs of quantification, discussed at length in chapter 3, it 

is doubtful that association with an existential presupposition suffices to characterize 

the weak/strong distinction. Strongly novel NP's in the scope of adverbial operators 

do not exhibit any of the properties attributable to an existential presupposition. 

This is not to say that the distinction cannot ultimately be captured by appealing to 
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some type of presupposition, just that an existential presupposition is not the right 

concept involved. 

4.5 Existential Force and Strong vs. Weak Novelty 

Under the theory of indefinites presented in section 3, novelty of the index of an NP 

with respect to a file was necessary and sufficient for that NP to get an existential 

reading. As long as indefinites are associated only with an index felicity condition, 

novelty of their index with respect to a (true) file is sufficient for them to get an 

existential reading if they are outside the scope of any operator. Given the revised 

theory of novelty I have proposed, an existential reading is not predicted for any 

free variable that is novel with respect to its file of evaluation. Rather an existential 

reading is predicted for those free variables that are novel with respect to their file 

of evaluation and for which the choice of their value does not depend on the value of 

some other variable for which the file already has more than minimal information. 

For instance, let us consider the truth of [209b] relative to a world w E W(F1), 

where F 1 is as defined in section 4.2. Is the existence of some students who are aware 

of the danger in w-any such set of students-sufficient for the truth of [209b] in 

w relative to F 1? The answer is no. Because of the felicity condition requiring the 

familiarity of the descriptive content of the bare plural and the manner in which 

the necessary information has been accommodated, via some contextually salient 

function sstudent relating campuses and students, in order for a set of individuals to 

verify [209b] relative to F 1 , it must consist of students who are associated with some 

campus verifying [209a] relative to F1. 

Thus, weakly novel indefinites share with definites the property that existence of 

a set of individuals satisfying their descriptive content and the relevant predicate is 
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not sufficient for the truth of the sentence in which they occur, and hence do not 

receive an existential reading. With weakly novel indefinites we can see more clearly 

how implicit information36 contained in a file and necessitated by the requirement for 

felicity may affect the truth-conditional content of a linguistic expreesion. 

The empirical generalizations following from the more fine-grained theory of nov

elty are as follows: (a) if an NP asserts existence, then it introduces a new discourse 

referent, (b) if an NP is anaphoric, then it presupposes existence. This allows for 

the following three types of non-quantificational NP's: purely assertive NP's, purely 

presuppositional NP's, and partly assertive, partly presuppositional NP's. Strongly 

novel indefinites are purely assertive, definites are purely presuppositional and weakly 

novel indefinites are assertive with respect to their discourse referent and presuppo

sitional with respect to their descriptive content. The table in [216] summarizes the 

classification of non-quantificational NP's imposed by my analysis. 

[216] 
novel familiar 

discourse referent discourse referent 

assert strongly novel 

existence indefinites 

presuppose weakly novel definites 

existence indefinites 

The box in the upper right-hand corner is predicted to be empty. If the discourse 

referent of some NP is familiar, any file admissible for its file change potential would 

have to be non-minimally informative with respect to that variable, hence existence 

36By 'implicit information' I mean information that does not correspond to any information change 
brought about by overt linguistic material. 
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of some individuals satisfying the descriptive content of the NP and the relevant 

predicate cannot suffice to verify the sentence containing the NP relative to such a 

file. 

4.6 Maximality 

Although the bare plural is predicted to have a non-existential reading in its weakly 

novel interpretation, nothing so far guarantees that it will have universal force. To 

see that let us assume that in a world w E W(F1), where F1 is as defined in section 

4.2, only a proper subset B of the entire set of students on some campus verifying 

[209a] relative to F 1 were aware of the danger. The existence of B should be sufficient 

for the truth of [2096] in w relative to F1 . Consider those f E Satw(F1 ) such that 

f(xi) = B. Then, by assumption, those f's are also in Satw(F1 +(students(xi) & 

aware(xi, ¢))), hence [2096] should be true in w relative to F1. But this is in discord 

with intuitive judgments. 

In order to account for the maximality effect, I will adopt a strategy used by 

Gawron, Nerbonne & Peters (1991) and Chierchia (1992) in order to account for the 

interpretation of expressions involving contextually salient functions. 37 I have left it 

open so far whether there is a single sstudent function mapping worlds and campuses 

to students or multiple such functions; recall that in specifying the update in [210] 

I required simply that there be some such function. Let us assume that there is a 

family of such functions, each mapping a given campus and a world to a different set 

of students on that campus in that world. (We can also think of sstudent as a choice 

37 Gawron, Nerbonne & Peters (1991) use contextually salient functions to account for singular 
E-type pronouns, and Chierchia (1992) for donkey-pronouns. Gawron, Nerbonne & Peters (1991) 
then need a strategy to get variable quantificational force for singular E-type pronouns, Chierchia 
(1992) to get the universal reading of donkey-pronouns. 
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function.) One of them will be such that it has as its value the set of all students on 

a given campus in a given world. 

The strategy in effect used by Gawron, Nerbonne & Peters (1991) and by Chierchia 

(1992) is this: the truth or falsity of what is said should be constant across different 

values of the functions sstudent for a given campus and world. 38 As a consequence, the 

condition in [217] holds for any discourse referent Xj whose values are mediated via a 

contextually salient function. 

[217] For any file F, any world wand any f, f' E Satw(F) such that f'(xj) ~ f(xj): 

if F' is the update of F with some</>, then f E Satw(F') iff f' E Satw(F'). 

Given [217], it is no longer possible for any subset B of the type described above to 

suffice to verify [209b] relative to F 1. If any subset B has the relevant property (i.e, 

of being aware of the danger), then they all must, and if some subset B does not have 

the relevant property, none of them should. 

4. 7 Consequences of the Existential Presupposition 

4. 7 .1 Positive Contextual Sensitivity 

In section 3.4, we saw that accommodation works in such a way as to link an accommo

dated dicourse referent to an already existing discourse referent. This is manifested 

38 Chierchia (1992) treats contextually salient functions as free variables in a logical form represen
tation and assumes a definition of truth that makes reference to universal quantification of possible 
value assignments to all free variables. Gawron, Nerbonne & Peters (1991:25) postulate the following 
principle: 

The choice function x used in interpreting E-type uses of singular pronouns is fixed for 
a discourse and is not under the control of any speakerparticipating in that discourse. 

This principle guarantees that the truth of an utterance involving an E-type pronoun cannot depend 
on the choice x makes out of the extension of the predicate corresponding to the descriptive content 
of the pronoun. 
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in the interpretation of associative anaphoric definites. In general, accommodated 

factual information relates to existing discourse referents. Therefore, although the 

descriptive content of the bare plural 'students' contains no restrictions to the stu

dents on a given campus either in its overt linguistic material or in its logical form 

representation, relative to a file that is admissible for its file change potential it will be 

interpreted as if it were contextually restricted. Within the novelty-familiarity frame

work, so-called incomplete descriptions need not be supplemented in their logical form 

representation with additional descriptive content or another parameter. The reading 

of a description relative to a file may crucially depend on the information available 

in that file, as we have seen. 39 

We can now explain the effects of the positive contextual sensitivity of the func

tional reading. In chapter 3 we saw that the bare plural in the discourse in [218], 

does not get the functional reading. 

[218] a. Students were roaming the streets. 

b. A school nearby had ended classes early. 

In terms of the analysis I am proposing, this is analogous to the lack of a reading 

for the NP 'the garden' in [219a] as equivalent to 'the garden of the house that John 

bought.' 

[219] a. The garden was spectacular. 

b. John bought a house. 

If there is no information about an educational institution in a given file, then the 

bare plural in [218a] cannot be felicitous relative to such a file on its weakly novel 

39This is not to say there are no phenomena that in fact necessitate supplementation of some 
parameter in the logical form of a description. Turkish accusative-marked indefinites, as discussed 
by En<; (1991), may constitute such a case. 
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interpretation. Since no more than minimal accommodation is possible, the only 

available interpretation for the bare plural is as a strongly novel indefinite, hence its 

existential reading in this case. 

In chapter 3 I also argued that the implicit contextual restrictions are part of 

the presuppositional content of the bare plural, since they are not cancellable, as 

witnessed by [220]. 

[220] a. A burglar was roaming Santa Clara county. 

b. Deputy sheriffs were aware of the danger. 

c. #They had been sent from LA county to investigate. 

This fact also follows from the general requirement for richer than minimal accom

modation. In order for [220b] to be felicitous, accommodation has to take place but 

accommodated factual information relates to existing discourse referents and therefore 

has to be mediated by a contextually salient function relating one kind of individual 

to another. In this case, the relevant functions are those relating counties and deputy 

sheriffs of those counties. That information, implicit though it may be, is part of the 

file that results from an update with [220b]. Updating that file with [220c] leads to 

inconsistency ( unless some revisions in the information available take place), hence 

the perceived contradiction in the discourse in [220]. 

4.7.2 Dependent Functional Reading 

A weakly novel bare plural may of course appear in the scope of an operator. In that 

case the need for accommodation will arise in the process of evaluating the file change 

potential of a complex operator-headed formula. This is the case in [221]. 

[221] a. Ghosts have occasionally haunted this campus. 
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b. Students were usually aware of the danger. 

Here the relevant contextually salient functions map a world, a campus and an occa

sions of a ghost appearance on that campus to sets of students on the campus during 

that occasion. Then if F is some file that is the result of an update with [221a], the 

felicity requirements of the bare plural would be satisfied as long as there is at least 

one world in the world set of F such that some campus in that world verifying [221a] 

relative to F had students during at least one ghost appearance. [221b] would then be 

felicitous either relative to F-if all relevant campuses had students during all ghost 

appearances-or relative to a file that is the result of an update of F. Hence, the 

effect of the functional reading on the domain of quantification of operators. 

Similarly, a weakly novel bare plural may appear in the scope of a modal operator, 

as in [222]. 

[222] a. A ghost may be haunting a campus. 

b. Students must be careful. 

If the indefinites in [222a] are within the scope of the modal 'may,' [222b] is inter

preted as modally subordinated. Modal subordination arises in order to satisfy the 

presuppositional requirement of the bare plural. The bare plural is evaluated not 

relative to the file that is the output of the update with the previous sentence but 

an auxiliary file in which the information that there is a ghost haunting a campus is 

taken for granted. 

These informal remarks fall short of an explicit analysis of the functional reading 

within quantificational contexts but I hope to have shown that such an analysis is 

possible given my proposals about weak novelty and the functional reading. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this chapter I have shown how adopting the dynamic perspective on meaning and 

the novelty-familiarity theory of (in)definiteness can help us account for the functional 

reading of bare plurals. The central property of the functional reading is the presup

position associated with weakly novel indefinites and the novelty of their index. The 

other properties of the reading fell out as a consequence of that presupposition, the 

novelty of the index, and general priciples governing accommodation and contextually 

salient functions invoked to guarantee felicity. 
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